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BEHIND THE SCENES:
FAULT COVER SHOOT
By the FAULT Magazine
Editorial Staff

T

he Behind the Scenes
video from our landmark
10th issue photo shoot with
Adam Lambert had over
11,000 views on YouTube at the end of
2012. We have seen some outstanding
fan reactions to the shoot, including
drawings and animated gifs based on
our feature. Who can forget the day
#ItsAdamsFAULT trended worldwide?
That hashtag is still frequently mentioned
around the Twitterverse. It seems a long
time ago now that we first spoke to Adam
about the possibility of featuring him on
the front cover of FAULT Issue 10 (Spring
'12) . . .

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
was full of confidence going
GOAdam
TO:
into the shoot. For the most part, we
communicated through his publicist,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
the wonderful Shoshanna Stone, when
discussing the logistics and aesthetics
of the feature. It was clear from the start
that Adam was very relaxed about the
process and open to a new look. He had
seen what we as a publication had done
with the likes of Ali Lohan and Natalia
Kills, who had covered our previous two
issues, and was confident that whatever
treatment we put forward would be to his
liking. A key part of our initial discussions
about Adam's involvement in FAULT
was that we would be able to have full
creative control over the shots. Adam
and his team were really excited to see
the style in which we wanted to portray
him.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
TEAM CREDITS
PHOTOGRAPHY Miguel Starcevich
CREATIVE DIRECTOR Avo Yermagyan
STYLIST Avo Yermagyan
ASSISTANT Ryan Cleveland
GROOMING Patrick Tumey
PRODUCTION Miguel Starcevich and Leah
Blewitt

Above:
SHIRT by Kiryuyrik,
BLAZER by John
Lawrence Sullivan,
TROUSERS by J.
Lindeberg and
SHOES by
Yves Saint Laurent.

process one step further by actively
making suggestions, indicating approval
of certain moods, styling references
and lighting, and selecting from different
options put to him.

still showcased the
man's inner passion
and natural sense
of drama. First
and foremost, we
wanted this shoot to
be about Adam the
man, not Adam the
performer—even
though we quickly

WANT TO READ
very last minute, at which point they
excelled with Adam,
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
either approve or try to veto certain
coming up with a
shots.
So
it
came
as
a
pleasant
surprise
the start, we were pleased to
concept that was
GOFromTO:
when Adam—having been so ready to
see Adam becoming so involved in the
simultaneously
go
with
our
concept—took
the
creative
creative
process.
It
is
almost
an
accepted
stripped back yet
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
evil in the entertainment industry that
artists set to be featured in magazines
will withhold any creative input until the
Left:
GLOVES by Attachment,
TIE by John Lawrence
Sullivan, SHIRT by Vlas
Blomme and BLAZER by
The Virdi-Anne.
© FAULT Magazine

Leah Blewitt, our editor-in-chief for North
America, was primarily responsible
for coming up with the concept, mood
boards and visual references. She
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Left:
BOW TIE & BLAZER
J. Lindeberg
SHIRT Dolce &
Gabbana
COAT Kiryuyrik
JEANS Diesel
BOOTS As Is LA

WANT TO READ
try to be the perfect
model, not realizing
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
that trying too hard
is often what drives
GO TO:
a photographer
to distraction, and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
results in overly
staged, contrived
shots. Miguel,
Leah and the rest
of the team found
Adam confident and
professional enough
to just be himself,
stay relaxed and
remain open to new
suggestions.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
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We were delighted
with the shoot
precisely because
it went the way the
best ones do—all
to plan but with that
little bit of magic
that can happen on
a shoot. The image
with Otis (previous
spread) is a perfect
example: Adam
loved the chihuahua
owned by Miguel's
agent at the time,
Zizi Zarkadas (www.
aardvarkaartists.
com), which resulted
in the gorgeous photo
of Adam cradling the
dog in hands wearing
those fingerless
black-leather gloves
by Attachment.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
FAULT Issue 10 (Spring 2012), with Adam on the front cover and a 9 page photo and interview
feature inside, is available from www.fault-magazine.com/issues.

realized that the two are inextricably
linked! That meant no make-up or
stage glamour, just clean, simple and
sophisticated in tone and styling.

The shoot eventually came around on a
pretty ordinary Tuesday morning in early
January 2012. Miguel Starcevich (www.
miguelstarcevich.com), photographer for
the shoot, contributed massively to what
was, in the truest sense of the term,
a team effort, that day. Adam showed
up unaccompanied and was clearly
comfortable to be in his own shoes. It
can be tough for a musician or actress
to be pushed into the role of a model on
shoots. Some might think it is easy to
stand in front of the camera and let it do
its magic, but they might want to take a
look at some of the Facebook pictures of
themselves before piping up too loudly!

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Adam is a fashion enthusiast and
GO TO:
jumped at the chance to wear a
wardrobe—selected by our brilliant
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
U.S. Style Editor and on-shoot stylist
Avo Yermagyan (www.avoyermagyan.
com)—which included pieces by Dolce
& Gabbana, Yves Saint Laurent, John
Lawrence Sullivan, DSQUARED2 and
Ann Demeulemeester. Demeulemeester,
in fact, is one of the designers Adam
lists among his favorites; that list
also includes Gareth Pugh, JUUN.J,
SKINGRAFT and Alexander McQueen.
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Introduction

It is not easy to be as photogenic as
Adam was on that day. A lot of artists

After receiving the
final images, the
cover choice was a
foregone conclusion.

In an industry that has a tendency to
take itself far too seriously, FAULT was
named with our tongues firmly placed
in our cheeks. We wanted our landmark
10th issue to be a reflection of what
the brand stands for: contemporary
yet iconic, genuine but playful, and
considerate of and relatable for our
readers and contributors, rather than
preachy and inaccessible. Given all of
that, there was no choice to make. It
was Adam Lambert's FAULT down to
a T. Everyone agreed within seconds
of seeing the selection —and we were
thrilled that Adam's legion of fans
approved.

Broken Open The Agony and
Ecstasy of
Adam’s Singing
by Angelina Kalahari, London UK

W

techniques involved,
because we are
transported by the
music itself. Adam
clearly appreciates
that his voice has
this power, too. He
recognizes that what
make his voice sound
like music are the long
unbroken lines (legato
lines) that he sings,
on elongated open
vowel sounds, which
is already difficult
enough to master.
But what makes him
so astonishing and
absolutely unique in
today’s pop music
industry, is that he
sings with an opera
singer’s technique,
in that he sings not
only these long lines
in the music, he does
so also with the lyrics,
tying one word to the
next, whilst still having
absolute clarity of
diction and tone.
This is a very difficult
skill to learn, even
for operatic singers,
many of whom can do
one but not the other
and if they do both,
you can’t understand
what they’re singing.
It is a further
testament to Adam’s
understanding of the
music of his voice,
and of his dedication
to his instrument. And
it is this, primarily,
which makes us,
the audience,
experience the ‘wall
of sound’ effect he
presents to us, and
that’s why often, it
seems as though he
doesn’t need any
accompaniment; that
his voice is music
enough on its own.

hen we experience a
WANT TO READ
singer like Adam, who
has not only given himself
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
permission to connect to
his own voice on every level, but who is
GO TO:
also further exceptionally courageous
by being as vulnerable as anyone
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
can be, giving of himself one hundred
percent each time he performs, the

Overall, we were
experience for the audience becomes an
overwhelmed by the
overwhelming one at the deepest levels
strength
of Adam's
WANT
TO
READ
of truth and authenticity. And because he
enthusiastic and supportive
makes it look so easy, we feel we too,
fan base. The title of this
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
can do what he does. That, however, is
tribute magazine, AURA,
his artistry. And so for those moments
that glowing passion
GOreflects
TO:
that we watch him, we become him, and
and positivity that shines so
we too, experience our uninhibited, free
clearly from the man and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
selves, not thinking or worrying about
artist you know and love.
Yet it is a name that could also be
applied to his fans, who give him that
extra glow of love and support. As
much as we congratulate Adam for
his successes last year—including
the release of Trespassing, which
debuted at #1 on the Billboard 200; his
redefining performances with Queen;
his #1 ranking for Fan Favorite album in
Rolling Stone magazine; and his hosting/
performing gig at VH1 DIVAS 2012—we
at FAULT want to dedicate this piece to
his fans. For us, you make up a massive
part of Adam's Aura. We can't thank you
enough for the support you have given
us before, during and after Issue 10's
release last Spring. We hope you enjoy
seeing these shots again and learning
the behind-the-scenes story of Adam’s
nine-page cover feature.

what others think of us – he makes it
safe for us. And through that, he heals
us; he heals our broken dreams, our
broken, wounded selves, our neglected
selves, and our limited selves.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Of course Adam has worked hard on his
vocal instrument to be able to produce
GO TO:
the wonderful sounds that he makes,
to be able to sing so many concerts
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
in a row, to be able to communicate
so emotionally and uniquely with his
audience, but what makes his voice, in
particular, so astonishing, I feel, is this:
Adam has complete understanding of his
voice as a musical instrument. He uses
pure classical techniques for breathing
and to support his voice, something
which he has undoubtedly perfected
over years, so that he plays his voice
much like a concert pianist or violinist
would play the piano or the violin. Of
course he borrows and uses many
skills from different styles and genres
of singing – even in this, he is inclusive!
– but he is very clever in that the core
techniques which support his voice so
perfectly, remain the classical ones.
When listening to music that affects us
deeply, we are not usually aware of the

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
And Adam, if you are reading this, many
happy returns for your 31st year! All the
best for a magical 2013. We can't wait
to see what you have in store for us and
look forward to working with you again
soon.
Adam Lambert, This is your FAULT
AURA w
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To demonstrate the influence our own
voice has over us, including for nonsingers, we may look at those times
when we’ve lost our voice – maybe
through laryngitis or because we’ve
screamed ourselves hoarse at a sports
event or at a rock concert – maybe even
at one of Adam’s shows. The next few
days, whilst our voice is recovering,
we’ll have that surreal ‘loss of self’
experience that comes when people
seem not to ‘see’ us as we’re unable to
voice ourselves to the world. This is a
big clue as to how much of our identity,
of ‘us’, is tied up with our voice and that
goes for everyone, not only for singers.
And it should go a long way to help us
appreciate precisely how magnificent,
how generous, and how courageous
Adam is in giving us so much of his voice
and so much of himself – it truly is not
as easy as he makes it look. He really is
‘Broken Open’ every time he gives us his
gifts.

I Am Unique

By Xóchitl Barajas @xbarajas
San Diego, CA

I

spent much of my life feeling like
an outsider, not knowing why I
often could not fit in with others,
regardless of how hard I tried.
Then at the age of 24 I finally
received an answer. It was not the news
I was hoping for, but my diagnosis of
NVLD—a neurological disorder affecting
motor, visual-spatial and social skills—
helped shed some light on the mystery
that was my existence.

I am glad to have
discovered the
beautiful soul that
is Adam, and to be
getting to know him
along with other
Glamberts, with whom
I feel connected. I
wish everyone who
feels marginalized
by society could
learn about Adam
as well, because
he represents hope
to me. As Adam
reminds us in his
song “Aftermath,”
we need to believe
in ourselves, stand
strong and not allow
others to get in our
way.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I continue to struggle on
a daily basis with these
aspects of my being. I
WANT TO READ
am often misjudged for
different. Yet, I am
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? being
determined to reach my
goals and overcome my
GO TO:
obstacles, with the hope of
attaining a personal sense
“No more hiding;
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
of accomplishment that I
About the writer: I loved singing from a
Don’t be afraid of
have been seeking for so
very young age and first performed in
what’s inside; Gonna
long.
public when just seven years old. As
tell ya, you’ll be alright
a child, living as we did, on a farm in

in the aftermath;
One of the goals I had set for myself
WANT TO READ
the middle of the Kalahari Desert – the
Anytime anybody
was to meet Adam Lambert, my favorite
place of my birth – we had no television
pulls you down,
singer. That dream has come true for me
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
and my mother
played records by
anytime anybody says
on two occasions: July 30, 2010, and
Mario Lanza, Guiseppe Di Stephano,
you’re not allowed,
March 30, 2012. After hearing this man
Beniamino Gigli, Franco Corelli, Jussi
GO TO:
just remember you’re
speak the following words from his heart,
Bjorling, Enrico Caruso and other wellnot alone in the
I felt they validated my belief that Adam
known Italian opera tenors, day in and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
aftermath.” w
is truly an extraordinary and amazing
day out. I adored this music and their
beautiful voices, and was convinced I
would be a tenor when I grew up. But
the small matter of being born a girl
shattered that dream! I trained as an
operatic soprano instead, and have
been fortunate enough to sing all over
the world, enjoying some wonderful
moments along the way, including
being invited to Buckingham Palace by
Queen Elizabeth II in recognition of my
contribution to the music, economy and
culture of the UK.

individual.
“I always used to look at being different

WANT TO READ
as a bad thing, but I’ve learned that you
need to take pride in the fact that you
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? are unique.”—Adam Lambert, July 2010,
MTV UK interview
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
My love for the tenor voice has never
diminished, however, and has been
rekindled, beyond reason, by the
exquisite voice of Adam Lambert. w
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At Right:
Photograph by
Melanie McCaffrey
at The Music Box,
December 15. Recalls
Melanie, "The whole
room was filled with
so much love and
happiness as Adam
and one of his best
friends, Alisan Porter,
sang 'Aftermath,'
a song they wrote
together."

met him at the door so anxious to tell
him about this incredible young man who
I knew was going to become a superstar.
Little did my husband know that he
would spend the next four years learning
everything there was to know about
Adam Lambert.

afraid when I realized
that I had allowed
Adam Lambert to
become my newest
drug. I went looking
for help—and I found
all of you.

ver the past four years, I
have spent countless hours
trying to explain to others
what it is about Adam
Lambert that caused me to
suddenly lose my mind. I’ve used every
word that I have in my vocabulary and
some that were created (Adamgasm
comes to mind) to try to make others
understand the magic of this man. I think
the one word that best encompasses my
lunacy would be aura.

Since 2009, I have come to understand
how incredibly strong the aura of
Adam Lambert is. It does not matter
if I am watching a video, a television
performance, listening to his music or
watching a live show, I am instantly
changed when I see, hear or just think
of him. He brings a joy into my heart,
mind and soul. He makes me want to
celebrate life.

In my quest to find a
way to let go, I found
so much love and joy
in my relationships
with other Glamberts
that I now know there
is nothing wrong with
what I am feeling.
Adam is a magic
man who has cast
his spell over us and
we are never going
to be free. In reality,
we have found a true
freedom, a liberty
from the constraints

home from practicing with his band, I

myself to get hooked. I was actually

The Aura of
Adam Lambert
By Lisa Fowler
Florida Glambs Leader
Tallahassee, FL

O

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I’ve had to come to terms with my own
WANT
TO
READ
obsession. Having fought addiction for
I’ve always formed instantaneous
most of my life, both personally and in
opinions of people that I meet. With
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
the lives of people dear to me, it can
Adam, the aura was somehow
be frightening when you know that
GOtransmitted
TO: through the airwaves the
that society had
something is getting that hold on you.
very moment he walked through the
placed on so many of
I
had
convinced
myself
that
the
only
doors for his American Idol audition.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
us.
way to stay straight was to never allow
That night, when my husband came

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
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I am a 54-year-old woman who argues
with my 84-year-old mother about the
music that I listen to, the clothes that I
wear and the fact that I spend my hard
earned money on everything Adam
Lambert. It seems like a lifetime ago
when I would sit with Mom and talk
about who was sick or dying or which of
her grandchildren had made her mad.

Watching Adam in the public eye and
seeing the way he lives his life shows
clearly that he is developing a clearer
understanding of his path and how he
can walk it in the most productive way,
to serve the common good. Nothing
shows this more clearly than his Twitter
conversation about bullying.

matter what. That
means giving back
to him what he gives
out and never ever
saying hurtful or
harsh words to him or
about him. It’s our job
to hold him up so he
can stand above the
clouds, rather than
kicking his feet out
from underneath him,
causing him to fall
sharply to his knees.
If Adam were to visit a
Kerlian photographer
and have his aura
photographed, it
would more than
likely shine brilliant
shades of violet,
showing him to be
a visionary, having
achieved various

Adam didn’t prosthelytize or preach his
WANT TO READ
Thanks to Adam and his incredible fans,
own particular beliefs about the root
I have found so much love in a world that
of bullying. He wasn’t pushing
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS? cause
I had come to think of as dark and cruel.
his own specific theories about what
AURA celebrates that indescribable
would put a stop to the hideousness
GO TO:
magic and joy that connect us to Adam
that is visited upon the innocent, the
and to our fellow Glamberts worldwide. w
open-hearted and the vulnerable.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Instead, he asked probing but gently
worded questions that stirred a thoughtprovoking dialogue. His kind-hearted
conversation with his fans did not create
worldwide headlines in social media as
did his just-as-thoughtful questioning
about the movie Les Mis. Yet a few topdrawer journalists wrote about it and

A Path Along
WANT TO READ
the Way
By Brenda English @foxvegas
AURA WITHOUT
Fox Creek, OBSTRUCTIONS?
Alberta, Canada
GO TO:
asked some pointed questions of their
degrees of spirituality.
ne of the beauties of
own.
It also would indicate
understanding personal
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
that he thinks and

O

paths in this Universe is
recognizing other people
with well-defined life paths
of their own. Everyone has a job to do
here, a path that has been assigned.
Some recognize early in their lives that
their path exists for them, and so they
own it. Others don’t know it is there or
haven’t learned it yet, and so continue
to walk in the same old tired path, even
though it is obviously not right for them.
Walking in that singular path for long
enough creates a rut from which there’s
seldom an escape.

Adam seems to become perplexed
when his expressed thoughts explode
virally in the Internet Universe, not yet
understanding the power of his position
as a worldwide superstar. Yet it is crystal
clear that there is a specifically assigned
path for him in this Universe and it’s
a lovely thing to watch his awareness
settle over him bit by bit, as each socalled ‘controversial’ comment of his
explodes into the media’s headlines.

lives at an advanced
level of personal
growth and is very
capable of drawing
into his circle of
influence those who
are in the process
of seeking their own
personal growth and
development.
Adam Lambert is
both a teacher and a
student, continuing
to show the way to
some, while learning
more of life’s lessons
for himself. The
lessons he has to
give are both powerful
and profound.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Adam is an old soul, wrapping up
his learning curve on this planet and
passing on his knowledge and wisdom
to those who need to absorb what he
has learned. He’s
showing the way. He’s
holding the flashlight
in the dark for those
who need a little light to
help them return to the
correct path of loving
themselves.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

It can be said that his
fan base is the wind
beneath his wings,
supporting him and
having his back, no
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Only those who have
learned the harshest
lessons get to speak
the sweetest words.
“Nobody’s perfect.
We all have things we
want to work on. I’m a
work in progress…”
—Adam Lambert w

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

Ladan Moaddeli painted this
9x12 watercolor of Adam
during her February 2010
VH1 performance. This 2011
portrait is one of 19 she has
made of Adam.
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Thought you
should know
about the
Glamily
by Stephanie Wood
@number8gurl, Homewood, AL

We carry forward in a joyous way with
a common goal to support and promote
someone in whom we believe and share
a deep love for....you Adam. You lead
by example and that IS the purest, most
honest, most effective form of leadership
that exists in the world.
Even more phenomenal is that, over
time we fans have become friends.

Before Adam—
the time frame I
call “BA”—I wasn't
sure I believed in
"aura" or "personal
magnetism." But
he's got me drinkin'
the Kool-Aid on that
now. The Universe
has gifted him with
something unique in
so many ways.

WANT TO READ Dear Adam,
Friendships have developed between
the most unlikely couples. We HAVE
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
ver this past year or so I've
found, through your example, the
been talking to amazing
ability to embrace our differences and
It's not just his
GO TO:
people online pretty much
find common ground. It's incredibly
talent, looks,
every day. We were all
interesting to talk to people from other
intelligence,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
brought together by our love
walks of life, people from different
sense of

O

and passion for you and your music. We
vote, request and purchase as a group;
we work on fan sites; we share videos
and links and discuss and 'flail' together;
we're all learning together how to
navigate this tricky road that is radio; we
watch, read and listen to interviews and
marvel at your intelligence, your ability
to articulate and your wicked sense
of humor; we salivate with nervous
anticipation whenever you are going to
be on television; we promote you across
the Internet; we defend you (when
necessary).

humor and
personality—
which are
WANT TO READ
present
in great
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
abundance.
Adam has an
GO TO:
indefinable
something
You will probably be happy to know that
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
that glows
we actually DON'T talk about you ALL of
and makes
the time LOL. But you are at the center
everyone in his
of it all, you are our passion and our love
presence react.
and you are what brought us together. I
countries and cultures. We love and
support one another. I've had a very
difficult time with someone close. These
women, these amazingly compassionate
women, have rallied around me and
helped me. I'm so grateful for the love
and support.

WANT TO READ
hereby declare that I'm no longer going
That presence, the
to use the term 'real-life' to distinguish
sense of knowing
We are an amazingly diverse group of
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
between people in my life and my Adam
exactly when he
people, a community if you will. There
friends because these are the most
enters a room,
are the leaders and the followers;
GO TO:
'real' people I've ever known! They
borders on the
there are the organizers and worker
have brought joy to my heart and added
supernatural. Some
bees and the cowboys who keep us
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
quality to my life! w
have said, “When I
moving as a group in the right direction;
there are those who constantly spread
positivity, light and love and those who
provide a calming voice of reason when
necessary. Others with special talents
that share their art with everyone; the
more fortunate don't hesitate to help out
those with lesser means and I personally
have witnessed acts of extreme
generosity; there are the more timid and
soft-spoken who serve to balance out
things with the stronger personalities and
more outspoken folks. All the bases are
covered and it all works splendidly!
Because we are a functioning society we
have the power to make things happen
and we celebrate these triumphs! And
BECAUSE we are a functioning society
we are able to regroup and move forward
when things don't go as we expected.

spoke with him, you
could actually feel the
joy pouring out of him.
It is amazing, I can’t
explain it” and “When
I met Adam in NYC,
on a crowded street,
he was all I could
see! Like a beacon,
he has that once-in-alifetime charisma! He
shines with an inner
light!”

The Indefinable
WANT TO READ
Personal
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? Power of
Adam Lambert
GO TO:
By Eowyn Rohan @eowynrohan
Sunnyvale, CA
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
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his musing about my
attraction to Adam Lambert
began by looking at photos
and thinking, “He is the stand
out in every picture. Our attention goes
to him automatically. He is magnetically
gorgeous! I can’t tear my eyes away
from him!”

I have been
pondering this ever
since I first met Adam
early during the Idols
Tour. Even then,

Left:
With "Age of Aquarius,"
Lucas Vitek honors
our magnificent water
carrier, born January
29, 1982.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
Yes, the Universe
AURA
OBSTRUCTIONS?
there was WITHOUT
a special energy to him that
travel I would never have expected to
has blessed Adam
everyone could feel . . . something that
do.
and he, in turn, has
GOwasTO:
physically palpable and tangible
blessed all of us, with
when he was in your presence. When
And I am a better, happier, more
friendship, happiness,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
he spoke to me for the first time, even
connected and social person now than I
before all the “fame and fortune” really
hit, he looked right at me, seemed to
really “see” me. He was very present
in the moment, focused on the person
he was speaking with. It was intense,
personal and breathtaking. We knew
he would be a big star even then—but
to most of the world, Adam included, he
was just “the guy who didn’t win Idol.”

had ever been. Thank you, Adam.

Wondering if it was just me who was
affected like this, I started asking others
who had met him for their experiences.
I was flabbergasted by the universal
nature of how we felt. For lack of a
better word, I began to call it “aura,”
“personal magnetism” or “energy.” It is
really beyond typical stage presence
or charisma, which he also has in
abundance.

under his spell and be awestruck by his
talent and his presence.

Fast forward to January 2013. We are
looking back on two successful albums,
world tours, a Grammy nomination,
scores of magazine covers and articles,
critical acclaim. It is now some 35 live
performances later for me, including a
remarkable amount of wonderful world

Part of you is carrying on a comfortable,
friendly, real, funny conversation with
a really nice person while another
part realizes you’re in the presence of
greatness as you squeal inside, “OMFG,
you are standing just a few feet away
from ADAM LAMBERT!”

What I predicted about his “aura” is even

community, love,
tolerance and
understanding.
His voice is the
soundtrack of my
life, and his aura is
the sun that keeps
me wanting to come
back and experience

truer now. I have seen him mesmerize
WANT TO READ
a crowd of Queen fans who had no idea
who he was before the concert . . . who
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
were skeptical that a “guy who lost a
talent competition” could even be able to
GO TO:
share the stage with their legends, Brian
MORE! w
May and Roger Taylor. I saw them fall
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

I have had more opportunities to speak
WANT TO READ
with him and he STILL shines. His
presence, his smile, his laugh, his boyish
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
charm and adorable dorkiness coexist
with his megawatt sex appeal.
GO TO:
The aura is there, even brighter, but so is
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
the approachable unspoiled sweetness.
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ADAM, YOUR
AURA IS SHOWING
A Random Collection of Aura Sightings

A

dam has a magical
aura around him that
radiates energy, love,
openness, acceptance and
understanding. He likes and cares about
people, about what they think and feel,
and it connects him to us like a strong
magnet. He's real and one of us. I've
felt for a long time that Adam is destined
for greatness. It's obvious that his talent
is his vehicle for much greater things.
He has a unique gift of connection with
beings of all cultures, races, genders and
ages. Somehow he strips away layers
that we all show to the world and gets to
the "Underneath," the basic realness that
seems to connect us as one. Adam taps
into the similarities that we share instead

Seeing Adam perform with Queen was
like a near death experience. I was
literally transported out of my body to a
place of light and love where I witnessed
the greats—Freddie, Elvis, MJ, & JC
Himself rocking out. It was so much fun
I wanted to stay, but then I heard the
words, "Who Wants to Live Forever?"
and I instantly returned to experience
the pure joy that is life and the VOICE
of AFL! —Arleen Stamp @nyhome,
Amityville, NY

dream’s perspective,
Adam was performing
on stage. He
had a completely
extravagant costume
and makeup,
including lots of
feathers, glitter and
silver fabric. He was
standing in the middle

see how it would be so easy to be his
friend, his lover, his companion. He has
an aura around him we just can't escape.
—Linda Whritenour-Elbe,
Lake Grove, NY

but it was Cosmic in
nature. In this light
danced a dragonwolf, which looked
exactly like Adam's
costume. He was
enacting his Cosmic
self. His dancers
caught this energy
and spread it around
through twirling
moves.
—Adina Ispas,

WANT TO READ
of the stage set,
which resembled a
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
flower, like the center
Aside from Adam being so warm and
of a Persian carpet.
GO TO:
wonderful the day Nancy and I met him,
Above his head I
his total being was most alluring and
saw a light, which
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
captivating . . . larger than life itself. I can
resembled spotlights,
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
In a dream I had early in 2012 I saw
of the superficial differences. He is like a
GO TO:
Adam's aura. It was his birthday, and
brilliant diamond, with his many facets,
Sauli—whom I knew nothing about—
shining his brilliant light for all to see. He
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
gave him a kiss. Adam smiled very big
is a special phenomenon, one I've never
experienced in a public figure. Indeed,
Adam has made the world a smaller,
better place.
—Sharon Bunn @ funbunn40
Charlotte, NC

at that, and this displayed as light, which
could be felt. Then he saw us Glamberts
and said, "That's enough for now. We
need our 'us' time for a bit," and closed
the door. We respected that, and I could
hear, "Where's the photographer?"
because an official photo had to be
released that day. That night, from the

WANT TO READ
Romania w
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
The Nicest Guy
primetime
apparently hasn't made a single enemy.
in
Hollywood
performance on the
That's amazing! And it's not as if there
WANT TO READ
By Shannon Sabel
2009 American Music
hasn't been plenty of opportunity for
aka MoovieBassets
Awards, spoken
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? enemies to come forward if they were so
some occasional
inclined.
t's interesting to note about
light trash about
GO TO:
Adam Lambert that, four years
Gene Simmons,
While he was on Idol, photos emerged
after coming into the national
Eminem and even
on
the
web
of
Adam
kissing
a
man
(his
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
consciousness as possibly the
Britain's middle-aged
ex-boyfriend, it turned out) and wearing

I

most talented, entertaining and exciting
contestant to ever compete on American
Idol, not a single person who knows him
has come forward to say anything bad
about him.

I mean, think about it. Adam has been
living in the most cutthroat entertainment
town in the world for over a decade, and
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glittery green full-body makeup and
even in full drag and, still, nary a peep.
He is constantly in the public eye; he's
been interviewed on nearly every big
talk show in the country, not to mention
the hundreds of small media outlets he's
talked to. He's done some questionable
things, including his sexually charged

sweetheart Susan
Boyle, but still no one
who knows him has
anything nasty to say
about Adam.
On the contrary, in
fact, everyone who

he's ever worked with or known him
who has been asked about him says
that he's sweet, supremely talented, and
deserving of everything he's getting in
his life right now. I'm reminded of a radio
interview with Megan Hilty, who played
Glinda when Adam was understudying
Fiyero. When asked about him, she said,
“Adam Lambert, my honey!” in the tone
of voice you would expect someone to
say, “warm puppies!” She then went on
to report that the company would often
go out for karaoke after the show. No
one wanted to follow Adam because he
was so good, so it would just turn into a
full set of Adam. Then she sighed like a
love-struck fan girl.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
People describe him as a fiercely loyal
friend, a free spirit who prizes love
over the accoutrements of fame, as an
inspiring and unselfish mentor. After his
voice, one of the first things I noticed
about Adam on Idol was his personal
charm and manners. His personality,
even at that first audition in San
Francisco, was absolutely magnetic. He
all but charmed the pants (or jewelry,
as the case may be) off all four judges,
kissing Paula's and Kara's hands, being
“one of the boys” with Randy and Simon.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
past. Adam understands Karma—that
WANT TO READ
what goes around comes around—and
is resolved to put positive energy out into
AURA
WITHOUT
But it never
came off as smarmy, OBSTRUCTIONS?
the universe.
just knowingly charming. And that
GOunflaggingly
TO: polite person appeared
And Adam has taken his fans into that
week after week. He never argued with
close circle of positivity. He defends them
the judges, just took his criticism like
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
against all comers, whether from overa man and moved on. The closest he
came was to deflect Simon's “It was like
something out of the Rocky Horror Show
with a shrugged “I like the Rocky Horror
Show.” On several occasions he took
time that he could have spent flogging
for votes to thank the band or give credit
for an arrangement to an Idol staffer.

Above:
Photograph of Adam
taken by Tuke18/
Weelassie11 at
Q102's Springle Ball,
Philadelphia, PA, May
22, 2012, captures
a radiant, glowing
Adam.

zealous security guards at concerts who
try to limit camera use, or interviewers
who hint that his fans are an odd bunch
(which, of course, we are). Making it
clear he doesn’t want negativity flying
about his fandom, Adam makes us even
prouder to call ourselves Glamberts.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
It remains to be seen whether this
Adam believes in sharing the spotlight
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
sweet, open flower child can survive the
with his friends, as well. On Twitter,
he has promoted many of his friends'
projects, from Cassidy Haley to Alisan
Porter to Scarlett and Lee Cherry,
determined that the friends who have
supported him both professionally and
personally over the years benefit from
his success that they helped perpetuate.
During his Glam Nation Tour, he
surrounded himself with people from his

trappings and pitfalls of celebrity. Adam
has a very strong foundation from which
to defend himself against the cynicism
so rampant in today's world. He is a
beacon of light in a dimming world. More
power to him. w
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Photograph by Dan'niel
McKnight, CPC, www.
adamlambertphotos.org
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MY LIFE SOUNDS
BEAUTIFUL AGAIN
By Cate Breen @Fanadama,
Dayton, OH

I

n the Spring, when you open
the windows for the first time
after a cold, dark winter, and
a warm breeze floats through
stuffy rooms, reviving your dormant soul,
as birds’ trills delight your song-starved
senses . . . that is the sensation I felt
when I first heard Adam Lambert sing.

THE BEGINNING
By Mary Lou DiSalvo,
North Arlington, NJ
Amazing blue eyes, and hair black as night;
You stepped on the stage, and it all seemed so right;
Your different personas pulled us all in,
And took us to places we’ve never been;

Above:
Adam's version of
"No Boundaries" was
A studded jacket, wisp of hair,
released as a single
And that sexy, mean smirk
after the Idol finale.
Made “Whole Lotta Love” an intoxicating work;
The song was cowritten by Idol judge
“Mad World” flowed on the air, with mist rising high,
Then you stared in the camera, and made all the girls sigh. Kara DioGuardi.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Those metaphorical windows had shut
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Donned in caged wings and leather sparkling eyes,
long before. Once upon a time, music
flowed through every fiber of my being.
If my radio wasn't on, my record player
was, and with the birth of MTV, my
TV was always on. But without even
noticing, music left my life. It didn't affect
me anymore. The essence of who I am
had slowly disappeared after many years
of being “his wife” and “their mother.”

You transformed into a god from where Pegasus flies;
Now “Pop Goes the Camera” wherever you are,
They chase and they follow you out to the car;
As you talk to reporters, you say what you want
And give them some rope, but still keep it taunt.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
An engaging, bright smile lights up your face,
Then a slight, devilish grin that’s hard to replace;
GO TO:
You always say something that shows your quick wit,
Like the snake-channeling rock star, hoping not to get bit.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I didn't realize I had turned into someone
else, someone I didn't like very much. I
had always been a fairly optimistic and
happy person, but challenging struggles
and missed opportunities had turned
me into a robot, going through each day
getting the job done but feeling nothing.
And then I heard Adam sing “Ring of
Fire” on American Idol. Something
awoke in me. Images and feelings
and memories started coming back. It
was like having a past-life experience.
I recalled all the songs I used to love,
each one representing a specific time in
my life. “Staying Alive” by the Bee Gees,
“Stairway to Heaven” by Led Zeppelin,
“Renegade” by Styx, “Biggest Part of
Me” by Ambrosia, yes, even “Mandy”
by Barry Manilow—all represented
significant moments in my life that I had
locked away.

You definitely possess an innate sense of style,
It’s interesting and makes you stand out by a mile.
You are a rebel and a hellion in the nicest of ways,
It’s part of your power, make sure all of that stays.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Your voice is a gift, and so is your heart,
Full of kindness and good will right from the start;
GO TO:
We should all take a lesson from that wonderful trait,
And stop hating each other before it’s too late.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Be true to yourself and stay just the same,
Don’t become spoiled by fortune and fame;
You are a joy to hear, and I wish you the best,

WANT TO READ
A bright, glowing star that outshines the rest. w
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
RETHINKING MY
was given a total of
REALITY
$1 in raises, even
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
By Cathy Falconer,
Adam has put music back into my
life with his dramatic, emotional and
charismatic singing and also by
introducing me to new artists I probably
would never have listened to. I can't
thank him enough for that. Although what
Adam has done for me isn't life-changing
in a huge way, my life sounds and feels
beautiful again. And I smile a lot more. w

Oviedo, FL

I

was in school to become a
veterinary technician because
my boss promised he would
pay for half my education. He
never made good on that promise. In
fact, during the four years I was there, I

though I was very
good at my job
and was constantly
complimented
on my skills. I felt
used, lied to, and
underappreciated.
Still it was difficult to
leave. I had a
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education, and my credit card bills are
even higher since making the investment
to start my business. I am hopeful that
all this risk will pay off in the end. I

a dream. I feel pretty
certain I would still be
stuck where I was if
Adam hadn’t led me

opened my business in August 2010 and
just moved to a bigger, better place (still
renting) in January 2013. Renting suits
my lifestyle better than owning a whole
salon and all the related responsibilities.

to rethink my reality.
It's funny how you
don't actually have to
know someone in real
life for him to have an

impact on you. w
WANT TO READ
I know one thing for sure. I am happier
and proud of myself for having the
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? now
courage to make a change and invest in
GO TO:
steady paycheck, although small, and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
had invested a lot of money into my
education. I knew my job and was very
Coaching
arrangements, and
good at it. I knew that if I were to leave, I
welcomed all from
Adam on
would want to go to work for myself. No
Dorian and me. He is
WANT TO READ
American Idol
more lies, and all my hard work would go
one of those artists
toward growing something for my family.
By Michael Orland, pianist &
who would take an
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? musical coach, American Idol
idea and run with it.
I was feeling pretty low and very
Our sessions with
GO TO:
uring American Idol Season
stressed. It was that magical rendition of
Adam were always
8, Dorian Holley, singer/
“Ring of Fire” that first made me snap my
fun.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
coach extraordinaire, was
head around. He made me feel happy
Cathy Falconer, licensed esthetician in
Oviedo, Florida, quit an ungratifying job
to pursue her dream of opening her own
business. © Carl Falconer

and excited. Even though I got a lot of
teasing for being a middle-aged female
fan of a gay singer, none of it mattered
when I turned on that CD or saw him in
an interview.

D

my coaching partner. He and
I were proud to have coached Adam
Lambert exclusively the whole season.
We recall Adam being like a sponge. He
always loved new ideas, melodies and

Usually sessions with
contestants ran 6090 minutes. Adam
would come into our
rehearsal room with

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
First it was just the amazing
GO TO:
voice and the 'rock ‘n roll
bad boy' image that I loved.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
But the more I got to “know”
Adam with Michael
Orland, his pianist and
musical coach, at the
finale results show.

him I started admiring his
joy and his life's philosophy.

WANT TO READ
I admired how he took a risk and
changed everything
about his life. He
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
even changed his appearance radically,
proving that you don't really have to play
GO TO:
the cards you’re dealt. You can change
the whole deck. So I decided to go for it!
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I was always interested in skincare and
make-up, so becoming an esthetician
seemed a logical choice. With this
career I can work for myself, bust my
butt and grow my business. I also feel
really good about being able to provide
a valuable service that helps people look
and feel their best. Yes, I had to change
schools and pay more money for a new
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WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Above:
American Idol’s
Dorian Holley, singer
and coach; Adam;
Michael Orland,
pianist and musical
coach; Kris Allen,
Season 8 winner.
Left:
Adam and Michael
prepare for Adam's
performance of "Never
Close Our Eyes," on
Idol's top 3 results
show, May 17, 2012.

his ideas all thought out. He would take
a country song and put a metal spin on
it. Do a disco song as a heart-wrenching
ballad. Or give a ballad a gospel feel.
They'd seemingly be the craziest
ideas—but always worked. And because

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GOeveryone
TO:respected Adam, as a person
and as a musician, everyone—from us
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
to the producers to our head music man,
Rickey Minor—always welcomed those
"crazy elements" because we knew they
would work. Adam came in so prepared,
we'd have his arrangement done in 20
or 30 minutes then spend the rest of
the time just chatting, having fun—until
the execs walked in and we'd jump right
back into work mode. LOL.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
DREAM BIG
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I'll never forget my first personal
By Katie K, OK
experience with Adam during Hollywood
Week. When he wanted to do Cher's
song "Do You Believe" I thought, "This
guy is nuts." And when he wanted to
make it a ballad, well, I thought that was
even crazier. But when we got together
and worked it out, it was magical. I never
doubted him or his ideas again.

F

or most of high school, I didn’t
have big dreams for my future
and I continuously struggled
over my identity. I’d always
detested conformity, but I was
beginning to feel I was succumbing to it.
But when Adam came into my life about
two years ago, my world changed. I felt
so revitalized, motivated, inspired and
energized.

I’ve met so many
amazing people all
over America and
from around the world
whom I never would
have encountered
otherwise, and
they’ve become some
of my closest friends.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Watching Adam perform in The Ten
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Commandments in his pre-Idol days,
then during Hollywood Week, and more
recently as host of VH1's DIVAS—with
his personality, talent and work ethic, it’s
easy to see why he is such a beloved
artist around the world. And his star is
just beginning to rise. w

No matter what emotion I’m experiencing
on a particular day, I can turn on any
song of Adam’s and I feel a level of
solace no individual could ever articulate.
Through Adam I see that the power
of one person can truly bring together
people from different demographics.

Adam’s style has
inspired me to take
a deep look at my
own wardrobe. Now
my clothing finally
expresses who I am.
I understand that I
can be self-sufficient
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and that I have the ability to make my
personal dreams come true. Adam has
proved that you can truly be whoever
you want to be. My personal motto
comes from Adam: “Life is all about
taking risks to get what you want." I hope
to carry this idea with me throughout my
life. As I’m nearing the end of my high
school years and will soon emerge into
“the real world,” Adam has inspired me
to believe I can go out swinging. I can

Left:
Lilli Becker traveled
from Lima, Peru, to
see three of Adam's
concerts. New York
fans opened their
homes and hearts to
her. They've stayed in
touch.

WANT TO READ
achieve whatever
I dream. w
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Now I wear what I
detail, drive you to the airport, pick you
want, look the way I
up
again
after
you
missed
the
flight
and
GO TO:
like, do what I think is
make sure you’re at the airport again
Relighting
right, and the people
the
next
day
with
a
lunch
in
your
hand
-http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
My Fire
By Lilli Becker
@LambertsLabelle, Lima, Peru

without knowing more about you than a
couple of comments on Facebook?

I

who matter don’t
mind. I feel alive,
sexy, good, and I
don’t have to hide my
vulnerability behind
aggressiveness
anymore. Adam
turned into my lifetutor and there are
lots of moments I just
think “What would
Adam do!?” There’s
more peace and less
confrontation in my
personal and even
professional life.

It’s a very special community Adam
WANT TO READ n everyone’s life, at some
brings together. They are good people,
"
time, our inner fire goes out.
interesting, passionate, decided, fierce,
AURA WITHOUTIt isOBSTRUCTIONS?
then burst into flame by
loyal, self-confident, crazy, young inside,
an encounter with another
soulful, sexy - just an amazing Glamily.
GO TO:
human being. We should all be thankful
There are good people out there in this
for these people who rekindle the inner
mad world!
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
spirit!” - Albert Schweitzer
Adam Lambert is this person for me. In
2009, I had my daily trot, my program,
my rhythm. I was not unhappy, but I was
starting to feel old. While following the
American Idol auditions, I got a wakeup call from a gorgeous guy who “wasn’t
skeeeerd.”

Most of my life I tried pleasing people
and around fifteen years ago, when I
was just done trying that and started
being completely myself, I felt bad and
guilty most of the time. Adam showed
me that being true to yourself is the only
way and there is nothing to be ashamed
about. “You should own who you are,
what you are, and never make apologies
for it!” That’s what he said and that
rocked my world. He confirmed what I
felt!

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Thank you, Adam, for
GO TO:
popping into my life
and giving it a whole
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
new turn!
Thanks to Adam, I
connected with wonderful
people all over the
world and realized that
people who are fans of
TO READ
this exceptional guy are
Bringing
exceptional
too.
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?

Love. Light. Lambert. w

WANT
the
"WHO is this guy?!"
AURA
I found something
Light Closer
so sacred in you, not
GO TO:
By Sari Rathod
I had a life-changing experience after I
only in your look but
@LifeAmazingRide, Finland
saw Adam in three shows. This would
the way you carry
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
not have been possible without the
your spirit.
unconditional help of a handful of New
York fan club members and Facebook
friends. Where else do you find people
who open their homes and hearts, offer
beds, food and transportation and buy
expensive tickets for you without even
knowing if they will get paid back? Then
they drive you across the country for the
next concert, plan everything to the last
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t was just an ordinary day and
I was watching American Idol.
I can never forget when I saw
you for the first time, smiling
fearlessly in front of judges and singing
"Bohemian Rhapsody". You were so real,
so in that moment, and you drew me
there into that moment with you and my
mind just stopped. I found myself asking,

There are not words
enough to thank
you, never will be.
What you have
brought to my life -entertainment, fun,
excitement, self-love
- you have brought

light closer that I thought I had lost. You
have brought faith to live differently in
this world, for I have felt like a freak
all my life. That feeling has sometimes
trapped me. You have inspired people to
love themselves by loving you!
You are such a brave soul, like I’ve never
seen. You are the picture of what I want
to become.

Wicked Friends

*

By Eden Espinosa @edenespinosa,
friend and Wicked co-star
Adam and I have known each other
since long before our Wicked days. The
one thing I can say about him, through
all these years, is that he is exactly
the same on stage, in the spotlight,
as he is off stage. All these years, all
this success hasn’t changed him. He
has always known who he is and that
he has something to offer this world.
I always loved when he would go
on for “Fiyero.” Not only did I love
singing and doing scenes with him,
but he always brought extra “fire” and
passion to the kissing!!!!! Yes, ladies,
he is indeed a good kisser! w

Editor ’s Note:
Eden’s new CD,
Look Around,
is available at
edenespinosa.
com, Amazon.
com, iTunes and
CDBaby.

WANT TO READ
For some people, black-and-white
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
thinking may be their shelter and
For me, security means You
GOsecurity.
TO:
and Light. To know you exist brings me
joy every day. It’s amazing, and it’s true.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I believe you have come to this age of
ours for a great purpose.

Negativity is so out, hate is so out! Life
WANT
TO READ
with fear and ignorance is over. Rebirth
filled with passion has started. Let’s
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Rock the Planet!!! w
GO TO:
A Push from
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
ask, you don’t know.” This statement has
the station’s site.
Adam
helped me to be more direct with people
(Thanks, Toby!) It

By Bellina Lambdin
@bellesxxoo, Great Falls, VA

and push myself a little harder to follow
my dreams. I came out of my shell a bit
more.

feels great to get
the news out to the
public and make new
friends. I thank the
radio station for this
opportunity.

months later I got a call to be an extra in
a movie made for HBO. The last day of
the shoot, I was picked to be in a scene
with the lead actor.

amazing. I am forever
grateful for the
wonderful friends I
have made because
of him. Not only does
he inspire us, but we
inspire one another.

wait for something to happen. I made
something happen. Thank you, Adam,
for inspiring me to say “Just Do It.” YAY!

Adam. It has been
an amazing journey
so far. Entertainer
Extraordinaire! I will
be his fan forever.
The man just has an

WANT orTO
READ
a few years, I had not been
really well. I was always
In January 2010, I made yet another
AURA feeling
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
tired and mentally drained. I
decision. I had always wanted to be a
went to see my doctor and a
background actor in a movie and work
GOnutritionist.
TO: Nothing was helping. I had
behind the scenes. I got up the nerve
The connection
talked about exercising and changing my
to
submit
my
headshot
to
a
casting
between Adam and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
diet for a very long time but just could
company in Washington, D.C. About six
his fans is quite

F

not get motivated.

One day I saw a picture posted on

WANT
TO
READ
AdamOfficial
of Adam
jogging with his
iPod. I loved his music and his amazing
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
voice. I went
out the next day and bought
I continue to work as a background actor
myself an iPod. I downloaded Adam’s
and also assist the casting company with
GOmusic
TO:
and videos. I got on my treadmill
casting calls. This experience helped
with my iPod and I have been exercising
me to build my confidence. This all
I look forward to what
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
ever since. I can’t believe the difference
happened because I did not sit back and
is coming next for
in how I look and feel. I lost weight and
got into shape. I feel young again. I am
a different person. I love to laugh and
make others laugh and I feel that all I
had lost has come back to me. Others
have noticed the change as well.

Adam has also inspired me in another
way. I remember him saying, “If you don’t

I also started sending one of our top
radio stations in Washington, D.C.,
emails with up-to-date Adam Lambert
news. The DJ was very responsive
and asked me to write blogs to post on

aura about him.w
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Making a
Safe Zone
By Idolholic, IL

A

dam’s unapologetic,
potentially risky refusal to lie
about being gay has inspired
me to become a more vocal
advocate. This wasn’t a major leap. In
college, I gave a persuasive speech on
accepting homosexuality. More recently,
I’ve been disgusted by horrific stories of
gay teens being bullied. It is shameful
that our society has placed such a
pejorative label on homosexuality that
gay people suffer these extreme forms
of abuse. And it’s tragic when their deep
despair leads them to take their own
lives.

My Teenage Son
Loves How Bold
I’ve Become
By Amy Carrithers @80s_and_sunny
Olympia, WA

M

y very first impression of
Adam Mitchel Lambert
was how unbelievably,
heart-stoppingly, drop-thelaundry, do-a-double-take gorgeous he
was. Beautiful. Perfect. Man. I could not
look away.

crazy, but I have
Adam to thank for
my kid’s admiration
of his mom. What a
blessing!

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
I was incredibly lucky
to win a Meet &
GO TO:
Greet. I got to hold
his hands in mine,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
look into his eyes
My second impression, about two
seconds afterward, was how much and
how deeply I instantly liked him—the total
lack of swagger or cockiness, nothing
but his pure, innocent heart showing on
his face. I liked him immediately; I liked
him immensely, and I couldn’t believe
how strong that feeling was.

and say, “It’s such
an honor to meet
you. You’ve brought
so much happiness,
sexiness and fun into
my life.” He was so
kind, so interested
in what I had to say.
And with his curious,
unblinking eyes
piercing intensely
into my soul, paying
complete rapt
attention to me,
he made me feel
like I was the only
woman in the room.
I’ll be floating on that
experience for a very
long time. What an
incredible role model
he is, personifying
humility, intelligence,
warmth, grace and an
unapologetic love for
life itself. Adam, you
just keep on being
you, and I’ll keep
on being your fan

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT
It’s importantOBSTRUCTIONS?
for straight allies to speak
up. I’ve started by posting a “Safe Zone”
GO TO:
sign on my office door, letting LGBT
students at my college know that they
I wanted to befriend him
will find a sympathetic, understanding
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
and mother him and slay
supporter inside.

dragons for him all at once.

I’ve cut ties with a church that is
judgmental towards gays, and joined
a church where homosexuals are
accepted. I cheered when our governor
signed a bill legalizing civil unions.

Before I had time to figure out just
WANT TO READ
what the hell was happening to me, he
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? opened his mouth and sang. And then
he took it even further. He completely
stole my heart and took over my life on
GO TO:
I offered encouragement to a student
April 8, 2009, when he styled himself
who bravely came out and was promptly
as a vulnerable schoolboy, stood up
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
rejected by his family and church.
And I cried listening to Adam’s
passionate renditions of “A Change is
Gonna Come.”

from his chair, cut a hole in my soul and
poured “Mad World” into it. I have never
been the same.

WANT TO READ
This amazing man has quite simply
me to be braver, sexier and
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS? inspired
I hope other heterosexual people like
more comfortable, becoming more fully
me are influenced by Adam to stand up
who I already was. He inspired me to
GO TO:
publicly. I think that one of Adam’s many
pursue a complete career change and go
lasting legacies will be that he helped
forever. w
to nursing school at 40, and my teenage
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
pave the way for homosexuality to be a
son has since told me that he loves how
non-issue, not through radical protests,
but by being honest. w
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boldly I go after my dreams. It sounds

TWITTER

Unexpected
Inspiration

By Marilyn Coson @tchrsd
San Diego, CA

T

he world discovered a hidden
gem when Adam Lambert
made his television debut in
January 2009. I felt it then, and
feel it even more now, since I've been
given a new lease on life. For six years
I endured a progressive condition that
sent me into the shadows, withdrawing
from family, friends and colleagues. In
some inexplicable way, Adam touched
my life so that I wanted to conquer my
fears. He gave me courage to undergo a
delicate operation to regain my old self.

Adam Lambert
Rocks!!!
By Pam, Mobile, AL

T

alented, smart, helpful,
unique, positive, and such a
good person, Adam Lambert
motivated me to get into
shape and lose 40 pounds. Because of
Adam, I also have met some of the most
colorful people around. He has added so
much excitement to my life. I hadn’t been
such a fan since Duran Duran days!
Having a gay ex-husband has opened
my eyes a little bit more on relationships.
I love how Adam talks openly about his
sexuality. I know he has had a huge
impact on the gay community and
helping people feel comfortable about
being themselves. Oh, I entered an
“Adam Lambert Biggest Fan Contest”

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Top Right:
Pam and her Adam
photo collection
during American Idol.
Bottom Right:
Pam, husband and
daughter on their way
to Idols Live! Tour,
Atlanta, GA, 2009.

WANT TO READ
On November 9, 2010, I underwent
brain surgery
to correct a condition OBSTRUCTIONS?
that
AURA
WITHOUT
caused continuous facial spasms. I was
GOdetermined
TO: to be well enough to attend
Adam's final Glam Nation performance
on December 16 in Los Angeles. Five
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
weeks after surgery, still unsteady and in
the healing process, I made it happen.
Prior to surgery and during my weeks
of recovery, Adam's voice inspired me
to put one foot in front of the other each
day.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
I met Adam in San Diego in March
GOWhen
TO:
2012, I told him my story in the few
minutes we had together and he was
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
filled with compassion. As a teacher
in the same San Diego school district
where Adam attended school, I couldn't
have been more proud to say I am a
devoted fan. I feel as if I've never lived
as much as I have since my surgery—
going to numerous concerts, taking trips
to St. Agathe, London, and across the
U.S. These are some of the best years
of my life. For that I'll be forever grateful
to Adam for awakening something inside
me that has filled me with joy, taught me

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
tolerance and made my heart sing. w
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from Rockstarweekly and made the top
20! Craziness! They mailed me a copy of
the magazine.
One of my dreams is to meet Adam, to
sit down and talk to him. I was fortunate
to see Adam’s New Orleans concert.
It was such a positive place to be; the
energy in the room was all about love.
It didn’t matter how old we were, what
color, whatever. We were all there for
our love of Adam. I’m definitely a more
positive person since Adam has come
into my world.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Peace, Love and Adam Lambert. w
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Change is
WANT TO READ
Gonna Come
By Lisa Harrington,
CT
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
n January, 2009, Adam Lambert
GO TO:
performed “Satisfaction”, a
Rolling Stones classic. It should
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
have been an average night of
Photograph of Adam
during the Idols Tour
by Dan'niel McKnight,
CPC. Here he's
performing the Bowie
Medley part of his set.

I

Idol watching, but it wasn’t. My senses
were awakened by the mere sound
of his voice, the look in his eyes as
he followed the camera and then the
smile.....Dear God, the smile. The weeks
to follow were filled with anticipation and
anxiety to see if Adam would make it
through to the end. This was a typical
Idol experience....no major change yet
for me. It was not until the day after
the finale show that my transformation
arrived. And it arrived with gusto!

diet of Adam Lambert light, that I didn’t
see the darkness that was sitting right
in front of me. The next generation had
spoken and I could not accept it. My
personal “A Change Is Gonna Come”
occurred at that very moment.

believe I have taught
my two teenagers
about acceptance,
love and diversity.
Adam opened up a
whole new world to
me, which I may never
have experienced in
my small Connecticut
town. I thank the
Universe for bringing
Adam’s light into my
life just when I was
ready, willing, and
able to accept it. But,
as joyous and giddy
as Adam makes
me feel, I know that
we are a long way
from equal rights
and acceptance
of diversity. There
is more room for
change and I believe

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Nothing was the same for me after that
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
day. I felt as though Adam’s strength was
pulsing through my veins.
I stood taller, I smiled more, I argued

WANT TO READ
more, I felt in charge of my own beliefs.
My eighth-grade students were busy
I was a flailing fan and protector of
discussing the previous night’s results
all things Lambert. Whatever the
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
from American Idol. I was trying not to
combination was, I felt the need to
look too devastated about Kris’s victory,
make positive changes in my life
GO TO:
so I simply asked the kids if they were
based on Adam’s message of love and
surprised Adam didn’t win. As I stood
acceptance. The timing was right. I
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
and listened to very nasty, derogatory
homophobic remarks regarding Adam’s
sexuality from 13-year-old kids, I went
numb. My soul was aching. I realized at
that moment that I was not part of this
negative, judgmental and cruel world.
My heart was filled to the brim with love,
acceptance and joy because of Adam
Lambert. I had been on such a steady
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was turning forty-eight, my kids were
teenagers, my husband was in remission
from a serious illness, and it was time for
some soul searching.
My family truly thought I had lost my
mind—and I had. I lost my closed,
judgmental, apathetic mind and I found
an all-loving, open and curious mind. I

it’s gonna come. w

Altered Universe
By Dorothy Gordon
@deedeeglambert, Uniondale, NY

F

rom the moment I laid eyes on
and met Adam Lambert, my
universe was immeasurably
altered. No longer will I
tolerate any semblance
of discrimination, hatred or abusive
behavior. I’ve become involved with gay
rights and marriage equality, and am
easily outraged by narrow-mindedness
and antiquated, hateful behavior. Thank
you, Adam, for waking me up to a very
basic tenet in life: every human being
has the right to be happy and fulfilled,
regardless of race, gender or sexual
orientation, a philosophy I definitely will
abide by for the rest of my life.

supports rather than accept personal
gifts certainly deviates from the norm
and speaks volumes for Adam. Due to
his generosity and magnanimity, I’m
far more receptive toward donating
to causes that will have the most
pronounced effect on people and am
far more generous and giving than ever
before. Adam, you have turned me into
a philanthropic, altruistic person. You
must also be able to leap tall buildings
in a single bound and stop speeding
locomotives! To me, you are a true
Superman in every sense of the word.

Devastatingly
handsome,
possessed of a sunny
and effervescent
personality, megatalented, and a heart
made of gold—Adam
Lambert is essentially
the perfect package.
A certain aura within
him motivates people
to better themselves
in different ways.
Today, I am a kinder,
gentler person than
I ever was. For this
and so much more, I
thank Adam from the

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Aesthetically, I’ve transformed myself
from dowdy to glamorous. Eyeliner and
shadowy eyes, shimmery lips and nails,
jewelry and glittery sequined clothing men younger than I turn around and look
at me! I have embraced love once again
in my life. I feel positively beautiful.

WANT TO READ
bottom of my heart. w
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Encountering
an entertainer who prefers
his fans donate to the charity he
GOthatTO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Beyond
Suddenly my life had a purpose, to
by Juneau and Xena,
introduce
as
many
people
to
Adam
authors of On the
WANT
TO
READ
Starlight
as possible. And to do something that
Meaning of Adam
By Thea, Denver, CO
would make it easy for other Glamberts
Lambert. I’ve started
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
to
do
it,
too.
The
ideas
started
coming.
singing again after
t’s hard to believe that just one
A 4-5 chapter short story, fan fiction,
an 11-year hiatus
GO TO:
year ago, I was wondering what
with
a
video
after
each
chapter
showing
and just recorded my
I was going to do with the rest of
Adam’s
talent,
versatility,
humanity.
I
voice in a real studio
my life, coming to the conclusion
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

I

that I’d just stay alive and wait until it
was over. At my age I figured I probably
had another decade to go—if I was
lucky. And then I saw Adam.

began to write. That first chapter was
OK. I’d decided “Aftermath” would be the
first video, even though YouTube didn’t
have a performance video yet. The song
itself was strong enough to stand on its
own. The fourth time I listened to it, it hit
me. It was speaking to me and saying
that I was a writer and should write
like one. So, I went back and rewrote
Chapter One of “Echoes of Starlight.”
And so, 172 pages later I’d finished 24
chapters in Part One and another 50 in
Part Two. And I’m still not out of ideas for
Part Three.

for the first time. I’m a
reporter for a national
e-newspaper. What
am I gonna do for
(at least) the next
decade? Who knows?
I do know one thing,
though: I’ll love it. And
like I often say, “This
is all Adam’s fault.
That’s my story and
I’m sticking to it”!

WANT TO READ
Bored beyond
tears, I’d stumbled upon
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
him on some fan website. One photo,
even remember which one, and
GOI can’t
TO:
I had to find out more about this guy.
A link took me to the “FYE” video and I
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
was done. Stick-a-fork-in-me done. That
one look took me to others: That farce
of a final AI vote, “Starlight” on the AI
tour, the “Bowie Medley,” tribute videos.
The AMAs. The conversation with David
Cook about how his album had gone
platinum and my disgust that Adam’s
hadn’t taken off yet. And of course, the
Glamily.

What other changes are happening in my
life? Well, I’m advising and occasionally
appearing on a fabulous radio show
focused on Adam. It’s heard around the
world and was developed and is hosted

Thank you, Adam,
for saving me my life.
We’ll both make you
proud. I promise. w
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WHERE THE JOURNEY BEGAN
20 JANUARY 2009

Adam began his American Idol journey to superstardom at his
audition on January 20, 2009. Below, courtesy of @Lambosessed and
her http://adamperformances.blogspot.com, is a recap of his Idol
solo and group performances, through the Final Results Show on May
20, 2009. When did you first see Adam? When did he first grab your
heart?

BOHEMIAN
RHAPSODY, ROCK WITH YOU
WANT TO
READ
Adam's originally aired American Idol audition, was
Bohemian Rhapsody. Adam also sang "Rock with You"
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
during his audition, which was edited out but later aired
GO TO: on AI Extra.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
17 MARCH 2009
4 FEBRUARY 2009
SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL
Adam and a group perform "Some Kind of Wonderful"
during American Idol's Hollywood week.

RING OF FIRE
Adam performs Dilana's alternative version of "Ring
of Fire" during American Idol's top 11 country week,
mentored by Randy Travis.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
10 FEBRUARY 2009
18 MARCH 2009
GO TO:BELIEVE
T.R.O.U.B.L.E.
Adam's solo performance of "Believe" during
Adam's group performance on the top 11 results show
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
American Idol's Hollywood Week. A partial clip of this
performance was included during the Hollywood Week
results show aired the following week.

was "T.R.O.U.B.L.E.".

WANT TO READ
25 MARCH 2009
TRACKS OF MY TEARS
25 FEBRUARY
2009
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Adam sang an acoustic version of "Tracks of My Tears"
SATISFACTION
during American Idol's top 10 Motown week, mentored
has his first full live performance of "Satisfaction"
GO TO: Adam
by Smokey Robinson.
during American Idol's top 36 stage.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

26 FEBRUARY 2009

CLOSER, SATISFACTION REPRISE

26 MARCH 2009

MOTOWN MEDLEY

WANT TO
Adam READ
has his first full group performance of "Closer"
Adam delivers this group performance during American
during American Idol's top 36 results show. He also
Idol's top 10 Motown week.
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
sang "Satisfaction" again
after finding out he was
successfully through to the live finals.
GO TO:
31 MARCH 2009
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
10 MARCH 2009
PLAY THAT FUNKY MUSIC
BLACK OR WHITE
Adam performs "Black or White" during the first of the
live finals. The top 13 theme was Michael Jackson
songs.

11 MARCH 2009
JACKSON FIVE MEDLEY
Adam is part of a group performance which sings a
Jackson Five medley during the American Idol top 13
results show.
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For American Idol's top 9 downloads-themed week,
Adam sang "Play That Funky Music".

1 APRIL 2009
DON'T STOP BELIEVING
This is Adam's top 9 group performance for downloads
week.

7 APRIL 2009
MAD WORLD
For American Idol's top 8 birth year songs week, Adam
sang "Mad World".

5 MAY 2009
WHOLE LOTTA LOVE, SLOW RIDE
American Idol's top 4 week , mentored by Slash, had a rock
theme where each contestant performed a duet and a solo.
Adam chose to sing Led Zeppelin's "Whole Lotta Love" for
his solo. Adam joined forces with Allison Iraheta to perform
Foghat's "Slow Ride".

8 APRIL
WANT TO
READ 2009
CAN'T GET YOU OUT OF MY HEAD
the top 8 group performance
on American Idol, Adam
AURA For
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
6 MAY 2009
sang Kylie Minogue's "Can't Get You Out of My Head".
SCHOOL'S OUT
GO TO:
For American Idol's top 4 group performance, Adam teamed
up with Slash to perform Alice Cooper's "School's Out".
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
14 APRIL 2009
BORN TO BE WILD
Adam sang Steppenwolf's "Born to Be Wild" (with electronic
elements) for top 7 movies week, mentored by Quentin

8 MAY 2009
WANTTarantino.
TO READ
HOMECOMING
Contestants who made it to the top 3 on American Idol had a
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? homecoming.
Adam returned to the place of his upbringing,
San
Diego.
On
returning to his old high school, Adam sang
GO TO: 15 APRIL 2009
"Black or White" and "Mad World". The homecoming also
MANIAC
included a visit to Miramar Air Base where Adam sang the US
Adam's group performance during American Idol's top 7
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
National Anthem to soldiers and their families.
movies week was "Maniac".

12 MAY 2009
WANT TO
21READ
APRIL 2009
ONE, CRYIN'
I CAN'T HAVE YOU
Top 3 week was personal and judges' picks week. Simon
AURAIFForWITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
American Idol's top 7 (redux) disco week, Adam sang a
Cowell chose U2's "One" for Adam. Adam's personal choice
re-arranged version of "If I Can't Have You".
song was Aerosmith's "Cryin'".
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
22 APRIL 2009
SHAKE YOUR BODY (DOWN TO THE GROUND)
For American Idol's top 7 (redux) disco week, Paula Abdul
choreographed a dance routine for the contestants to
"Shake Your Body (Down To The Ground)".

19 MAY 2009

Mad World, Change Is Gonna Come,
No Boundaries

WANT TO READ
For the finale, there were three songs performed. The first
was a reprise chosen by Adam, the second a song chosen
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? by producer Simon Fuller, the third the coronation song. For
the reprise, Adam chose to sing "Mad World"; the producer's
choice of song for Adam was Sam Cooke's "A Change Is
GO TO: 28 APRIL 2009
Gonna Come", The coronation song "No Boundaries" was coFEELING
GOOD
written by one of the judges, Kara DioGuardi.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
For American Idol's top 5 rat pack week, Adam sang Muse's
arrangement of "Feeling Good", mentored by Jamie Foxx.

29 APRIL 2009
RAT PACK MEDLEY
For American Idol's top 5 group performance, Adam sang
a Rat Pack medley.

20 MAY 2009
BETH, DETROIT ROCK CITY, WE ARE THE
CHAMPIONS, SMOOTH, DO YOU THINK I'M SEXY?
For the American Idol final results show, the first of the group
performances was Pink's "So What?" Adam performed
"Beth and Detroit Rock City" with KISS, and "Smooth" with
Santana. Another group performance was Rod Stewart's
"Do You Think I'm Sexy?" Adam performed "We Are The
Champions" as part of a duet with Queen.
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What I Learned
from Adam & Idol

By Michael Sarver,
American Idol Season 8 Contestant

F

rom the beginning of Season
8, there was an elephant in the
room. I walked into Idol seeing
so many new things, seeing
the world in a way I’d never experienced
it. I hadn’t ventured much past Louisiana
and Texas. I met so many new people,
experienced new personalities, ways of
life, cultures, and beliefs.

I’ve been singing for years but I’d never
been on a show like this. We all knew
Adam had the performance part down
very well. I watched and took it all in. He
commanded the stage like no one else in
our season did. A lot of us, those who will
admit it, are very proud to say we were
on the same season as Adam because
it meant we got to see something on Idol
that had not happened until that point.
“Adam’s effect on my personal life was
most interesting. I watched him stand
tall in the face of opinions from people
from different parts of the country and be
who he was whether or not they liked it.
If you liked it, appreciated it, good. If not,
that would not affect his being himself
tomorrow. He was very strong in that,
still is to this day.”

Instead of having an
opinion, I got to see
the core of a human
being who not only
impressed me, but
has impressed many
millions of people.
Because of Adam
I’ve looked at people
differently ever since.

WANT TO READ
I’ve never gotten to
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
personally tell Adam
face to face that he
GO TO:
did that for me, but I
hope one day he gets
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Adam was definitely one of my main new
to hear it because it’s
experiences. I had never seen a guy get
on stage and do what he did, wearing
makeup and jewelry. I remember during
Hollywood Week when he sang for the
first time. I was like, “Really? On my
season! You couldn’t have picked 7 or
9?” He was so good! Adam is a very
eccentric and powerful personality, very
bold in what he believes and what he
stands for. When we met him he was
very secure in who he was. No shying
away from presenting who he is.

affected how I view
people and their way
of life. We all see
things so differently.
That’s what’s so great
about this world, that
we are different. If
we were all Michael
Sarvers, oh my gosh,
this would not be the
greatest world. It’s
so important to enjoy
how unique everyone
is.

WANT TO READ
When you meet a person, the first thing
notice is how they look because
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? you
that’s what you see. We see the eyes,
the outward appearance first, but it’s so
GO TO:
important to look deeper. What I found
with Adam was not only consistency
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
in his character. He affected the way
I viewed so many people in the world
whom I had viewed differently. I can
honestly say I had some pretty harsh
opinions about homosexuals, gay men,
lesbian women. Through Adam I got to
see past the place I’d always looked.

WANT TO READ
We were extremely blown away by
Adam’s vocals and professionalism. He
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
was on his game
all the time! Little did
he know that we were watching him.
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

At Left:
Michael Sarver and
Adam take five during
an Idols Tour break.
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That elephant in the room became
a friendship by tour time. Adam was
the one I grew closest to because my
respect for him continued to grow. He
didn’t need my respect, my approval,
or my opinion of him to validate his
existence. But I needed to be able to
respect and appreciate who he is and
I did. And this has altered the way I’ve
viewed people since then.

WANT TO READ
I now believe in all those things that
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
make us different. They are what make
powerful as people. It’s why we’re
GOusableTO:
to conquer tragedies in our world.
No matter what walk of life you were
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
from on September 11, we became
the most powerful people in the world
through love. It had noting to do with our
weapons. There was this togetherness
that came through love. I’m so thankful
that I can hug you and say we’re still
standing. These views have come not
only from knowing Adam, but from the
many people on my season who were
unique. They’re a huge part of who I am
today.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Because of Adam, I
I would have been fine had I not
succeeded at Idol. But it gave me so
much more. And I’m so very grateful to

“

learned to see beyond

”

WANT TO READ
have been part of it. w
the outside of people.
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
-MICHAEL SARVER
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
Don’t Be
people perceived
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
“Skerrd”
I lived from CTscan to CTscan, with
me. Do they think
By Lifeisnow2, MA
regular reprieves from all the craziness.
I talk about cancer
GO TO:
I could joke, find humor in many
too much, will I be
situations, collect quotations about the
ne long, scary word,
excluded because of
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
importance of living life to the fullest and
“Leiomyosarcoma,”

O

shattered my vision of
myself as a “very healthy
person” and made my plans for the
future evaporate. A rare, 4-in-1,000,000
cancer with grim survival rates, it doesn’t
care how healthy a person is.

being present in the “now.” But, I wasn’t
embracing these ideas in my everyday
life. I tried to be the proper daughter,
wife, and reliable, loving mother. But
more than ever, I was concerned with
how I looked and presented myself, how

the “cancer” label?
Suddenly jobless, did
I have any value?
I was scared on so
many levels. I had
life, but I wasn’t really
living.
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WANT TO READ
Then American Idol happened. Adam
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Lambert happened.
As I watched each
week, I was fascinated by his voice
GO TO:
and performance. When Adam sang
“Mad World,” I was hooked. I searched
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
YouTube and googled for any article
I could find about him. Two articles
impressed me most: one by Ann Powers
of the LA Times praising Adam’s use
of passaggio (the ability to transition
from lower register to his head voice)
and his ability to “linger in between
registers without wavering…” The
other article reported that Gary Jules,
whose arrangement Adam used for
“Mad World,” was thrilled, calling Adam
“fantastic.”

Left: Adam was asked
to sing the theme song
for the movie 2012,
"Time for Miracles,"
even before he had
released his first
album. The movie's
video featuring
Adam dodging the
movie's apocalyptic
destruction, was his
first video. See Brian
May's reaction to
Adam's performance,
below.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
joy and excitement slowly crept into
my consciousness. Adam had sought
GO TO:
out his own destiny by accepting his
how to live fully in the
uniqueness.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
moment. Although
I also discovered what an

How does this relate to me? I am a
stage IV cancer patient, but I am alive
and feeling good today. In this way I am
unique. And Adam has inspired me to
embrace life and find the joy. I’ve begun
to fill my life with music, frivolity and love.
To dress up with sequins and glitter,
go to concerts and dance in the aisles.
My new positive attitude flows to those
around me, which has released me from
many of my worries.

I am still a work in
progress, I’ve finally
learned in which
direction to set my
sights. Unbelievably,
it took a handsome
27-year-old man with
the voice of an angel
to teach me.

WANT TO READ
admirable human being
Adam is. His interviews
showed an
intelligent,
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
caring, fun, intriguing,
sexy—with just enough shock
GO TO:
factor—young man who
embraced life.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
As long as I am here,
He had taken charge of realizing
his dreams by trying out for Idol and
handled his loss with class, unlike many
of us, who complained loudly. All this

When I was first diagnosed with cancer
and realized that my life might be cut
short, I didn’t know how to move forward,

there will be glitter in
my dustpan, music on
my iPod and dancing
in my steps. And if I

WANT TO READ
look silly—good. w
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
TIME FOR MIRACLES
GO TO:
“. . . I have to say I was completely blown away. . .
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I’m not easily moved to jelly by male vocalists . . .

a

but Adam’s voice reaches out with sensitivity, depth,
maturity, and awesome range and power, which will
make jaws drop all around the world. It’s an awesome
performance. No doubt about it. The world of Rock
has a bright new star.”

-Brian May,Queen , on Adam’s “Time for Miracles” track
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PORTAL TO
ELYSIUM
By Thea, Denver, CO

Amazing face, we celebrate
The wonders you extol-The depth, the grace, the love within,
The beauty of your soul

Idol contestant stepped into the audition
room with the voice of an angel. Over the
next few months, as he became bolder,
so did I, no longer hiding who I really am.
Getting to know Adam Lambert has been
a privilege I’m not sure I’ll ever deserve.
I was completely lost before him, closed
off from everything. Then, because of
him, I got the Net in November 2009
and never looked back.Since then,
I’ve found the best friends I have ever
known, especially my beautiful wife,
Shayne Cheng, who keeps my heart
beating most days. People notice me
now and want to be part of my life. They
sense the change in me and ask why I
am happier than ever before. I just smile
and tell them I was lifted up by a glittery
cherub with black nail polish.

I’ve been around a
long time and have
never heard a voice
as clear and true. In
the coming weeks
we watched and
listened. The show’s
season came to an
end, leaving Adam
in second place.
Sometime after
that, photos began
appearing on the
refrigerator door.
Adam photos. Within
a month that door was
so covered, when I
opened the fridge a
magnet clunked and
Adam things would
flutter to the floor. “Put
Adam back, honey,”
came the order from
the other room.

WANT TO READ
The words you write, the songs you sing,
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
That twinkle
in your eyes,
The hopefulness you share with us-GOTheyTO:
come as no surprise
And when you grace us with your smile
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
The Light rejoices, too
That love so pure exists on Earth,
It shines on us through you

WANT TO READ
I have a real sense of freedom I have
The dreams that live within us are
never known. I stand up for myself
The dreams
your soul can see
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
and those around me. Adam’s love for
And you remind us every day
himself, his family, his friends and his
dreams we all could be
GOOf TO:
fans—regardless of their lifestyle!—gives
me strength. I cry as I write this because
Elysian man, our gratitude
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I’m finally me, the me I was meant to
Is more than we can say,
You share your heart, we see our souls
Through your amazing face w

be. And it’s all because of a humble gay
man from San Diego I’ve never met, who
probably saved my life.

A day never went by
without Adam’s music
playing throughout
our house, but it
was the musical
“Brigadoon” with
Adam singing that
clinched it for me.
This man has a voice
like no other. He’s
not just another rock
& roll singer, he’s a
voice coach's once in
a lifetime dream. After
seeing him at the
Milwaukee concert, I
knew this man had it
all. Women worldwide
think he’s hot. They
have transcended this
country’s traditional
prejudices and are
taking their men
along with them in
their fantasies. Ask
me how I know.

WANT TO READ
My name is Laura, I’m 35, from
Finally
Me
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Kentucky, a lesbian . . . no longer afraid,
By Laura Hobbs
in love with the most incredible woman in
GOGeorgetown,
TO: KY
the world . . . and HAPPY. THANK YOU,
ADAM LAMBERT!!!! w
mall towns sometimes breed
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
small minds. Growing up here

S

with old-fashioned beliefs and
customs, I was taught to believe
men marry women and vice versa, no
exceptions. Even now, mocking gays
and lesbians is common practice.

A HUSBAND’S
WANT TO READ
PERSPECTIVE
By The Chairmaker
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
I have always been different, and it has
he first time Adam came
been okay to be different. My
GOnever
TO:
into our lives was when he
change began when I was 22, when I
appeared on American Idol. I
started moving in my own direction, first
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
don’t remember the music or
through Marilyn Manson—definitely not
a Pentecostal, as I was reared. Nothing
is more intimidating to the conservatives
around you than venturing out in public
dressed in all black with spiders painted
on your face. It was just a fad and soon I
found myself pushed back into the mold.
It wasn't until January 2009 that my life
changed for good, when an American

T

the song he chose for his first
performance but right away
I thought to myself, this guy’s got real
special talent. After he was finished I
looked over at my wife to see what she
thought. She was watching the judges
and shaking her head. “Oh my God, did
you see what I saw? I don’t believe it,”
she said. “Have you ever heard a voice
like that before?”

Thank you, Adam
Lambert! w
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A Motley Crew
By Claudia Esposito
@GlamFanNation

I

guess if you had to sum up my
life right now, the major points
would include wife to a devoted,
TOLERANT husband, mother of
two young (but feisty!) sons, and proud
small business owner (Cool-ology). I’m a
former elementary school teacher turned
wild Adam fan!!

enlightened to causes not known to me
in the past. And I LOVE being a part of
the crazy, wonderful Glamily. Meeting
people from around the world virtually
and/or in person has given me lasting
friendships, fun, excitement and support
I don’t know how I lived without! I adore
Adam’s imperfections, his feeling that he
is an “outsider.” I believe those perceived
inadequacies are the very reason he

inspires so many…
we are a motley
clan bound together
because of exactly
that…. w

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Finding my
I am also fiercely dedicated to the
inner strength
cause of supporting those who grieve
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
the loss of a baby during or just after
By Lisa Fowler, Tallahassee, FL
pregnancy. My volunteer work with the
Hygeia Foundation takes up a lot of
my time. I’m the vice president of the
Hygeia Foundation Board of Directors,
am a professionally trained bereavement
support facilitator and hold support
groups locally for bereaved families and
train our Hygeia support staff. I used to
write a perinatal support blog at www.
bubbaandbutch.wordpress.com. I’m very
proud of the writing I did there, and even
today get comments from people around
the world who read it. I gave birth to
stillborn twin sons, Andrew and Joseph,
in 1998 and do this work to keep their
memory alive.

(Florida Glambs Leader, @LHF1959)

I

over Adam than we
ever did when I was
a teenager. The rest
of my family wonders
why I have to push
the issue with her.
My response is that if
I cannot stand up for
what I believe in, then
I will never be able
to be there to help
others find their own
inner strength.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
am the leader of the Florida
Glambs, a group established
just after Adam appeared on
American Idol. There are 30 of
us and we are all totally insane when it
comes to Adam. This was the first time
in my life that I took the lead in anything
and the experience has been amazing.

Before Adam, I was a somewhat
depressed woman of 50+ years who had
started to feel that the best of life had
passed me by.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
My husband, a
musician, had no idea
Once I came to know Adam
GO TO:
that from that moment
With the craziness of raising two
and his music, I learned that
Adam stepped
boys, working with bereaved families
life was just beginning. I
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
through those double
and running a business, Adam is an
dance, I sing, I laugh, I love
incredible escape, outlet and inspiration
(he DID inspire me to start my business
and to this day I hear his words in my
ears, “Keep your eyes on the prize;
you can do this” whenever I am feeling
doubtful or unsure!!).

and I give with a much more
open heart.

doors into the audition
room at American
Idol in January 2009,
his own life was being
changed forever.
Every day since,
he has endured my
daily report on Adam.
He has been very
supportive and I love
him for that.

WANT TO READ
I have become a champion for gay
Just today I joined the SafeZone
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? rights.
group on campus at Florida State
University where I work as an office
Loving Adam has freed me in so many
GO TO:
manager in Chemical and Biomedical
ways… since first seeing him onstage
Engineering. The recent rash of suicides
on the Idol tour in Hartford on August
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
among the young gay men moved me
16, 2009, when he roared on stage and
ripped off his jacket during the David
Bowie medley, my life was forever
changed. I see the world differently now.
I’m no longer constrained to a suburban,
white bread, housewifely world of
limitations. The world has opened up
for me to explore and engage in ways
I never thought possible. I’ve become
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to do something, anything, to help. I
hope to make myself available to young
people who just need a safe place, a
hug, a hand to hold.
My determination to extend love and
support to the LGBT community has
caused some fierce arguments with my
80+ year old mother. We fight more

I hope to have
Adam’s music fill my
life for the rest of my
days on this earth. I
am sure when I get
to heaven, the angels
will be singing his
songs also. w

Amazing
Recovery
By Audrey Wilmot
@adamswench, El Cajon, CA

A

few years back, I was very
ill, undergoing treatments at
the Infusion Department in
San Diego to strengthen my
immune system and help
me walk. My inner light, my spirit, had
shut off. My life had become a dark, sad
place with little hope.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Then Adam Lambert auditioned on
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
American Idol. The second I heard him
sing, I felt a strong connection, which
helped me fight to recover.

WANT
TO READ
In 2009, I saw Adam perform in the
San Diego Idols Live! Tour and was
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
captivated by his gentleness and beauty.
him briefly at the Hard Rock Hotel
GOIinmet
TO:
San Diego, and then at Fantasy
Springs 2010. Surrounded by the love
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
and new friendships that had entered
my life from Adam and his music, I found
myself growing stronger.

WANT
TO
I longed for
a photoREAD
with Adam. After
seeing him perform at San Diego
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
GlamNation
then Houston, we finally
met, face to face, in New Orleans. To my
GOsurprise,
TO:Adam remembered me from
San Diego. Tears poured down my face.
I realized that in a little over a year, I
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
had gone from leg braces and monthly
Intravenous Immune globulin treatments,
a walker, and an army of doctors to
stopping the treatments, putting away
the braces and parking the walker.
Adam had helped me find my inner
strength. My doctors were amazed at
my improvement. All because of a young
man named Adam Lambert, who gave
me my life back one song, one lyric, one

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
note, one new friend at a time. w

“

Adam is my inspiration,
the soundtrack that
fills my life.

”

Above:
Audrey Wilmot
undergoing treatments
at the Infusion
Department in San
Diego to strengthen
her immune system
and help her walk.
Bottom Right:
Audrey Wilmot with
Adam at New Orleans,
LA, Meet & Greet 2010.
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TOP 10 THINGS
TO KNOW ABOUT

]

ADAM LAMBERT

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
ONE OF THE
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
SAVVY
BEST SINGERS

[1]

[4]

Adam is one of the best in rock/popular music,
combining a gorgeous tone with sensitive phrasing
and expression. His second single, “Whataya Want
From Me,” was nominated in 2010 for the 53rd
Annual Grammy Award Best Male Pop Vocal.
For an example of pure singing ability, listen to this
performance in Brigadoon when he was 22. Meatloaf
praises Adam as the greatest singer since Janis
Joplin. In introducing Adam at the 2010 KISS concert,
Boston radio DJ Matt Siegel said “Every once in a
great while…and we’re talking generations, somebody
explodes on the national stage and changes
everything.” In 2012, Adam toured with the rock band
Queen in Kiev, Moscow, Poland and London, stepping
into the shoes of legendary frontman Freddie Mercury
to great critical acclaim.

ENTREPRENEUR

Adam is actively involved in all aspects of the
WANT TO READ
business, from creating and producing his shows to the
design of merchandise and his fan site. In a bold and
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
unusual move for a pop artist at such an early stage
of his career, Adam executive produced his second
GO TO:
album, working with Pharrell Williams, Bruno Mars and
Dr. Luke among others. “These are just a few of the
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
hitmakers who appear in the production and songwriter
credits of Adam Lambert’s sophomore album,
Trespassing." reports Billboard Magazine. “But it’s not
the impressive roster of collaborators that makes the
boldest statement in the credits. It’s the forthcoming
set’s executive producer: Lambert himself.”

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
SPANS
COMPLETE
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

[2]
[3]

ENTERTAINER

[5]

Adam is a singer, dancer, and actor – with a
commanding stage presence and charisma that make
his live performances electrifying. In the American Idol
finale performance with Queen and fellow contestant
Kris Allen, Adam owned the stage.

MUSICAL GENRES

From funk and soul, hard rock and electropop to ballads
and Broadway, Adam inhabits iconic songs with utter
conviction. His audacious song choices on American
Idol blew away many observers. Adam’s "Tracks of
My Tears" elicited a standing ovation from Smokey
Robinson.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
SIGNIFICANT
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

COMMERCIAL SUCCESS

Adam’s second album, Trespassing, debuted in 2012 at #1 on the Billboard album charts for both
CD and digital sales. For Your Entertainment debuted in November 2009 as the top-selling U.S.
CD, with nearly 200,000 units sold in the first week, and surpassing one million in worldwide sales
in July of 2010. His single “Whataya Want From Me” reached #10 on Billboard’s Hot 100 and #2 on
Adult Pop. He was the first artist in 2010 to have two #1 VH1 Top 20 music videos (“Whataya
Want From Me” and “If I Had You”). His album and singles have gone gold and platinum in many
countries, including the U.S., Germany, Singapore, Australia and Canada. Barely one year after Idol,
he launched a solo world tour, selling out most venues in 100 cities in the U.S. and overseas.
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WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
ARTICULATE,
APPEALS TO AN
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
CONSIDERATE,
EXTRAORDINARY

[9]

[6]

RANGE OF FANS

& HUMBLE

On American Idol, Adam was the one contestant
appeals to an extraordinary range of fans across
WANT TOHe
READ
who consistently thanked the band and behindgenerational, political, ethnic and national boundaries.
the-scenes team. In interview after interview, he is
He is a synthesizer and unifying artist, whose music
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
disarmingly open, self-aware, thoughtful and funny,
draws from multiple sources and attracts listeners with
while exuding innocence, wonder and gratitude.
diverse tastes through his singularly beautiful voice and
GO TO: emotional connection to each song. He is said to have
Even after landing on numerous “most beautiful” and
“most sexy” lists, he professes surprise and says he
the largest web site of any RCA/Sony artist. In 2010 he
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
was an “ugly duckling” who achieves his beguiling
was the best loved topic on social media.
appearance through “smoke and mirrors.” He says it
is very important for him to remain grounded and not
be changed by his sudden celebrity. Professionals
love working with him. This is from PLSN (Projection,
Lights, and Staging News), Sept 2010: ”Adam is
an extremely dedicated and hard working singer and
artist who has his hands in every aspect of the show
and design,” said Shane Johnson, stage manager of
the Glam Nation tour. “It’s really a pleasure to be out
on a tour with a man of his caliber.”

WANT TO READ
BOUNDARY-SMASHING
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
SEX SYMBOL
GO TO:
Adam is loved by women and men, straight, gay
and bisexual, of all races. He may be the first openly
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

[7]

gay popular artist whom women unabashedly adore
anyway and consider one of the sexiest men alive. With
Trespassing, he made history as the first openly gay
singer to score a #1 album in the U.S.

[10]

WANT TO READ
GENEROUS &
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
CHARITABLE
Adam is grateful to and protective of his fans, and has
GO TO:
created an intense connection with them through web
chats, Twitter and other opportunities to interact with
Style icon
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
him. In a live chat session for fans who contributed to

[8]

Fans and style-makers pay close attention to his
fashion choices and beauty. He is often the subject
of print and online fashion and beauty shoots. Fans
also respond to artists he admires, such as Muse,
Goldfrapp and Miike Snow, often sending their sales
soaring.

his DonorsChoose.org campaign, which has raised
over $550,000 for arts in the public schools, he says
“If you have success, you should spread it around.”
For his 29th birthday, his fans broke the single-day
record for charity:water. Adam has become an
advocate for Marriage Equality and anti-bullying. He
released a remix of Aftermath to benefit the Trevor
Project. To date, his fans have given over $1 million
to various charities that he supports.

Top Ten Things
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COMPLEX
HOTNESS
By Rebecca Bailin
Reprinted with permission of the
author.

E

very celebrity is a cloud of
meaning making; meaning
that is irreducibly them and
us. It’s hard to remember
when last a celebrity warranted the
attention lavished on Adam Lambert
– and warrant it he does. Something
unusual has happened here, the
meaning of which is both fascinating and
a joy to untangle.

more optimistic, more willing to risk,
my committed to giving and, as with
many, more horny. I’ll let the horniness
obscure the energetic complexity here
(as Newsweek did) for a moment and
then return to deeper issues – there’s a
lot more going on.
The idea that androgyny is bland is as
insulting as it is inaccurate. Fascinating
that Monsieur Lambert has struck such
a cord with boomer women, but it’s not
just boomers who find this manifestation
of sexual life force utterly compelling.
Women everywhere are jockeying for
position to be Adam’s witty and cherished
BFF, or as Michelle Collins of MTV’s Best
Week Ever gushed in a smart, sweet
and hilarious interview with Adam, “If you
need a surrogate, I’m here.” (http://www.
bestweekever.tv/2009/05/28/the-adamlambert-interview-that-will-change-yourlife/) On 20/20, Adam even admitted to
being a little bi-curious. Hang in there,
Michelle.

as uninterested in
dominating women as
they are in sucking up
to them. The history
of heterosexual
politics falls away
in our intimacy and
play. I love my gay
boy friends. We don’t
worry about who
does the guy stuff
or who does the girl
stuff, we both do both
and I know a lot of
women who crave
this “bothness” in a
primary relationship.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
First, apologies to Mr. Lambert: yes, I
get that a lot of this has nothing to do
with you. On the other hand, a lot of it
does and in a very inspiring way. From
behind your eyes, and to your infinite

Adam-otopia is
deeply sexy; erotic
in the most profound
sense of awakening
and moving the life
force toward that
which is higher,
clearer and stronger.
I’m not too proud to
feel – in this particular
pop culture moment
– infinite light hitting
my grateful skin.
I’ve been thinking
about this for a while:
what does it look
like when a person
exhibits mastery
of skills that have
been traditionally
assigned to women
and mastery of skills
traditionally assigned
to men?

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
credit, you “get” lots of what you’re doing
GO TO:
here. But there are some structures that
you don’t see and couldn’t see precisely
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Folks, this hot kind of androgyny is
because of where you are – behind your
eyes. Part of the meaning cloud is your
audience’s creation. But you have used
every ounce of staggering sultriness to
ask us to dance. And dancing we are.

what a lot of us were looking for. We
weren’t asking men to suppress their
life force, for god’s sake; just not to
use it to dominate and repress women.
(And let me clarify: I’m talking about
the domination or submission that is
the subject of awareness. Playing with
dominance and submission – particularly
in sex – as an object of awareness
is a completely different story.) Ever
wondered why evolved women are such
notorious and proud fag-hags?

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Newsweek columnist Joan Raymond
confessed that neither she, nor many
GO TO:
of her middle-aged “cougar” friends
could stop thinking about Adam. (http://
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
blog.newsweek.com/blogs/popvox/
archive/2009/06/10/why-cougars-craveidol-runner-up-adam-lambert.aspx)
Yep, and as a cougar with thirty years
of mindfulness practice, I’m watching
exactly how this young man is affecting
me inwardly. He’s been a soundtrack
for my dreaming. His subtle energetic
power is clearly formidable, and, I’m
happy to say, that when Adam plays as
a background task I find my foreground

What women thankfully cherish in their
WANT TO READ
gay boy friends is that sexuality isn’t a
sum game; womanliness doesn’t
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?zero
Adam’s got skills
diminish manliness or vice versa. It just
that are taught more
all
overflows
as
a
giant
volcano
of
eros.
GO TO:
to girls: emotional
connection, the
Bring it on, baby. Gay boys are sexy
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
people-pleasing
to women because they’re equally

“

This kind of androgyny
glorifies women without
diminishing men.
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smile, the sweetness
and an unyielding
supportiveness, even
with competitors.
One American
Idol vocal coach
admonished him
to stop giving his
competitors such

good advice. But he’s also got the
skills taught more to guys: he’s utterly
strategic, articulate and focused. He’s
got the confidence to play with the big
kids. There was a delicious moment on
AI when mentor Jamie Foxx noticed the
equality with Foxx that Adam announced
with his demeanor: “You don’t give a shit
who I am, do you?” said Foxx. Adam
dissolved in laughter but showed no
inclination to retract. When Danny Gokey
was literally shaking in anticipation of the
news of whether he, Kris Allen or Adam
had been cut from the top three, Adam
was unintimidated.

INSPIRED TO CREATE
I'm not a professional artist. I just love to draw. It comes
as energy, an idea or desire, then I use a pencil, pen or
whatever I have handy and create. I do not always know
exactly how it will look at the end. It all depends on my mood.
Given much by nature, Adam has worked very hard to
develop his abilities and talent. Adam is able to convey a
whole range of feelings to an audience with his magnificent
voice. He has inspired many people by his example of not
giving up and pursuing his dreams. He is very kind to his fans,
he is an open person with a great sense of humor! For all
of these qualities, and for his warmth and sincerity, which
he gives to the world, his fans love him so much! Adam is
undoubtedly the brightest star in the world music culture. He
shines very brightly. And I, with all my heart, wish him a very
long time to shine and inspire kindness throughout the world.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I have argued in an academic article
that easy mastery of both male and
female skills is a hallmark of advanced
evolution. As Lambert says in Rolling
Stone, “I don’t know why our society
has such an emphasis on masculinity
and femininity – it’s really gross. I don’t
think you’re truly sexy until you don’t

-Svetlana Egorova @ListoffSAY, Russia

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GOcareTO:
about that.” It’s a point that took me
twenty-five pages but let’s make it an
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
invocation.
I actually get a little choked up realizing
that Adam’s clear blue eyes and broad
smile are the reason I did gay rights

WANT TO READ
political work in the 80s – maybe it’s a
AURA
OBSTRUCTIONS?
little sliver WITHOUT
of what Jesse Jackson felt
at the Obama inauguration. Adam’s
GOdeflection
TO:of a reporter who said, “Do
you want to answer the question that’s
been dangling over your head?” was
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
sweet, funny and non-acerbic. “It’s not
dangling over my head,” said Adam, “It
might be dangling over yours…” to which
he added in Rolling Stone, “I like things
dangling over my head.” It’s a huge
victory that we hardly realize anymore
that it would have been, even 20 years
ago, nearly impossible to show this kind
of comfort with one’s homosexuality in
the middle of such acute mainstream
scrutiny.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
So, gay rights activists and feminists
(Harvey Milk, would you have just
loved this boy?) here’s our baby – sexy,
gorgeous, comfortable in his skin, a
master of many things both traditionally
female and traditionally male and even
Jewish. Madre de dios! Even better
when he and AI champ Kris Allen (to

Allen’s great credit) chose to doublehandedly defuse the culture wars.
Allen, a devout Christian, was seen as
completely comfortable accepting the
hugs of his homosexual transgressive
friend and initiating a surprise hug during
a backstage interview.

Above:
Colored pens
drawing by Svetlana.
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And there are more signs that Adam
may herald an unusually high stage of
evolution. He talks repeatedly about
letting his decisions be guided by “who
I am.” But he seems to exhibit precisely
the paradoxical disidentification with
self that seems to come with deep selfknowledge and self-acceptance. Several
writers have commented on Lambert’s
ability to hear the judges’ critiques with
unusual equanimity — as though doing
kaizen on his product. While he clearly
loves his theatrics, he seems oddly still
at his core, and able to hold his personas
lightly and at arm’s length in a way that
even intellectual glam-rockers like David
Bowie did not.

this — to unpack why my reaction to Mr.

inspires us to our best

Lambert has been so deep, so complex
and…well…so happy.

energy. This eros, this
horniness runs deep;
it vibrates to the very

And I arrive at gratitude and awe at the

essence of eros in

nature of evolution and a deep optimism
and appreciation of Adam’s generation.

the double meaning
of eros as sexual and

We worked to create an environment

evolutionary. As Adam

where this preternaturally talented,

puts it, “Sexuality
is universal. What’s

WANT TO READ
sexy is sexy!” The
Evolution — particularly feminism and
feeling of eros
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? the gay rights movement — seemed
pulling loose from
to manifest in his gloriously supportive
its moorings in
GO TO:
parents and in a context that can revel
masculinity and
in the sexiness that is groundbreaking
femininity, hetero or
in its combination of androgyny and
homosexuality and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
ebullient, strong and strategic being
can be comfortable in his own skin.

sweetness. The fact that he is so good

launched as self-as-

with the press — so non-defensive and

object? A complex

forthcoming (oddly, even when avoiding

and inspiring hotness.
Thanks, Adam. You

the gay question) feels as though it
WANT TO READ
derives from him paradoxically not taking
rock. w
himself particularly seriously and at the
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? same time handling his life and persona
with conscious strategy. It’s almost a
GO TO:
definition of detached engagement.
Adam is what happens as we evolve.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

There’s a quality of unattachment in
Adam’s theatrics that seem to allow his
“real self” to float away, unimpeded.
Stranger still is a sense of ebullience and
humor behind even his most leatherish,
bad-boyish antics that makes me melt
in my seat with its sophistication. No
wonder us cougars can’t get enough.
Compare Adam’s rendition of “Can’t
Get No Satisfaction” (http://www.
americanidol.com/videos/season_8/
performances/adam_lambert_i_cant_
get_no_satisfaction) to our memories of
Mick Jagger singing the Stone’s classic.
Mick seemed like a seriously unsatisfied
guy. For Adam it’s all a smile and a wink
and a poke in audience’s ribs: “yeah,
there’s a lack of satisfaction and it’s
kinda fun to scream about. Let’s scream
together and get off on it!”

And when I connect with him, listening to
his voice or reading interviews, it’s this
evolution that is erotic. We made a space

WANT TO READ
for him to evolve and now his evolution
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? The AdamOfficial.com
Starlighters
GO TO:
By LH Carter, Ontario, Canada
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

T

The AdamOfficial.com
Starlighters were the very first
fan-organized group formed
to support Adam’s career.
Formed in 2009 to ensure that Adam’s
Star will always shine the brightest, our
goal is to help Adam Lambert become
one of the most well known stars in the
world. We vote for him in polls, stream
his music, request his songs on the
radio, and comment on various media
outlets. We promote his professional

endeavors with
respect for him as an
artist. We follow his
lead, and ‘embrace
the differences’ of
others with respect
and dignity, and
encourage his
positive message of
Light and Love. We
are “the Stars in his

I’ve even gotten hooked on Adam’s
WANT TO READ
brother Neil’s blog (http://negativeneil.
com/); the writing
is smooth, succinct,
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
insightful and hilarious with that Jon
Stewart-ish sang froid that belies
GO TO:
Weltschmerz. Neil describes Adam’s
Rolling Stone cover as “lips slightly
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
apart doing his best ‘Which of your kids
am I going to defile? Son or daughter?’
face.” Which works as irony since it
seems that there’s nothing about Adam’s
sexuality that defiles. Compare this to
the older generations of rockers: Jagger
seems like his sexuality could easily
defile; Gene Simmons seems to defile
everything in his presence. And so
here’s the reason that I sat down to write
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TWITTER

black and blue sky.” w

Good
Vibrations

Wonderful
Diversion

By Mary Straub @Funqueen, AK

By Cheri aka alcrazy
Ferndale, WA

I

thought about my own attraction
to Adam, from the moment I
first saw him, which was when
he sang “Black or White” in the
top 13 of American Idol Season 8. I did
not know his history, his personality,
his background. I just knew how I felt:
I was vibrating, literally vibrating, from
watching this man. When I read that he
replied to questions about “unsavory”
pictures online saying, “I’m not ashamed
of those pictures”, I was hooked!! This
was a man who knew who he was-—
a beautiful soul with a beautiful heart
and the confidence and self-love to
embrace it. And as he continued to rise
above ordinary singers with his voice,
his charisma, his knowing, his love and
his heart, I wanted to rise above the
naysayers and be what this gentle giant
was—a non-resistant lover of what is.
That was his power and that is mine!

I

grew up on Elvis, saw him in
concert several times, and when
he died I cried as if he were a
family member. In my sixties
when I discovered Adam on American
Idol, I knew all was right with the world
again. He is simply the best!

knew the trip was
important to me and
didn’t want to spoil
it by leaving earlier.
We have stayed as
friendly as possible
and I try to see it for
what it is and move
on.

WANT TO READ
I still live and breathe
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Adam. He is a
wonderful diversion
I wouldn’t trade for
GO TO:
anything. I feel so
Seeing this amazing man in person was
lucky to be one of his
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
#1 on my bucket list. When I heard he
was going to be performing in Vancouver,
Canada, which is near me, in April 2010,
I immediately bought tickets. I asked my
husband to go with me since our 45th
wedding anniversary was coming up and
I thought we could take the train, stay a
couple days, etc. He said he didn’t think
he would enjoy it and declined. I took a
girlfriend along and we had one of the
best times of our lives. The twist to this
story is that my husband moved out of
our house while I was gone. He said he

“cougar” fans. I saw
him again at the end
of the GlamNation
Tour in Seattle and
am counting the days

WANT TO READ
until a U.S. tour. w
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
In December 2009, I read a testimonial

Below:
"Wolves" pencil
drawing by Svetlana
Egorova @ListoffSAY,
Russia

on a message
from a woman who
WANT
TOboardREAD
said that Adam Lambert had brought
her out of WITHOUT
a deep depression and had
AURA
OBSTRUCTIONS?
saved her life. I loved the message, but
it was extreme for one man to
GOthought
TO:
have this kind of effect. Then I read the
thread where the message began and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
discovered 258 responses, one after
the other, testifying to the same thing!
I read and cried, and felt a connection
with Adam and Adam lovers that tore
across all barriers. I saw unity around
this precious man that went far beyond a
simple attraction to a beautiful singer.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GOI could
TO:
do nothing but cry at his gift
to people who have been depressed,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
lacking in confidence and feeling
unworthy because they felt “different.”
He made “different” beautiful. And we
who are “different” are able to rise above
the fray and become the beautiful,
unique, confident and capable souls
that we knew we were. No matter what
happens, how many CDs are sold, how
many or how few adore him, he will be
fine, and so will I. w
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[ ]
Firsts,
Bests &

Lessons

Favorites

learned
from Adam
WANT
TO
READ
1. Adam has opened my ears to listen to his wonderful voice.
2. He has opened my eyes to see the world around me, as I
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
follow him all over.
3. He has opened my mind to accept everyone for who they are
GO TO:
and try to find the good in everyone, including myself.
4. Most important, he has opened my heart to the wonderful fan
Most Emotional
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
base he has created, capturing the hearts of all of us. Seems
I’ve been waiting for a moment like this to happen my whole
life. I am so grateful to Adam for being the kind, sensitive,
caring and Beautiful Man that he is.

Adam performance moments
1.
2.
3.

Every live performance of “Soaked”
Debut of “Underneath” in Cape Town, South Africa
Debut of "Outlaws of Love," Ste. Agathe, Quebec, front row
center
First time Adam performed “Broken Open,” Toledo, Ohio,
front row center, tears streamed down my face. It was a
spiritual experience.
When a Malaysian protester’s signs flashed on the screen
behind Adam as he sang “Broken Open,” the look on his face
when the audience cheered in support, with LOVE.

WANT TO READ
- Linda Whritenour-Elbe, Lake Grove, NY
FocusWITHOUT
on the positive and simply
let go of attachments to the
AURA
OBSTRUCTIONS?
negative.
4.
- Adina Ispas, Romania
GO TO:
5.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

Favorite

fierce Adam moments

- LH Carter @AO Starlighter, Ontario, Canada

WANT TO READ
“Tracks of My Tears,” “Whole Lotta Love”.
1. Adam’s show at the Music Box in L.A., December 15, 2010,
- Rebecca Lein, North Bellport, NY
amazing! His “Aftermath”
duet with Alisan Porter was
AURA was
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
—"Broken Open" during Glam Nation: the jewelry, the sheer
beautiful; I was in tears during the encore. His message after
beauty, the hand movements, the improvised moments of the
heartfelt speech about gay rights and how he had been
GO TO:amistreated
melody. A pure dream descended from the heavens.
because of wearing makeup/nail polish was fierce:
—"Who Wants To Live Forever" with Queen: building in power
“If somebody tells you ‘no,’ tell them ‘f*** you.’” “My Change
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
on the highest note; I was there and felt my heart tug in a way I
Is Gonna Come” was one of my favorite performances on
Idol and that night. Six years earlier to the day, he sang that
song in the Zodiac Show. I loved that performance and was
so excited I got to see him sing this one! A powerful full-circle
moment.
Adam's encore in Amsterdam in '10 (“Purple Haze/Whole
Lotta Love”) was epic! Wish I were there.
Adam fronting Queen during the summer of '12—especially
the Kiev, Ukraine, show—exceeded all expectations. I can't
believe he had less than a week to prepare!
One of my favorite things is when Adam ripped his pants in
London while performing “I Want to Break Free” with Queen.
The way he handled the rip, with humor and without missing
a beat, was incredibly fierce!

never expected possible in this reality, though it had been familiar
to me from a spiritual perspective.
—"Outlaws of Love" in South Africa: turning it into a reggae song
in the middle; pain turned to fun feels like sauntering away.

WANT TO READ
- Adina Ispas, Romania
2.
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
3.
GO TO:
Best things
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
4.
- Beth Bowrys @BeasilyRocks, Las Vegas, NV

My favorite moment of Queen & Adam was when Adam sang
"Seven Seas of Rhye." That's when I realized he is True Royalty.
- Adina Ispas, Romania
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Firsts, Bests & Favorites

in my life because of Adam

Adam has broadened my horizons. I meet fabulous fans everywhere
I go. I wouldn't trade this experience for any amount of money. I
only wish I were a teenager so I could continue following Adam
throughout his amazing journey, but I will take what I can get, and
enjoy every second of it.
- Eydie Harris @angel0051, Orient, NY
Joy and hope. Being part of the Glamily is comforting.
- Xóchitl Barajas @xbarajas, San Diego, CA

Crazy things

I’ve done because of Adam

Things I did

I helped host his 29th Birthday Celebration in NYC, with Alice
Miller, who I had only met once before, and I live three hours
away. I still can't believe how we did what we did. I never did
anything like that before. Then there is the airport stalking. I can't
help myself. I must go and find Adam when we know he is in NY.
Those meetings are better than any M&G. I still have not had an
official M&G.
- Eydie Harris @angel0051, Orient, NY

for
first time
WANT
TOthe
READ
thanks to Adam
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
1. Went to a concert for me by myself, without taking the kids to
NSYNC or going along for Rascal Flatts. I went to something
Spent hundreds on a single pair of tickets to one of the Idols
GO TO:
I really wanted to go to—by myself!
Tour concerts; repeatedly called a single radio station trying to
2. Joined Twitter and Facebook and made lots of friends with
win Meet and Greet tickets; bought a pillowcase with a picture of
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
whom I spend hours discussing one fabulous man who can
sing and perform like nobody else. We watch live streams
together, follow his every move and when we don't know
where he is we scour the Internet to find him.
Get together with these new friends—people I meet online—
and have a wonderful time, which is a big first for me. We’ve
had two birthday parties for Adam, gotten together before
and after concerts, and traveled all over DC to radio promo
concerts.
Spent $200 on a concert ticket. Before Adam I didn’t spend
more than $80.
Recently discovered FlightAware so I can follow Adam's
plane flight online to see when it arrives. I didn't even know
such a website existed until it was mentioned on Twitter.

Adam from eBay.

- Xóchitl Barajas @xbarajas, San Diego, CA

Booked days off from work so I could spend the day voting for
WANT
TO READ
3.
Adam in awards show polls closing at midnight—then telling my
WHY I needed the day off. Awoke in the middle of the
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? employer
night to check airport arrivals online to make sure that Adam’s
flight has landed safely. Got an Adam tattoo after years of telling
GO TO:
my nieces and friends' teens why they shouldn't get tattoos.
4.
- LH Carter @AO Starlighter, Ontario, Canada
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
5.

Woke my mom and sister at midnight to see him in the city,
walked blocks, stood on a long line and stayed until 9-10am
hoping to get another glimpse of him.

- Rebecca Lein, North Bellport, NY
6. ListenTO
to Adam's
CDs—and only his!—in the car.
WANT
READ
7. Call radio stations to request Adam's singles. It took days to
I haven't felt like a freak for quite some time, though I did when I
actually
get myself to go through
with calling.
first saw (and loved) the film Velvet Goldmine.
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
8. Wear clothes to Adam's concerts that follow the theme of the
- Adina Ispas, Romania
tour.
GO9. TO:
I have yet to travel to a concert requiring an overnight stay.
Hoping to take the plunge for Adam's next tour.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
- Terry Baker @TerBear14, Damascus, MD

1.
2.

Met other fans online and in person.
Roomed with people I had just met, stayed up all night,
caught some zzzzs in line for next day’s GA concert.
3. Made national/international road trips with other fans to see
Adam.
4. Joined IDF, Twitter, Facebook and Myspace to friend other
fans.
5. Slept in a car, traveled to back-to-back-to-back concerts.
6. Made Twitter-name necklaces so we could recognize each
other at Adam concerts.
7. Watched Ustreams and Livestreams of Idols Tour and GNT
concerts.
8. Gifted fans with iTunes downloads and CDs
9. Threw an "Adam 29th birthday party," cake and all, for local
fans.
10. First American Idol concert, Portland, ME; first GNT concert,
Foxwoods, CT.
- Deb Brown @WshUpnASta, ME

Why I love Adam

10. Adam's love for his Glamberts makes me feel special &
inspires me to show more love to the people in my life.
9. I crank my car stereo like a teenager & rock out to
Trespassing
8. I made a wacky video for his song...never thought I would
have done that ever
7. Sexy is my new favorite 4-letter word thanks to Adam
6. Adam inspired me to wear makeup again (haven't worn it in
years)
5. Adam opened my eyes to equal rights for all
4. I love music again & actually care what I listen to
3. I joined Twitter because of Adam
2. Adam is the only artist to get my attention & keep it
1. Adam made me feel young again

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

- @MoonbeamJO, Queensbury, NY
He’s every girl’s dream. Someone who is sexy, loves clothes and
makeup, and has a killer knee-buckling smile.
- Rebecca Lein, North Bellport, NY

Firsts, Bests & Favorites

AURA
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A New Dawn.
A New Day.
By Pat Jannausch, MI,
JoAnn Buchanan, RI, &
Judy Hillier, RI

S

ince Adam became our
obsession, my best friend, my
cousin and I have forged a
relationship that is like no other
we have ever known. Tired of the rolling
eyes, cynical chuckles and useless
debate, we now share our innermost
thoughts and feelings only with each
other knowing that they will be heard by
trusted friends whose hearts resonate
with our own. Our love for Adam has
created an almost secret sisterhood to
which none of our non-Adam friends
belong.

*

TWITTER

WANT TO READ
inspired by Adam, I let little irritants pass,
—For making me
focusing instead on the big picture of
want to be a better
person – more free,
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? our relationship and the many positive
aspects that have kept me in love for
more open-minded,
26 years. I find more joy in everyday
more kind.
GO TO:
experiences and seek to have more fun
—For being the
in
my
life.
While
money
is
a
concern
human being who
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
these days, when it comes to Adam I
have adopted a “money is no object”
attitude. If buying plane and concert
tickets and paying for hotel rooms bring
laughter and joy, they’re a small price to
pay. I will sacrifice in other areas of my
life to experience such happiness and
share it with my best friends!
So, to Adam I say thank you:

has rekindled my
inner spirit and burst
it (back) into flames.
—For bringing a new
dawn and a new day
to my Glampals and
me!
Oh and we are

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Albert Schweitzer wrote, “In everyone’s
GO TO:
life, at some point, our inner flame goes
feeling SO good! w
out. It is then burst into flames by an
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
encounter with another human being. We
—For bringing fun, excitement and
should all be thankful for those people
who rekindle the inner spirit.” This quote
makes me wonder: Did he know Adam
Lambert? In some crazy crystal-ball
moment was Adam the inspiration for
Albert’s amazingly insightful and relevant
observation? Through this quote, I can
begin to understand the surprising and
profoundly powerful effect Adam has had
on my life.

pure joy into my life and as a result
strengthening my friendships and
marriage.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Left:
Pat Jannausch (left),
MI; JoAnn Buchanan,
RI; and Judy Hillier,
RI, thank Adam for
bringing a new dawn
and a new day to their
Glampals.

I think of the way Adam handles
himself when confronted with irritating
interviewers or detractors. He makes
me think about how I handle stress and
frustration in my life and, as a result, I
believe I am a better wife. Since being

m

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

AWESOME IN CENTRAL PARK

Remember GMA show in NYC's Central Park, August 7, 2009?
I was there!! About 8 rows back. I'd stood in line since 2:00am
outside the park. It was the very first time I'd ever seen Adam in
person. I will NEVER forget it! Here is one of the pics I took.

-MARIE TORTO @AESTHETICBANG
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By Jessica Humphreys @Jesha84,
Browns Mills, NJ

Lambert.” What man wouldn’t want
to be in that position? Second, what’s
something that’s added to anything that
is intended to be sold to men? Women.
So let’s throw in, not just a woman,

Envy dark and rich
as emeralds coursed
through our veins.
Who is this woman?
Adam’s holding

W

but a naked woman. An added bonus?
Since we’ve capitalized on the desire of
thousands of women, not just men will
buy this issue, but all Adam’s female
fans will rush to buy it as well. We’ll
make millions.

her so close, eyes
closed, his face
upturned to hers,
tongue extended,
barely touching hers.
Her hand, our hand,
wrapped around
his head, bringing
him closer, closer.
His fingers, tipped
with chipped black
polish, splay across
her breast. Already
we’re moaning: Oh,

THAT WAS...
HETEROSEXUAL

hoever conceptualized
the photo shoot to
accompany the Adam
Lambert interview for
Details magazine was a
genius. To women, an evil genius that
we can't decide whether to kiss or kill for
materializing our fantasies.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
The pictures… oh, the pictures.
Shocking and beautiful together. Jaws
GO TO:
drop, accompanied by a sharp intake
of much needed oxygen. Who of us
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Details, whose targeted audience is
men, had to present an openly gay man
in an appealing way. How to do it? First,
we’ll title the article “Why every woman
in America wants to sleep with Adam

didn’t experience rapid breathing,
increased heart beat, perhaps a shiver
of excitement?

Adam…w
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
UNIQUELY GLOBAL
GO TO:
Adam's geographically diverse fandom is well represented on the
pages of AURA. Fans representing 27 countries share their personal
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
victories, struggles, revelations, creative inspirations, lessons learned

R

and favorite memories—as well as their love and brainpower:

Singapore
Indonesia
Algeria
WANT
TO READ China
New Zealand Netherlands
Czech
Argentina
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
UK
Peru
Republic
BELARUS
GO TO:
Ukraine
Philippines
Finland
Belgium
USA
Romania
France
Brazil
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Bulgaria
Canada

HONG KONG
Hungary

Russia
SOUTH Africa

Vietnam

WANT
READ
In theTO
U.S., fans
from more than 25 states, representing every region of the country, submitted
essays, anecdotes, poetry, photos and illustrations:
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Oklahoma
Maine
Alabama
GO TO:
Pennsylvania
Maryland
Arkansas
Tennessee
Massachusetts
California
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Illinois
Indiana
Kentucky

Michigan
Missouri
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Ohio

Texas
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
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#PositiveLight
4Cameron
By MaryHelen Cuellar
@mimiMH

O

n August 11, 2009, the day
my grandson Cameron had
open-heart surgery, Adam
tweeted a shout out to him.
Cameron was 16 at the time. A dancer
since he was three, he was athletic and
healthy, but he caught a strep infection
that settled in his heart. He needed
surgery to repair his damaged aortic
valve. Here’s the story of that day. . .

RESPONDED. It had to be a miracle,
a good sign. It sustained me during the
long hours of surgery.
Other friends texted and told me
Cameron was a trending topic on
Twitter, as Adam’s fans from all
over the globe began to tweet:
“#PositiveLight4Cameron” and
“#GoCameron.” That day, if you
searched Twitter for Cameron’s name,
hundreds of tweets came up. I found out
later that people from seven countries—
Vietnam, Switzerland, Sweden, the U.K.,
Australia, Canada and U.S.— had lit
virtual candles for Cameron.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
We had to leave Cameron’s room so the
nurse who took care of his shunt could
work in a sterile environment. We just sat
in the family waiting room. I couldn’t think
or speak. The surgery was imminent,
so I decided to go to the restroom while
I had time. I wanted to get back to
see Cameron before they took him to
surgery. As I was washing my hands,
my phone rang, unexpectedly. I had not
been able to send or receive phone calls
in the hospital due to poor cell reception.
It was my friend in Nashville. She said,
“You are not going to believe who just
tweeted Cameron!”

We had always loved Adam for his

WANT TO READ
singing and his good looks. We also
knew that he had humility and a sweet
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? soul. Now he really proved it.
GO TO:
When I met Adam in March 2012, I
told him I was Cameron’s grandmother
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
and he asked how he was. I told him
he had been accepted to and was now
attending the Alvin Ailey Dance Theater
School in New York City. Adam seemed
impressed. The handlers rushed us
out so I didn’t have a chance to tell him
“thank you” and how much his kindness

Below:
MaryHelen Cuellar
says when her
grandson Cameron
saw Adam’s photo
and autograph he
said, "When I'm
famous, I'll sign his
picture!"

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
had meant to me. I hope he knows. w
I said, “Who?”
GO TO:
“Adam!” she crowed.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
“You are kidding me!” We had been
trying to get Adam to tweet us for
months, asking for a shout out to our fan
group, etc. Up to that time, Adam hadn’t
tweeted any fan, only his friends.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
“No.” Her voice was filled with awe. “This
GO TO:
is what it says: ‘Cameron, 16 y o boy
having heart surgery today at noon. Hold
in there! Be strong! Positive energy. Give
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
this guy some light.’ (8-11-09).”

She explained that our friend Ruby, in
Colorado, had sent Adam a tweet asking
him to light a virtual candle for Cameron
on the web page she had set up for
our family and friends. The miracle
was that Adam even saw the tweet,
as he gets about 200 tweets a minute
from fans. BUT HE SAW IT. AND HE
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Out of a Very
Dark Place
By Cheryl Knight, Marietta, GA

B

ack in 2009, Cheryl sent a
letter to Adam. An excerpt and
update follow.

WANT
TO READ
Hi, Adam!
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
I am a HUGE fan!
GOMyTO:
husband of five years, Scott - the
love of my life - passed away on June
every step of the way. I voted for you
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
27, 2008, at age 36. A contractor, he was
cutting a tree branch on June 13 (Friday
the 13th) when it suddenly broke free
and swept the ladder out from under his
feet. He landed on his head and face.
He would have survived if the fall hadn’t
severed an artery in his brain, which
later caused him to have three massive
strokes. The first week after the accident
we were able to exchange “I love yous.”
I am so very grateful we had those few
moments and cherish our last kiss. He
died knowing that I love him with all my
heart.

850 times for the finale. Everyone thinks
I am crazy, but most of my friends, and
especially my son, are very grateful
to you for giving me a break from my
reality. Many of the songs you sang
soared straight into my soul. “If I Can’t
Have You,” “Mad World” and “Tracks of
My Tears” have special meaning for me
and make me think of Scott every time I
hear them. “Whole Lotta Love” was the
sexiest performance I’d ever seen and
made me feel like a teenager. Whenever
I feel low, I watch one of your beautiful
performances and feel better instantly.
You saved me from the anti-depressants
my doctors prescribed. Your talent was
the only drug I needed.

Cheryl Knight sent a
letter and photos to
Adam to thank him for
“giving her back her
life” after her husband
died. Her autographed
cover of Rolling Stone
(by Matthew Rolston,
www.matthewrolston.
com) and a
photograph of Adam
singing “Ring of Fire”
are shown.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
stay grounded, even

though I am sure you
WANT TO READ
are flying high right
After the strokes, he could not
now. And PLEASE get
communicate
at all and was on full life
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
a bodyguard! Those
support. His parents agreed that Scott
paparazzi are lunatics!
never ever want to be kept alive
GOwould
TO:
I have enclosed some pictures that
this way, so I did the hardest thing I’ve
I would LOVE for you to sign if you
Your forever-grateful fan,
ever had to do: unplug him from life
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
have time. I would totally understand if
Cheryl
support. It was the worst day of my life.
I held his hand for four hours while he
struggled for every breath, which was
ripping my heart out of my chest. And
then he was gone.

“

you’re too busy. I can’t wait to see you
accomplish all of your dreams. Try to

WANT TO READ
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Now he is my angel. I miss him with
fiber of my being, and sometimes
GOevery
TO:
it’s just hard to get through my day. I am
a legal assistant for a securities law firm
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
in Atlanta, which requires a lot of focus
and dedication. It has been incredibly
hard to maintain a normal life, my sanity,
my health, and be a decent single
mother.
I felt compelled to write to you because
you gave me my life back. During Idol,
I looked forward to seeing you every
week and celebrated your victories

...soared
right into
my soul.

”

Update from Cheryl: Adam sent all seven of my photos back signed. I
thought he would pick one or two. His warmth, good heart and sexiness
got me through the initial part of my grief. After Idol, his sense of humor,
compassion and boldness kept me interested, distracted from my life—
always wanting more Adam. My mother, once concerned with my
obsession, last week told me she was grateful for Adam because he had
helped me out of a very dark place. w
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Photograph by Dan'niel
McKnight, CPC, www.
adamlambertphotos.org

BREAKING OPEN ADAM LAMBERT
By Juneau

O

Okay people, enough
about the AMA
“controversy.” Let’s
put the focus back on
what really matters – Adam’s music—
and that awesome pewter nail enamel
he wore for the performance. Is that an
OPI color? For Your Entertainment,
Adam’s maiden CD, delivers exactly
what Adam promised: a very sexy,
danceable, eclectic album. At the same
time, it convincingly forms what feels like
an autobiographical tapestry. Beneath
the flash and diverse styles, I discern
Adam’s sensibility and intelligence at
work.

Left:
Cover of Adam's
debut album, For
Your Entertainment,
released November
23, 2009. Photograph
by Warwick Saint.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
early morning light to a yearning for love
and connection. It reawakens for me
the feelings I wrote about many moons
ago in my first posting on wowowow,
about the excitement, the aliveness of
being 20, out with friends dancing until
dawn, flirting, hooking up. It’s a glittery,

arts for millennia, and
these themes never
grow old.

WANT TO READ
The CD yo-yos
Adam chooses
songs that speak to OBSTRUCTIONS?
AURA
WITHOUT
between thumping,
him, and the ones he has assembled
get-off-your-ass-andhis debut album capture that intense
GOfor TO:
dance numbers and
evanescent Floating World. As Adam
state of youthful desire, the fire that
exquisite ballads.
says, it’s not that deep, and yet it is.
burns as you prowl the club scene,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
The constant shifting
After all, love and desire have fueled the
brimming with bravado and horniness,
that tamps down in the after hours and

keeps the sound

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
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Photograph captured
by Melanie McCaffrey
when Adam was
singing "Sleepwalker,"
Music Box LA,
December 15, 2010.
"Adam was pouring
his heart out into
every note. I could
feel his passion," says
Melanie.
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fresh, and the psychological contrasts
make you think. “Music Again” provides
the perfect launch pad for the CD, its
electronic whirrs and staccato beats
sounding like a dance band from Planet
Fierce. Even in such an upbeat party
song, the lyrics hint at a subtext. "I’m so
sick of living for other people" could be a
declaration of coming out, not so much
about his sexuality, but about taking
ownership of who he is as an artist.

aggressive drum beat and mine mine
mine and never lets go. My freakiest
hat is off to Lady Gaga. She’s a brilliant
songwriter, and genius producer, based
on what she gets Adam to do on this
track. This one goes on my infinite rewind. Dust off the red shoes. I could
dance to this until my feet are bleeding.

takes on a more provocative edge. To
my own bemusement, the commercial
gloss of the song has grown on me. On a
first hearing, I thought, “Ugh, too Britney
Spears,” but what was objectionable
in a prematurely sexualized product of
the star-making machinery is slightly
outré fun in the hands of a 27-year-old.
He wants to work us until we’re totally
blown? Bring it on!

Me,” “Soaked,” “Loaded Smile” and the
final three tracks form a narrative arc of
longing, loss, recovery and redemption.

seems a bit much for
a one-night stand, but
when you are in your
20s, overflowing with
erotic energy, a onenight stand can be
Epic. It helps that this
is one of the songs
on the album where
you can fully sink into
the velvety power of
Adam’s voice.

Adam has spoken about this album
WANT TO READ
as being fun, about feeling sexy and
wanting to get up and dance. He’s
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
The mood takes a darker, kinky turn in
underselling it, and perhaps that’s
“For Your Entertainment,” where Adam
because there is still a vulnerability there
“Loaded Smile”
GO TO:
uses S&M imagery to tease his fans. It
about exposing his emotional core. But
is perfect. Sexy,
has a catchy hook, complete with the
what blows me away is what's embodied
seductive,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
cracking of whips, and Adam’s voice
in the slow tracks: “Whataya Want From
heartbreaking.
Adam’s falsetto is
ethereal and so
beguiling it should
come with a warning
label. If I say I’m sorry,
It’s just me telling
a lie, then he lets
loose with a kittenish
coo that leaves me
in a puddle. I love
the Middle Eastern
inflected electronic
maelstrom in the
middle with voices
bouncing around
inside a sonic tin
can. Adam’s voice
emerges from
this whirlwind like
a soaring white
dove to deliver the
devastating ending:
a loaded smile, an
empty glass, one last
dance.

WANT TO READ
the wake of the AMA debacle, it’s
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?Inimpossible
not to interpret “Whataya
Want From Me” through the lens of
GO TO:
Adam as Bambi caught in the headlights
of a merciless media monster looking for
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
its next victim. It’s a strong relationship
Impressively, the album keeps ratcheting
up the catchiness and energy level in
each subsequent up-tempo tune, with
the exception of “Strut,” which just
doesn’t do it for me. “Sure Fire Winners”
takes us back to Planet Fierce with its
driving, electronic pop rhythms, sassy
vocals and attitude. "All the girls in the
club wanna know, where did all their
pretty boys go?" When Adam’s in the
club, none of us stands a chance! He
gets in some banshee wails too, right out
of the Zodiac Show. And what a great
final chorus, with his voice processed
and sounding like a radio transmission
from the edge of the galaxy: Gonna take
you to the top to the brink of what you
believe.

song, but it packs an added emotional
punch through this accident of timing.
Adam on Letterman, looking gorgeously
frayed and vulnerable, and then singing
the guts out of this song will be how I
remember this.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
“Soaked” has that bombastic,
GO TO:
overwrought quality of Muse that I can
never decide whether I like or not. (I
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
must like it; I keep listening to it!) All that
operatic emoting with the string section

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
“If I Had You” and “Pick U Up” with their
pounding, primal disco beats, induce a
total flashback to my club days. This is
music for shaking up the dance floor,
hot, moving bodies jam-packed in
gender-melding eruptions of Eros. But
these are just warm-ups for the red-hot
sizzler on the album. “Fever” is a knockout. It deserves to be a huge hit. It grabs
you by the nether regions from the first
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Photograph by
Rhyden Cadwell
taken at Adam's
second Singapore F1
concert, performed
outdoors in bright
sunlight, September
26, 2010.

“Sleepwalker” is a ballad aching with
love lost, love unreturned. This is the
heartbroken Adam that opened our
floodgates with “Tracks of My Tears.”
“Aftermath” is an anthem of defiance,
of picking yourself up when you fall, of
finding yourself. It teeters on the brink of
cheesiness, but my skeptical self is won
over by his sincerity. You just know he is
singing about his own life. These lines
aptly capture the personal journey Adam
has sent me on. When he sings all you
feel is love, you feel it in your gut.

And finally, “Broken Open.” Alongside
“Loaded Smile,” this is the one that
pierces my soul. The delicate plink of
piano and deep bass beats enveloped
in a diaphanous cocoon of electronic
sounds form a perfect vessel for Adam’s
voice, tender and vibrant. That soft,
insistent thrumming is the rhythm of
desire. His delicate falsetto reverberates
like the song of an angel drifting through
the universe, offering healing and
peace. His voice weaves a lush flying

carpet of unfettered
love, inviting you
to lie down, open
yourself up and
entrust yourself to the
Cosmos.w

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
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For Your
Entertainment
By W.R.R. Tepes @RagMan_RIP
WANT
TO READ
I’ve got the market cornered
AURA betWITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
on having the oddest method for
raising money for a charity: an
GO TO:
artistic and elaborate strip tease
while borrowing the persona of Adam
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Left:
For Your
Entertainment: Tour
Edition.
Photograph by
Warwick Saint.

I

Lambert. It started with the invention of a
raffle: bid on your favorite, and the song
that raises the most for the charity would
be performed as a strip after hours at the
club. To raise the stakes, they roped me
into being their star act.

WANT TO READ
On show night, with all of the regular
patrons who come to see women dance
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
safely gone, the club was packed with
I was backing Lady Gaga’s "Bad
employees, dancers and specially invited
GORomance,"
TO: but my boyfriend dropped
friends. Most of them were distracted by
$500 at the last minute to push "For Your
the antique bathtub on the side of the
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Entertainment" into the top spot. A close
stage, and after the music began, they
runner up was Adam’s song "Fever," the
pick of most of the ladies.

wondered where I was.

I came in from the foyer in my leather
WANT
TO READ
I was pleased with the winning song
trench coat and sunglasses, sporting a
for my boyfriend’s sake. He has been
skull cane. Helpers in the audience, my
AURA
struggling WITHOUT
to escape an ugly closet. OBSTRUCTIONS?
shills, rose to paw at me as I advanced
Adam’s music and example encouraged
to the stage. It was surprisingly euphoric,
GOandTO:
inspired him to step outside of it
taking on this man’s mantle and
more and more, on his journey to finally
receiving the adoration of his fans who
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
allowing himself to become the young
screamed and whistled as if the real
gay man he is, openly and freely. With
that goal in sight, I gathered my helpers,
and we began to plot a show that would
live in infamy—and might just blow the
door off that closet, with a little inspired
help from Adam. I intended to do Adam
artistic justice, as a thank you for helping
the man I love to heal and be whole.

Adam were about to swing on a stripper
pole for their entertainment.
Hitting my knees on the stage and doing
a backbend, I flung my arms over my
head. Two helpers strutted out to stomp
their platform heels on my coat sleeves,
so that when I rose, they would strip it
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off. They brought out a fancy chair for
me while they knelt to take the boots off,
very Boris Vallejo.
After that, clothes hit the floor regularly,
always on the beat. It was like a new
drug, hearing the crowd as I ground
that pole. The song thumped into my
blood, running it hot, giving them all
an unplanned show as a bonus. A few
shrieks when I threw the thong at the
front row made me laugh.

them grabbing my boots and clothes,
pretending they were groupies after
trophies. Backstage, they helped me find
my shirt and pants. I had to get ready for
the final surprise.
My boyfriend was being thanked for his
donation, and that was my cue. The DJ
started playing "Fever," and the shock
of my boyfriend was awesome. I mimed
Adam’s stage bit, grabbing his throat to
kiss him before I worked my shirt off and
used him as the stripper pole. One more
kiss, and I backed away like I’d been
burned, waving my hand like Adam’s
dancers do. I fell backward into the tub
to “cool off”, with a splash of water, rose
petals, and little pearls.

Quite an evening,
and the dancers
and I were inspired.
We also raised a
lot of money for our
chosen charity: Toys
for Tots. That’s what
you call a win-win. I
plan to channel Lady
Gaga for the next
charity event; we just
need to craft a bad
romance—for your

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
When the song ended, I struck a pose
GO TO:
with the cane over my head and smirked
entertainment. w
at the shock on my boyfriend’s face
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
before the dancers onstage wrapped
me in a long robe. We disappeared, with

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
ROCKING
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
12 FEBRUARY 2010
Adam hit the road running in 2010, with live

in the New Year

performances and TV appearances on Oprah and The
EllenShow. A look at January-February, courtesy of
Lambosessed and her archive of Adam’s performances
at http://adamperformances.blogspot.com/.

USA - RYAN, ROCK MY TOWN!

Ryan Seacrest's Rock My Town! was an on-demand
concert with a line-up of Adam Lambert, Allison Iraheta
and Kris Allen. Fans voted on where they wanted to see
the concert, with New York City being the winning location.
Adam performed songs mainly from his album, consisting
of Music Again, If I Had You, Whataya Want From Me,
Strut, Sure Fire Winners, Soaked, For Your Entertainment,
Sleepwalker, Fever, Whole Lotta Love and album bonus
track Down the Rabbit Hole. He also performed Crazy with
Allison and Kris.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
1 JANUARY 2010
GO TO:
USA - GRIDLOCK 2010
Adam Lambert's first concert of songs from debut album
For Your Entertainment was part of a line-up at Gridlock, a
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
New Year's Eve party in LA. He performed Music Again, If I
Had You, Whataya Want From Me, Strut, Sure Fire Winners,
Soaked, For Your Entertainment, Fever, Down The Rabbit
Hole and encore Whole Lotta Love.

15 FEBRUARY 2010
USA - I HEART RADIO - FOR YOUR
ENTERTAINMENT PROMO

WANT TO READ
Adam Lambert performed a set of songs for I Heart Radio,
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
which included For Your Entertainment, an acoustic Mad
19 JANUARY 2010
World,
Sleepwalker, Fever, Music Again, and the first
USA - OPRAH
GO TO:
acoustic performance of Whataya Want From Me, of
Adam Lambert appeared on Oprah, giving performances of
which there were several versions.
Whataya Want From Me? and the first televised one of If I
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Had You.
26 JANUARY 2010
USA - ELLEN - STRUT

Adam Lambert returned to The Ellen Show by request on
her birthday to give his first televised performance of Strut.
Tommy Joe Ratliff replaced Monte Pittman on guitar and Zac
Baird was on keyboard.
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27 FEBRUARY 2010
USA - FANTASY SPRINGS

This was the first solo Adam Lambert concert where he
was the main headline act, taking place in Indio. The
band had Zac Baird (Korn) stand in for Lisa Harriton on
keyboard. The set consisted of For Your Entertainment,
If I Had You, Strut, Sure Fire Winners, Soaked; an
acoustic section containing Whataya Want From Me, Mad
World, Broken Open, Whole Lotta Love; Music Again,
Sleepwalker, Fever and Down the Rabbit Hole.

A Real Woman
Because of a
Gay Man
By Leonie Roosch-Blom
@kantharion, The Netherlands

I

have always been a tomboy.
My mother’s glee on having a
daughter lost its shine when
I started talking. I didn’t want
the skirts, the ribbons, the pink toys; I
wanted pants, jackets, to play soccer,
climb trees and play with male friends.
And that was me, for 31 years—that is,
until Adam happened.

the Theosophical wisdom with the more
earthly energy of Tantra made me grow
into a life-loving human being, who tries
to consciously make choices, trying to
fulfill the role I think I have in this life.

Now, walking in
leather dresses,
high heels or boots,
glam tops, fingernails
polished black, I am
a proud woman.
Fabulous rings, crazy
necklaces, glitter in
my hair, magnificent
eye makeup. It’s all
there now. And I am
having the time of my
life! Finally showing
on the outside what
I knew was there all
this time.

WANT TO READ
But something was missing. And since
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
we Dutch are known for our bluntness: I
missed my sexuality. Sure, I have been
GO TO:
in a good relationship for 14 years, but
on a sexual level there has always been
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
something slightly off. And it was me—
A song on the radio . . . a nice tune . . .
and what a voice!!! Who is that? iTunes
told me it was Adam Lambert. "For
Your Entertainment" was downloaded
in a heartbeat! I actually saw parts of
the AI finale when I was in Las Vegas,
and I remember being dumbfounded by
him coming in second. But after that I
didn’t hear a lot about him here in The
Netherlands.

me not embracing my sexuality, my
sensuality, my womanhood, my sub and
my dom.

WANT TO READ
And that is what Adam Fucking Lambert
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
has done for me. Bringing the glitter and
the glam, the unapologetic attitude, the
O, my husband wants
GO TO:
sensuality, alpha-male sexuality brought
to thank him too! ;-) w
parts of me to the surface I knew were
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
there but never were triggered to come
Thanks to the Internet I joined Twitter,

out.

a

the fan site,
looking
at videos and
WANT
TO
READ
photos. Everything I saw made me more
WHAT A SESSION!
curious: Who
is this beautiful soul?OBSTRUCTIONS?
What
AURA
WITHOUT
makes him tick?
Excerpt of February 13, 2010, post
by Adam Bombed
GO TO:
@Lambosessed, UK
Now, months later, I have seen 4 GNT
shows, been to a M&G and seen
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
everything on the Internet there is to be
seen and if I had to describe this man in
two words it would be: Inspiration and
Authenticity.

I'd been waiting for these [AOL Sessions] for quite
some time and when they came out, WOW! Just
WOW! Adam's look is most reminiscent of his Santana
performance at the AI finale, which I described as
“...looked like a detective in a fabulous Glambert
universe where the most serious crimes possible to
commit, for which he was head of investigations,
were crimes against fashion. Yes, I'd happily commit
a fashion crime in order to get arrested by Adam
before getting styled...” This one is less sparkly and
more utilitarian though, and I realised that it's rare
we get to see Adam performing without a jacket
on so we can see his lithe figure. The sound on
these is much better than from any of the TV show
performances and he's pitch perfect. I don't have
time at the moment to write about all of these
individually, but “Soaked” - #%*^!!! That voice is truly
a marvel. Read more at http://adamperformances.
blogspot.com.

WANT TO READ
Adam knows who he is now, where he is
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
going, what he wants and how he will be
it. And he is unapologetic, positive,
GOdoing
TO:
humorous, loving, amazing. His strong
message is be who you are without
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
compromises, lovingly giving what you
have to give to the world. It hit home…
majorly.
Being a searching soul for as long
as I can remember, I am drawn to
people who do the same: think about
what we are to do in this life, where
it is leading, what love means, which
choices we should make. Combining
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FANTASY SPRUNG

Excerpts from February 28, March
8, 2010, February 28, 2011, posts by
@Lambosessed, UK.

A

dam has sprung a wonderful
surprise upon us with the most
amazing of acoustic renditions
in “Whole Lotta Love.” This for
me is a momentous performance, one
I'll be watching over and over and one
that we'll probably still be talking about in
years to come.

I love the smile he gives just before the
song finishes. He seems thrilled about
turning the audience into a wild writhing
mess, knowing that he's nailed it. We
do indeed need cooling. Right there and
then I knew I was witnessing something
special because I compulsively hit repeat
like an addict needing another hit.

The full costume with the huge, floaty
sleeves and Zodiac vulture feathers
on his shoulders make him look like a
desert-dwelling witch from a nomadic
tribe, albeit of the glam variety. My initial
impression from the “WLL” video was of
an inhabitant of a far-off exotic island,
hair adorned with tropical flora and
feathers, and lei around his neck. Or
maybe that was just from the heat given
out from the performance!

the occasion. It was Adam's first solo
concert and not only was everything
fresh, exciting and surprising, it felt
so alive, magical even. To use one of
Adam's favourite subjects, it was like all
the planets aligned and everything came
together to give us that perfect moment.
It was like there was a mysterious desert
wind that threaded an energy through
each performer, connecting each and
every person like a sixth sense and
the music just effortlessly flowed. I felt
we saw Adam at his very best - open,
natural, free-spirited, creative and

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Adam has some blue dreads put
I feel there's much more to Fantasy
in, instantly giving off a hippie vibe,
Springs than just being special. There
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
especially with those tie-dye jeans.
was something momentous about
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
This is the most incredible psychedelic
WANT TO READ
arrangement and performance of “WLL”
and one of the sexiest things I've ever
spontaneous.w
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
seen or heard.
There's a lot that's
reminiscent of Jim Morrison. There
GO TO:
Read more: http://adamlambertobsession.
are no overt sexual gestures, but what
Adam achieves purely with his sultry
blogspot.com/search/label/FS%20WLL
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
voice and stage presence is so sizzling
hot. He slinks about the stage, moaning
breathily, his erotic cries startlingly
primal. Whereas the previous renditions
were pure sex of the sordid aggressive
rip-your-clothes-off encounter, this one
is a long slow hedonistic tripped-out
throw-your-phone-away all-day love-in,
teetering on the edge of blissful agony.

AMAZING MOMENT
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? For Adam’s first solo concert, at Fantasy Springs Resort,
I was up front in the middle aisle because I had a press
GO TO:
pass for that show from Sony. When Adam started
singing I ran to the side to ask my husband to videotape,
His voice works you up and down,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
then went back to the middle. I could barely shoot I
knowing when to stop you from boiling
over while keeping you simmering.
When things get too hot, he turns his
back, giving you time to ease away from
the edge before effortlessly stroking
and teasing you right back there again,
kneading you into spasms of ecstasy.

was so into it. When I looked behind me I saw Adam’s
whole family, about four rows back. His mom had
her arms crossed in front of her—kind of like hugging
herself—and her head was back, eyes closed, just lost
in that moment. It was amazing. I will never forget her
expression!! She must be so proud.

-Dan'niel McKnight, Tulsa, OK
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Photograph by
Dan'niel McKnight,
CPC, Fantasy
Springs Resort,
Indio, CA, February
27, 2010.
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Left:
Mirena Hristova's
painting "Wolf Spirit,"
Adam's animal spirit.
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CrazIEST thing

I’ve done because of Adam

WANT TO READ
I went to a Glam Nation concert 1,600
two flights up and
miles away three days before the event—
the elevators were
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?without a ticket! Luckily I found someone
overworked with
selling a spare ticket on Twitter and
hundreds of people
GO TO:
searched all night for 'cheap' airfare. This
trying to get down
isn't unusual for a lot of fans but I was
to the street, but I
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
60 years old, handicapped and traveling
found the back stairs
alone with luggage and a cane—albeit a
rainbow-colored, rhinestone-and-feather
festooned cane—and had a three-hour
drive to the airport! Once at the Houston
airport, I still had a one-hour drive to my
stepson's house, where I was staying. A
12-hour trip in total! The next day, another
one-hour drive back to Houston to the
venue, with GPS and a loner car from my
stepson, and I was there. Hanging with
Glamberts by 1:00pm and partying at the
Hard Rock. By the time 8:00pm rolled
around I was ready to sit down. But did I?
Hell, NO! It was Adam time!

into the bowels of
the theater. I made it
down all the way, the
last 15 steps or so
on my ass, my legs
giving out, no longer
able to hold me up,
but closer to the rear
where the barricades
were—40-people
deep waiting for that
one moment with
Adam. I would never
get close enough.
But with the 100 or
so Glamberts lined
up across a driveway,
they had to part in the
middle to let cars out.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

At the end of an incredible concert, I
tried to find the quickest way back to the
barricades to get Adam's autograph on
my fabulous GlamCane. The venue was
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I joined the weary throng and every time they moved back in
place, I found myself a little closer to the barricade!
Finally at the front by the barricade, we parted once more. As
we all moved back in place, I was knocked over by excited
fans and found myself ass over teakettle on the ground, a
car's headlights one foot from my head. Scrambling bus
drivers and security pulling me to my feet, patting me and
urging me to go sit on the curb. I held my ground; nothing
would make me leave my God-appointed spot! And there he
was. Signing and smiling, nodding to a few familiar faces,
working his way toward me. "Please, could you sign my
cane?" I asked. A smile, and a backward glance, his eyes
met mine. Not a word said but he said volumes. I actually
made it back to my stepson's safely and was on a plane by
noon the next day, clutching my newly christened GlamCane,
smiling the next 12 hours, loving every bump and bruise.

[Firsts, BESTS & FAVORITES ]
WHY I LOVE ADAM

I've been a Glambert since Adam’s first second on
American Idol. I've seen him perform three times and
met him once, on 3.13.12. He retweeted me on 10.29.12
:) I love Adam because he is different and inspires me
to be myself, no matter how “different” or “weird” I am.
Adam has brought light to the dark times in my life, and
made me realize how important it is to love who I am. I
believe that he cares greatly about his fans. Adam is a
genuine, good person. Every interviewer or professional
meets Adam says he is very down to earth and sweet.
I agree. When I met Adam, he hugged me and told me
not to cry, rubbing my back and smiling at me. Adam is
an inspiring, beautiful person. His voice is so amazing
and he is hot as hell! I love Adam for everything he is
and everything he ever will be.
- Bay Luciani, CT

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Cameron Willson, @glamgran58, Pocatello, ID
I love Adam for all that he did for my best friend, my
WANT —TO
READ
“little sister” Susana. Before she passed away, Susana
wrote Adam a very touching thank-you letter. It took her
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
days to write that letter due to her physical disabilities,
Firsts, BESTS & FAVORITES ]
weakened state and excruciating pain. I was so proud
GO[ TO:
of her for being bravely honest with Adam. Leila,
MY LIFE CHANGED
Adam’s mother, agreed to pass along her letter to
because
of
Adam
Adam the next time she saw him. I sent Leila the letter
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I still remember the exact feeling when I looked into Adam's
eyes. I was front row at one of his promo radio concerts,
looking up at him with tears in my eyes as he sang “Better
Than I Know Myself.” I watched in awe at how beautiful he
really was. Pictures do not do him justice. But then there was
the moment that changed my life. I looked into Adam's bright
blue eyes, and suddenly I was captivated. I couldn't look
away. It was like his eyes were showing me all of his deepest
thoughts and emotions. It only brought more tears to my
eyes. I will never forget that exact moment where I really fell
in love with everything about him.
- Bay Luciani, CT

and she forwarded it to Adam the same day. Later that
evening, as Susana slept, Adam tweeted: “@Adams_
Smile sending you light and love. You are sooo brave!
I love you for being positive and hopeful in the face
of such challenges. Thank you for your kind words
and inspiration. Your spirit is magic!!!” Susana’s nurse
woke her to show her Adam’s tweet. We cried and
laughed. She couldn’t believe that Adam Lambert
thought she was brave, that she had inspired him, and
that he loved her. Adam’s tweet did so much for her
and gave us one more “happy family” memory. More
importantly, Adam’s tweet gave Susana the strength
not to give up, but to let go. Being loved by Susana
was magic. Loving her was magic. Adam's tweet gave
us one more "happy family" memory and gave Susana
the strength not to give up, but to let go. The love and
gratitude I feel for Adam go beyond anything I can put
into words. I can just say, "Thank you, Adam."
—LH Carter, Ontario, Canada

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT
BESTS &READ
FAVORITES ]
[Firsts, TO
TO HEALOBSTRUCTIONS?
AURAPOWER
WITHOUT
Recently a friend of mine who owns two private preschools
and told me that she has cancer. She is very spiritual
GOcalled
TO:
and staying very positive. She told me she isn't telling many
I’ve been fortunate to attend more than 30 Adam
people
about
her
condition,
but
feels
a
close
connection
to
performances and met him several times. Each time I’m
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
me. She asked me to go to the store and purchase Adam
Lambert’s Trespassing CD for her. I told her no worries
I have extra copies, and brought her one. When I called
her several days later to see how she was, I could hear
Trespassing playing in the background. Then she said,
“Bellina, I am rocking out to Adam Lambert." It made me
smile. I understood.
—Bellina Lambdin @bellesxxoo, Great Falls, Virginia

amazed at how friendly, sincere and appreciative he is
of his fans. After I gave him a bottle of Gareth Pugh Nail
Polish at one show, he thanked me and said he couldn’t
wait to wear it. When I saw him at a M&G several
months later, he gave me a big hug and said, “I wear the
nail polish you gave me all the time!” The fact that Adam
remembered me and the nail polish was astonishing.
He has brought so many Glamberts of every age, from
around the world, into my life. It’s a community of fans
that cannot be denied and we owe it all to ADAM!
- Dee Emr @dreeemr, Wayne, NJ
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The World Was
Just Right
By Mary-Ellen Marsh
@marshmemories, Onancock, VA
“Sometimes our light goes out but is
blown again into flame by an encounter
with another human being. Each of us
owes the deepest thanks to those who
have rekindled this inner light.” - Barbara
Glanz

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
hen I heard Adam was
GO TO:
going to Holland my heart
jumped. My grandparents
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
were immigrants from the

W

Netherlands and I had been there in my
teens. I had always vowed to return, but
life got in the way. Here was my chance
to step out of my comfort zone and go for
the adventure of a lifetime. There were
so many reasons not to go—paperwork,
money issues, work, a terrorist threat
notice for Europe. But I knew that if I
didn’t go I would regret it for the rest of
my life. My youngest daughter agreed to
come too. I think the family wanted her
to keep an eye on Mom!

Above:
Mary Ellen Marsh,
Onancock, VA, with
Adam during the
Glam Nation concert
in Amsterdam,
Netherlands.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
He was
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Being in the front row
listening
by Enriquemee, New Zealand

A

of the concert that
night lifted me to a
height so grand I felt
hugely empowered.
When Adam sat on
the stool centre stage
introducing “Whataya
Want From Me” and
said “if you have true
love in your life, then
hold onto it” I had
tears in my eyes.

dam Lambert has helped
We had a chance to meet Adam in
WANT TO READ
me through times I couldn’t
person before the concert. The night
have imagined I would need
before I couldOBSTRUCTIONS?
hardly sleep. What would
AURA WITHOUT
helping through.
I say, what would I do? The whole
experience was beyond what I can
GO TO:
The Glam Nation tour was coming to
express in words. The memory that is
New Zealand, five days after my 39th
clearest is the physical feeling of being
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Birthday! My husband gave me the ticket
tucked up under Adam’s arm, my arm
around his waist, my head leaning on his
chest as we took a photo -- the feeling
that the world at that moment was just
right. Whenever I need a good thought
to clear my head, this is the treasure I

as my gift. I got a ticket to the Meet &
Greet!

I stood in that concert
WANT TO READ
Then my life changed. My 8-year-old
as his voice trailed
daughter was diagnosed with a blood
over the audience and
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?condition resulting from a childhood
turn to. w
flew into the future. I
illness. We spent many days and nights
will always have my
GO TO:
in the hospital. She was discharged the
moment with him.
day before the concert. I traveled to the
The get-well card sits
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
show wondering what to say to Adam
at the Meet & Greet. I purchased a Get
Well card, which I asked him to sign so
I could give it to my daughter! After all,
she too loves Adam’s music. Mummy
does play it an awful lot! He listened
intently to what I was sharing, and he did
more than just sign the card, he asked
me her name, and wrote a message to
her!!!
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on my TV to this day.
I remember when I
said my daughter is
very sick, he jerked
back, looked straight
at me and said “oh
no.” He was listening,
and you know what,
I reckon he still is, to
all of us. w

Shock all
Around

By Xena

W

e’re at the front door!
“Put everything here”
and a hand slaps a table.
Juneau and I are doing
all we can to hold it together. As I turn to
my right, I face the brightest, white-hot
aura I have ever experienced. I’ve only
met two other people who possess such
a powerful magnetic field around them:
Lady Diana, who positively glowed, and
a major military commander.

Xena and Juneau.” We held our breath.
As soon as the “eau” was out he took a
big step backward with those long legs
and leaned even further back! “Oh no,
he hates us!” Adam loudly exclaimed “I
know who you two are!” Everyone can
hear this! We’ve stood in rain and frozen
our feet in stylish shoes waiting outdoors
in December to catch a glimpse of Adam,
perhaps an autograph. We trailed him
all over New England in the Glam Van,
meeting wonderful friends along the
way, but no Adam for me. Finally we’re
in front of him and we’re staying. Even
if they cuff us, we’ll be going out with
a bang, not a whimper. Juneau said
“We wrote the… book….Are we in the
doghouse?” Great big smile from Adam
and laughing “NO! I read some of it,
not like other fan fiction, it’s ummm…
interesting.” What was that expression
on his face as he said that? So glad he

just stepped back to
take the measure of
us, not to escape.
Exhale, breathing….
I dare not look
away. Let’s see if we
can hang in a few
seconds longer. A
couple of more words
are exchanged.
I believe I heard
some kind of marine
commander barking
orders, “move it along!
Go down the stairs!
Go back outside!” We
try to fathom what just
happened. We met
Adam and didn’t slip,
trip or stutter – what a

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
The first time I saw Adam in person,
standing outside of Much Music in the
dark and foggy drizzle, even partly
obscured, I could see his luminosity.
But this time, I was so drawn to this
blinding aura of radiant white light. As I
approached him, I automatically lifted my
arms and smiled as if I were meeting a
long lost, beloved relative. He lifted his
arms when I did and we hugged.

WANT TO READ
relief. w
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
INSPIRED TO CREATE
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Holding him is to capture a lightning
bolt and hold it still for a moment; I
expected electric shocks. He is of course
completely unaware of this or he would
be dangerous. Those I’ve met who
possess this aura also had light eyes
to capture and reflect light, animating
them with sparkle. This is but one factor
to imbue Adam with a powerful stage
presence, but can be overwhelming
in close quarters, to which others can
surely attest.

I love Adam. He inspires
me. I have studied
to be an artist and
finished the University
of International
Economics. I work in this
area now. I never used
to do graphics; this is
my first experience.
I take my favorite
pictures and edit them.
Some work I change
completely. When I
see an image I like, I
imagine how Adam
would look in it and
make it happen! Adam
has long hair in many
of my paintings. I like
to see him as a fantasy
warrior, samurai, and so
on. The Adam Warrior
pictures, such as the
one pictured here, have been very well received by fans. I
have made 67 paintings total, my first in August 2012. I will keep
making my fantasies happen, in art anyway! To see my paintings
go to: http://twitpic.com/photos/MiraMiraculous#type=gallery.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
The first thing I blurted out was, “Thank
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
you, the curse
is lifted!” as we hugged.
Adam asked “What curse?” “It took
GOthreeTO:
years for me to meet you, finally!”
Just then, Juneau arrived and introduced
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
herself. It was time to have our picture
taken, so we quickly straightened up and
posed, then a quick flash for a second
shot but no time to fix anything.
With that, someone attempted to rush us
away. But after waiting three years, they
weren't going to get rid of me easily.
We looked at Adam and I said “I suppose
we should introduce ourselves. We’re

- @MIRA MIRACULOUS, RUSSIA
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GOLDEN BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS
“No matter how old you are,
no matter who you sleep
with, no matter what color
your skin is, we can all
party together.”—

Few events have mobilized Adam’s worldwide fandom as much as celebrating
his birthday. For his 31st birthday, this past January 29, fans raised $82,000
for the We Are Family Foundation—an organization founded by Nile Rodgers
after 911— in a matter of days.

For his golden 29th birthday on January 29, 2011, groups large and small—on
WANT TO READ
six continents—organized festive get-togethers, fundraisers and moving videos,
- Adam Lambert
of which began as a Tweet. From Scandinavia to Asia, the Middle East to
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? most
South America, Africa to the South Pacific, North America to Europe, the Pacific
to Eastern Europe, fans-turned-friends gathered at intimate home parties,
—“Ohio Glamberts dined at the Hyatt
GO TO:
larger offsite parties or one-on-one lunches with often-elaborate birthday
Place Columbus in Dublin, Ohio, then
cakes as the centerpiece, to share stories, enjoy Adam-inspired games and,
‘auctioned off’ Adam's body parts so fans
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
of course, Adam’s music—much of which is captured in stills and videos and
actually bid on Adam's tongue, legs, eyes,
and other parts. Silent auction money and
birthday cake bid proceeds went to his
favorite charities.” — @Motheranimal1

later shared online. Fans around the world focused their passion and energies
toward creating beautiful birthday videos. Among them: Australia, Brazil,
China, Egypt, Hong Kong, Hungary, Italy, Latin America, New Zealand, Poland,
Russia, Ukraine and Vietnam.

WANT TO READ
—Washington
DC, Maryland and Virginia
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Glamberts met at the Marriot Washington
DC for a pre-gathering then moved the
GO TO:
celebration to the Hard Rock Café, in
the Hendrix Booth—the perfect place to
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
celebrate our Rock God’s birthday.”—
@bellesxxoo

WANT TO READ
— “Forty-seven people from six states
joined New York City’s party at Jeckyll
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
& Hyde to celebrate Adam’s favorite
holiday—Halloween!—mingling, eating,
GO TO:
interacting with the ‘spooky’ environs and
raising $1,050 for charity: water, Donors
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Choose and FYEPlatinum. In addition to
Left:
NYC party poster
created by Claudia
Cohill @claudcloud

raffling off two dozen beautiful, valuable
donated items, 20 8x10s of Adam—
printed and framed by party co-planner
Eydie Harris just for decoration— flew off
the walls for $5 each. Both 18x24s of our
official NYC party poster sold for $25 each.
Waiting for the raffle winner of a doubleautographed Lee Cherry photo of Scarlett
to surface, Twitter watchers announced
that Riff Maxwell Cherry—Adam’s god
son—had made his debut! A toast to Adam,
‘Happy Birthday’ and the party wound
down. Lizzie7 created a stunning party
promo video and party recap videos for
guests which included stills shot by Tatiana
Folling and Diana Peterson and video from
Ryan Peterson..” —@plumcomm

Below:
Kim Wayton,
@motheranimal1,
poses with Ohio’s
colorful cake.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
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Georgia celebrated at Le Buzz, a
Marietta cabaret featuring a drag queen
show and some of Adam's songs, with
many fans getting razzed or included in
the dialogue. All in good—not so clean—
fun! Festivities included dancing amid
lasers and four contests: Adam Lambert
look-alike, Pretty Boy (boy most likely to
attract Adam), Most Glammed Up boy
or girl and Most Fabulous Fritz (a butt
contest), boy or girl. Guests bought FYE
CDs for waitresses, bartenders and Le
Buzz patrons.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
"Connecticut Glamberts collected
about $150 for Donors Choose. One
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
creative member made Adam and
Tommy dolls and a wonderful baker
made a special cake for us. We played
an Adam trivia game and had a life-sized
photo for a special rendition of pin the
‘tail’ on Adam. We had door prizes and
videos running on a laptop. Great time
was had by all."—@mermaidlady

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
“Pennsylvania celebrated at
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Philadelphia’s London Grill, enjoying
Above:
Cake made by
@Lambertlust for
the SF Glamberts
celebration of Adam
Lambert's 30th
birthday at the Hard
Rock Cafe in San
Francisco.

hors d’oeuvres, videos, music and
games in a private room. $5 donations
to Donors Choose qualified guests for a
door prize drawing.”—@dorihb

WANT TO READ
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Kansas/Missouri/Oklahoma dined at
Grill at the Plaza in Kansas City
GOKona’s
TO:
and made a short video that featured
a champagne toast, a round of “happy
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
birthday” and cake.
Left:
For Florida's 29th
birthday celebration
they had an ice
cream cake—not
mint chocolate chip
but delicious!
@RobinDutcher1

Argentina fans met outside the Buenos
Aires Planetarium on the 29th, honoring
Adam’s “roots” on Planet Fierce!

WANT TO READ
Many national and regional fan groups
marked Adam’s birthday by sharing
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
videos they had created. Among them:
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada partied at
Australia, Brazil, China, Egypt, Hong
Franco-Presence.
Kong, Hungary, Italy, Latin America,
GOCaféTO:
New Zealand, Poland, Russia/Ukraine
Colorado Glamberts went bowling
and Vietnam.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
at Lucky Strike in Denver. A cut out of
Adam watched attentively.
—“San Francisco Bay-area Glamberts
held a bash to celebrate the 29th and
30th birthdays of our beautiful Glam God!
On January 29, 2012, 25 of us partied at
San Francisco’s Hard Rock Café, Pier 39,
dressed like we were at a Glam Nation
concert.”—@Lambertlust

*

TWITTER

Birthday Celebrations
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The Power of Love
By Sonia Bennett
Norway, ME

I

n August 2010, between
GlamNation concerts, Adam
stopped by Boston’s Children’s
Hospital, where he visited my
niece Jasmine, a young Glambert,
and other patients. Jasmine was in
the hospital for many months dealing
with Shwachman-diamond syndrome
following a bone marrow transplant. I
want to share a thank-you letter I sent
to Adam at the time, then give you an
update.

Get ready for this: "Well Adam said that
one day I will be able to ride the bus he
uses." I just want to let you know she’s
holding you to that (chuckle). She was
on Cloud 9 for months!

SONIA’S UPDATE
In the weeks and
months after Adam’s
visit, Jasmine was on
Cloud 9. A few days
after his visit, she
was put on the respirator. I would play
Adam’s songs in the
room LOUD, hoping
she was listening and
would come back to
us. Even when there
was little hope, I continued to play his music and talk with her
because I knew how
much she loved him.
She did come back to
us! She kept trying to
talk and we asked her
to not say anything for
a little bit because of
the dryness and irritation caused by the
tube that had been
down her throat. I said
to Jasmine, “How are
you sweetie? I thought
we lost you,” and she
replied, “Auntie, I
told you I wasn’t going anywhere. Adam
said he would let me
ride on his bus when
I was fine! He better
remember that!” My
heart be still, if Adam
only knew what he did
for this little girl!

WANT TO READ
that day, I went to the Parents’
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?Later
rooms, where one of the parents was in
tears. I asked her if she had seen you.
GO TO:
She said, "Yes we did! Did you know
my son had given up on life, treatments
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
and eating—until today?” Her 9-year-old
Adam,

son actually asked for some pizza! For
weeks afterward, I saw him wandering
to the teen room from his room! A
completely different boy.

WANT TO READ
THANK YOU so much for showing up
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
So, Adam, I am telling you all this
at Boston Children’s
Hospital when you
because I want you to know the effect
were in Manchester, New Hampshire, for
your visit had, especially because you
GO TO:
a GlamNation concert. I want to share
took time out of your busy schedule to
with you what your visit did for my niece
make someone feel so special. One day
Jasmine
and
the
other
children!
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
When you arrived in my niece’s room,
she screamed at the top of her lungs—
and so did I (chuckle)! You spent
quality time with her and made her feel
extremely special! No one else existed.
We will never forget that moment! We
almost lost her a few days later. You
know what her fighting words were?

soon, when you come near again, I will
take Jasmine to see you in concert!

I tell all my customers at my work place,
WANT TO READ
“Do you know what Adam Lambert did
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?for my niece?" whenever your songs
come on the radio. I share the story
because everyone needs to know...
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
For months afterward,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Jasmine talked a lot
about our experience with Adam. She
played his music a lot
and sang at the top

Adam with Jasmine in
Boston’s Children’s
Hospital.
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of her lungs! She dressed like Adam on
Halloween. One night in November, she
was mumbling a lot at the dinner table.
She kept saying how he was 10 feet tall
and he really liked her. I finally made the
connection and said, “ADAM?” She nodded. Her BFF Maris MacGregor opened
up an iPad and played all her favorite
Adam songs and videos. She was moving and singing softly. We knew that if she
had more energy she would have been
singing loudly and dancing about. It was
an emotional moment for all of us! Sadly,
Jasmine passed away on November 8,
2012. She was dressed as a female version of Adam at her burial. Oh she loved
him so!

"Whataya Want From
Me," Adam's second
single from For
Your Entertainment,
brought him a
Grammy nomination.
Photograph by
Warwick Saint.

WANT TO READ
my Facebook. Since
then, Kathy has been
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
checking on my family to make sure we’re
GO TO:
all O.K. She’s the one
of my lungs with Kathy McKinley. Kathy
who brought this story
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
is an amazing Adam fan I “met” after I
to AURA. She is anSo, when Adam comes to a concert nearby, I’ll be dancing and singing at the top

wrote on Adam Official about Adam visiting Jasmine. When she read the story,
she asked to be added as a friend on

other beautiful treasure I have because
of Adam! w

WANT TO READ
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Aura
Like a Tractor
Beam
By Connie Wilson, Philadelphia, PA
GO TO:
s with most fans, I became
of the audience. Teens, thirtysomethings,
Our third show was
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
entranced by Adam Lambert
twentysomethings, women in their forties
in Hollywood, Florida,

A

watching American Idol.
He stood out at once, that
beautiful voice and so handsome. Hot
and sexy on stage, yet soft spoken,
sweet and genuine during interviews.
My sister and I first saw Adam perform
in Atlantic City at the Borgata Hotel and
Casino. He reminded me of Kiss. The
flashy stage show, lots of flashing lights,
larger-than-life stage presence and lots
of makeup. I could not take my eyes off
him.

and lots of grandmothers—everyone all
glammed out. There were some males,
a lot of them accompanying their wives.
When we saw Adam next at the Tower
theatre in Upper Darby, Pennsylvania,
we were just as excited, if not more so,
because we knew what was coming. I
hadn’t been this excited about a singer
since George Michael in the 80s. Only
Adam is so much better. We looked
forward to the Fever Kiss between Adam
and Tommy. Seriously, where else would
you find a crowd of older straight women
waiting in heat for two guys to share a
hot, steamy, yet sweet kiss? Such is the
effect of Adam Lambert.

at the Seminole Hard
Rock Hotel & Casino.
It was the first time
I’d ever boarded a
plane and traveled
so far to see anyone
perform—especially
after seeing him
twice already. Adam
Lambert withdrawal
hasn’t been easy. His
aura is like a tractor
beam drawing you in.
And his reign is just

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
His voice is
like noREAD
other singer today.
WANT
TO
He can really, really sing! The first thing
beginning. w
we noticedWITHOUT
at the show was the diversity
AURA
OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Fiercest Bear Around!

This plush diva is sure to make you go Cuckoo with its famous
WAG Tour top hat, leather jacket and boots, cute shades, and of
course, zebra print pants! I made this 100% Adam-inspired bear in
March 2013 at my local Build-A-Bear in Santa Clarita, California.
With little art training, I created “Adam,” making sure to include
those key accessories that make Adam ADAM! Glamberts on
Twitter fell head over heels for this cutie!

-Andrea Mayorga, Santa Clarita, CA
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Top Left:
Holly drew this
stunning pencil
rendering of Lee
Cherry’s iconic
GlamNation portrait in
October 2010. © Holly
Phuong Le

Drawing It
Forward
By Holly Phuong Le @topazholly90
Hanoi, Vietnam

I

f it weren’t for Adam Lambert,
there wouldn’t be an artist
named Holly Phuong Le. It
all started with Adam and the
incredible inspiration, the undeniable
impact, he has had on me.

Bottom Left:
Holly's drawings grace
mugs made by Eileen
Villena for NYC's
Birthday Celebration
for Adam in 2011 for
the party fundraiser.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
I had been drawing since I was very
young, but only casually. I started
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
drawing Adam out of my adoration for
his unique beauty, which I knew would
translate well onto drawing papers.
The more drawings I made, the more
I realized what was possible with
just pencils. I began receiving heartwarming support for my art from Adam’s
worldwide fandom that eventually their
support became what pushed me
forward and kept me improving.

WANT TO READ
Adam’s
Comfort
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? By
Judi Kotwas aka Juko6659,
Stewartstown, PA
GO TO:
suddenly from
fter some decades on this
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
a massive heart
earth, I considered myself
So very grateful for their support, I paid it
forward by selling art prints and donating
all the money to charity: water. Adam
recommended this charity organization,
which brings clean water to developing
countries. Occasionally I’ve given fans
permission to reproduce my drawings on
mugs for fundraisers, such as Adam’s
29th Birthday Celebration in NYC, which
auctioned off items for charity: water and
Donors Choose.

A

a kind, tolerant person who
had life figured out. Then a
beautiful, talented young man named
Adam Lambert showed me how to reach
higher. He taught not by preaching,
profanity or condescension, but by
example, living true to himself and his
own standards of positivity, tolerance
and compassion. I tried to emulate
those traits that invoked my admiration
and respect, and began to see subtle
yet real changes in myself. But it took a
personal tragedy to reveal the full extent
of Adam’s influence.

attack. In shock and
disbelief, I began
the long-distance
arrangements,
and informed his
estranged son, who
had not seen him in
three years, and our
elderly, ailing mother
in a nursing home.
Still, in the back of my
mind, in that selfish
little corner we all
have, were thoughts
of the concert and
those second-row
seats.

practiced, wanting Adam to see “A-DA-M,” not “M-A-D-A.” We had planned
our glitter makeup and sequined outfits.
We were ready.

friends, knowing how
important Adam is to
me, urged me to go
to the concert. I was
torn between grief,
yearning, guilt and
yes, fear of criticism.
How could I enjoy a
concert, even Adam’s

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I believe in being a force for good and
making a difference, which I feel is
Adam’s endless motivation in life. That
is why I am his fan. Adam is helping to
change lives through making art and by

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? My friends and I were eagerly
anticipating the GlamNation concert
simply being who he is. w
GO TO:
in Bethlehem, PA, in August 2010. We
My husband,
had second row seats, and I had made
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
daughter and
big, glittery letters to hold up. We had

An early-morning, devastating phone
call from my older brother’s companion
in Nevada came just two days before
the concert. My only sibling had died
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concert, when I “should” be, and was,
grieving? Then I thought about how Adam
handles criticism with grace, humor and
finesse, yet still follows his heart. And I
remembered my brother’s love of music,
and me, and could imagine his voice:
“Hey, Bratty: If you miss that concert,
with that guy who means the world to
you, on my account, I’m gonna really be
pissed at you. . .”

ones, adding a sparkling accent
throughout.
Two months later, we laid my big brother
to rest on our farm, scattering his ashes
in all the places he had loved. Once
again I turned to Adam’s music, his
very essence, for comfort and strength,
knowing somehow he would be there for
me. And, of course, he was.

was instead a gentle
closing and a last
celebration of a
life well-lived and
a brother deeply
loved. We returned
to the house as the
first stars began to
appear in the fading
light, with Adam’s
voice singing a gentle
ballad soft and low. I
felt the same peace
that had begun in

WANT TO READ
We chose Halloween because it was my
Not knowing
what to OBSTRUCTIONS?
AURA
WITHOUT
brother’s favorite day of the year and
expect, I went. I sat in the
Adam’s favorite holiday. With the sky
GOsecond
TO:row, in sequins
ablaze in shades of gold and salmon,
August at Adam’s
and glitter makeup, and
orange
and
purple,
we
walked
a
path
Bethelem concert and
gazed into the eyes of my
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
to
each
site,
carrying
Adam’s
music
had stayed with me.
musical idol. I cried for my
brother and screamed for
my beautiful rock god until
I was hoarse, holding my
WANT
TO READ
letter high—the
first “A” in
“A-D-A-M.”

along as if he were singing my brother
to his final rest. The day I had dreaded,
fearing the pain of that final goodbye,

I think my brother
approved. w

AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Adam’s voice connected with my soul
[Firsts, BESTS & FAVORITES ]
night, every song resonating in my
GOthatTO:
heart. When he sang “Soaked,” tears
FIRSTS BECAUSE OF ADAM
poured down my face. When he sang
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I have been bullied every single year since my first year in primary
“Aftermath,” for an instant it felt as if
he were singing to only me, his arms
around me in comfort and compassion.
When he sang “If I Had You,” I danced
and remembered that sometimes life is a
party, even though sometimes it is not.
I left that concert still grieving, but at
peace, and stronger. Adam gently
weaves himself into the fabric of our
lives, like a golden thread amid darker

(elementary) school. I didn't have any friends and was in a really bad
situation at home so I didn't have any family either. When I became a fan
of Adam I was introduced to the New Zealand Glitter Tribe, the official
New Zealand fan base, they welcomed me with open arms. It was the
first time I have ever felt accepted in my life. They became my friends.
They became my family. Thanks to Adam Lambert for the first time in my
life I wasn't alone. For the first time in my life I found myself with friends.
:D
— Allia Chulov, New Zealand

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Adam’s performance of “Soaked” did it
Mercury perform
Soaked
with
WANT
TO READ
for me. During the a capella portion, I
“Love Of My Life”
Tears
had to remind myself to breathe! From
had an artist had this
By MarieWITHOUT
Torto @aestheticbang
AURA
OBSTRUCTIONS?
the moment he began, his voice reached
kind of effect on me,
Binghamton, NY
up and out to every one of us in that
and I will be forever
theater. The lyrics became more than
grateful. Thank you,
GO TO:
was fortunate enough to have
mere notes floating in the air; Adam
Adam, for bringing
attended Adam’s very first
turned them into something tangible and
such beauty and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

I

GlamNation concert at The
F.M. Kirby Center For The
Performing Arts in WilkesBarre, PA on June 4, 2010. I had no idea
what to expect. I knew it would be flashy,
glamorous and epic. But I DIDN’T expect
to be standing there with tears streaming
down my face.

real. We could all deeply feel the pain
and loneliness expressed through the
words of the song, which Adam himself
had felt in his past. His performance
left us breathless. Looking around me,
there wasn’t a dry eye in the house as
everyone stood frozen and transfixed;
it was obvious that a nerve had been
struck. Not since hearing Freddie

emotion into all of
our lives. You do
so much more than
simply sing for us.
You take us to places
that otherwise we’d
never be able to
reach. w
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INSPIRED TO CREATE
“I do my edits just for fun. Sometimes I get an
inspiration of that picture and then I start editing
it. Usually I do them for Adam or for Glamberts,
but sometimes I do edits for other band members.
Because of my fan community, I wanna help all
Glamberts including making profile pictures for them :)
It feels good when someone likes my works and that's
why I do these edits. I have learned from Adam that
you can always be yourself without any kinda fake
role. With passion you can achieve whatever you
want!! "Believe yourself!"

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
-Ada @Worldw_Glamily
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
HOW OBSTRUCTIONS?
I FOUND
AURA WITHOUT
MY “STRUT”
By
Jodi Weiskittel (“BEWITCHED”)
GO TO:
Lebanon, MO
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
rom a very young age I knew

F

I was different from my family
and friends. I wanted so badly
to be loved and to fit in that
through my teens and 20s I pushed my
true self away. I lived my life to please
everyone else. My heart and soul were
crying out for a change.

I found a quote from Adam that spoke to
my heart: “It’s a really, really cool thing
to be able to show people that you can
be yourself, and you should be proud of
yourself, and you should own who you
are and what you’re about, and never
make apologies for it.”

to give positivity
and love. I’m much
more open-minded
and celebrate the
differences in people
instead of fearing it.
I stand strong in my
beliefs no matter who
stands against me.

miserable. I’m now the person I was
always meant to be. I’m proud to dress
in black with dark makeup, glitter and
lots of jewelry—especially my infinity
pendant. I make no apologies for the
way I look and I “strut” my glittery self
everywhere I go. I finally feel SEXY and
happy!

the changes in
me, especially my
husband, Allen. He
says it was always
clear to him that I
was a nonconformist,
but he says Adam
showed me it was ok
to step outside who I
pretended to be and
become my TRUE

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
I realized it was better to be the true me
November 2009 my world turned upside
and love myself than to be the person
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
down. I heard people talking about
everyone wanted me to be and be
Everyone has noticed
someone named Adam Lambert whose
performance on the AMAs they deemed
inappropriate. I decided to see what all
the fuss was about. The second I saw
Adam I knew my world would never be
the same! I saw an incredibly talented,
sexy man who owned the stage. He
dared to step outside the box and do
what other performers would never do.
I immediately bought Adam’s CD and
listened to it on repeat for days. Every
song resonated inside. I scoured the
internet. The more I saw the deeper I
fell in love! Adam was eloquent, honest,
charming, funny, and unique. What
amazed me most was that he didn’t
apologize for his performance on the
AMAs.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
The symbolism behind Adam’s infinity
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tattoo and pendant was the catalyst for
my next revelation. I realized if I wanted
positivity and love in my life, I first had

self. w

Beautiful
Friends
By Laurie Wygonik @Lolpsychic,
Natrona Heights, PA

I

’ve been a regular on Adam's
official site since Day One,
where I've discussed everything
from Adam’s music and body
parts to our spirituality, from what’s for
dinner to parenting and work problems.
What the conversations have always had
in common is Adam’s message of love.

met looked nothing like me. I am not a
racist or a bigot by any stretch, but think
about it. In a social situation, you often
gravitate toward someone who looks
the most like you. Yet there I was with
my new friends of all sizes, ages, races,
religions and sexual orientations—the
most beautiful people I’d ever called
“friends.” I had grown to love their souls
first, and now nothing on the outside
mattered except for the smiles that
radiated and reflected the love we all felt
for Adam and each other.

comedy. I reformatted
the script, entered it
into a writing contest,
started my own blog,
"LOL-Psychic.com"
and am fearlessly
pursuing all avenues
in search of a platform
to share my humor.

WANT TO READ
I am the happiest and
healthiest I have been
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
in my 53 years of life,
thanks to my new
GO TO:
friends and Adam
Adam also is inspiring me to live
Lambert. w
my dream, much as he did when he
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Adam awakened me in many ways. I
auditioned for American Idol. Being on
lost 30 pounds, learned to love myself,
started dressing better, started putting
on makeup every day and had my head
shaved on one side the way it was styled
in 1988. Getting turned on by watching
Adam’s videos, I was having more and
better sex than I had in high school with
no complaints from my husband of 33
years. I guess that's why he looks the
other way when I spend hours stanning
Adam on the Internet.

his site and having my heart jump for
joy each time I see “@Lauriellen LOL,”
I realized that my calling is to write

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Finding My
GO TO:
Freak Flag
By Chris “ShimmerDream” Weller
watching anyone’s
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Aurora, OH
every move online.
When the GlamNation Tour dates were
announced and Pittsburgh wasn’t among
them I was so angry. (I’m still kind of
pissed about that!) Vacation time was
already scheduled so we planned it
around Adam’s tour and decided to go
to Norfolk. Through planning a pre-party,
I was offered the chance to go to the
GNT kick-off in Wilkes-Barre. I made
the six-hour drive from Pittsburgh with a
new friend that I only knew from being
on Adam's site. Talking the whole way,
we got to know each other. We checked
into the hotel and glammed up for the
concert, giddy with anticipation.

I

t took me awhile to find my
freak flag, but when I did, it was
covered with Adam’s picture.

He represents the
open-minded honesty
of an unspoiled world.
His courage, kindness
and joie de vivre are
very contagious. I am
obsessed, possessed
and truly love this
unique human being
named Adam. Music
is part of my life again
after maybe 20 years.
Meeting so many
Glamberts has truly

WANT TO READ
After much heartache over
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
the past 10 years, I forgot how to live
with love and joy. I lost a 32- year-old
GO TO:
daughter while I was going through
a divorce after a 35-year marriage. I
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
thought my life was over. My Adam
obsession breathed life back into my
heart & soul. I felt joy again.

WANT TO READ
Before Adam, I had never been involved
enriched my life. w
in any fan club, entertainer adoration,
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
rock concerts, glittery attire, tweeting, or
GOWhen
TO:
we arrived at the party, I was
surprised that people knew me. Not only
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
that, they said how much they enjoyed
my posts and how funny I was. This was
music to my ear (because I only have
one), as I was carrying a copy of a script
I had written years ago, revised with
Adam added to the cast, and was hoping
to give it to him.

Adam's name lights
up the marquee at
the F.M. Kirby Center
for the Performing
Arts, Wilkes-Barre,
PA, where the Glam
Nation Tour began,
June 4, 2010.

I noticed something amazing at the
party and the concert. The people I had
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[

]

TATTOOS:
MORE THAN SKIN DEEP

EverTO
since Adam
added an Eye of Horus tattoo to his right wrist—for spiritual protection during American Idol—we have
WANT
READ
been captivated by both the art and significance of each subsequent tattoo. As he explained, the Infinity sign symbolizes the
energy between him and his fans during a performance. The skeleton key, inspired by his artist friend Hans
AURAgive-and-take
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Haveron's painting, is symbolic of keeping the inner child alive to remain free and creative. Music Soothes the Savage Beast
(in Latin), covering much of his left forearm, needs little explanation. OOFTA on his thumb remains a mystery he shares with
GO TO:
Sauli. The intricate astrological-themed ink that cascades down Adam's right arm is chock full of personal details. And the
small Freak of Nature (in Latin) tat in an inverted triangle above his right hand speaks volumes.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Adam's passion for ink has inspired fans to get their own tattoos. Here, some fans share their tat tales, many of which are
way more than skin deep.

WANT TO READ
Bukovchik
AURAHeather
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Emilie Beth Manes
@heatherlynnbuko, CT
"I had wanted a tattoo for several years, but I had to wait until I was
GO TO:
18. I'd chosen many things to be my first tattoo but couldn’t decide
“I got my Lambert wrist tat so I can always see it— not that I
what to get. When I saw Adam on Idol and he told the story about
need a reminder to think of Adam, but I love it! It also works as a
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
his tattoo, the ‘Eye of Horus,’ I finally found the perfect first tattoo.

[

]

conversation piece for other Glamberts and as a means to educate
those who have not yet discovered his fabulousness. For the Eye
of Horus on my foot, I brought Adam’s photo to my tattoo guy for
him to replicate. The reason I had my tattoos done—and made
Adam decorations and dolls, ordered a ‘Lambrt’ Connecticut license
plate, bought an Adam pillowcase, had an Adam painting made for
my mom for Christmas and an Adam cake for her birthday—is to
surround myself with positive things, things that make me happy. I
can’t imagine not having Adam in my life.”

[

]

So Adam will always be a part of me for inspiring a big first in my
life."

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Adam inspired Emilie
Beth Manes with her
perfect first tattoo, the
Eye of Horus.

[

]

Paula Coots
WANT TO READ
@PaulaRCoots, TX
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
"Adam signed my arm during a chance meeting after the Texas
Tango concert, October 29, 2012. I wanted to tell him how beautiful
GO TO:
I thought the signature was but I was speechless. I wouldn't have
had his normal scrawl tattooed at all. But this swirly thing is a work
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
of art. It looked like an exotic ivy or something. For a moment I am
Heather Bukovchik’s
Eye of Horus foot
tattoo and Lambert
hand tattoo.
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not even sure I was breathing
because I thought it was so
beautiful, the signature itself and
the way he moved that pen, in
graceful loops. And most of all, just
standing that close to him, giving
me his attention for that short span
of time."

[Julie Anderson]

“In celebration of Adam`s successful GlamNation tour, I got this
tattoo of his hat the day after his December 16, 2010, finale at
Nokia in Los Angeles.”

[Adina Ispas]

“I don't have any tattoos, but Adam's tattoos have inspired me to
create a hand-painted porcelain tea set, which I’ll use to support
LGBT in Romania via a group called Asociatia ACCEPT. Adam
creates multi-layered stories in his appearances, which I love
translating into different media. The teacup, ‘Myth & Magic,’
references Adam's astrological tattoo and Sauli's butterfly or fairy.
To avoid confusion, my tea sets are unconventional because they
don't have matching teacups or the same design throughout, but
connections between various parts of the set help tell the story.”

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Inspired by Adam’s
tattoos, Adina Ispas
is creating a handpainted porcelain tea
set.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Julie Anderson shows
off her GlamNation
hat tattoo, December
2010.

[

]

Sarah Tremblay

[

]

Judy Barton

@GlambsMI

@sarahtremblayy
WANT TO READ
“When I went to the Arizona State Fair, October 2012, to see Adam
in concert, I met @lambertlust and @talatzkomom for the first time.
“I was at the
Glam Nation concert atOBSTRUCTIONS?
St-Jean-sur-Richelieux in
AURA
WITHOUT
We each had an Adam-inspired tattoo on our arm, so we decided
Canada, August 14, 2010. I was with my friends Alexis, Lydia,
to take a picture with all three tattoos together. I am so proud of
GOCatherine,
TO:Alexandra and Janice. We were close to the stage and
my tattoo, and love showing it off!!! I get lots of compliments about
wanted Adam to see our tattoos. It was our first Adam concert. We'll
it, which give me a chance to tell people why I have it and how
never forget that night.”
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
wonderful Adam Lambert is!!!”

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

Sarah Tremblay, Alexis, Lydia,
Catherine, Alexandra and Janice
show their tattoos at a GlamNation
concert in Canada, August 14, 2010.

Judy Barton (left)
@GlambsMI,
@lambertlust,
@talatzkomom at the
Arizona State Fair,
October 17, 2012.

Tattoos
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The Necklace &
the Rock Star

TIME FOR YOU
by Susie Hackel

Susie Hackel aka
@mermaidlady AO
@kayakmermaid Twitter
New Milford, CT

“I actually think it’s time, probably,
currently, for someone like you.”
- Randy Jackson

W

When we first heard your voice

hen I decided to go solo
to my third GlamNation
concert, in Concord, NH,
I wanted to buy Adam
a gift with the hope of
meeting him. I found a boutique that
sold steampunk-style jewelry and was
smitten with this one necklace made
from the inner workings of a watch. The
necklace inspired me to write the poem
“Time for You.” I wrapped the necklace
in black paper with blue and silver stars
on it and bought a card that read simply,
“You Rock.” When I arrived in Concord, I
waited outside the theater with a dozen
other Glamberts. I told the security guard
that I had a gift and asked him to please,
please give it to Adam as I had poured
my heart and soul into it. He must have
thought I was nuts, but he said he’d give
it to Adam. I was doubtful but hopeful.

time stood still.
WANT TO READ
For a split second
were transfixed.
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?we
That note made ripples
like a pebble tossed
GO TO:
into a pool of crystal clear water.
At first, only a minor disturbance.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
With raised eyebrow and

slight turn of the head, we took notice.
But with each song, we rode the waves

WANT TO READ
of your journey to fame
crashing now upon
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
the sands of our souls
eroding our negativity.
GO TO:
We are somehow smoother,
our edges softened.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Yes, it is time for someone like you.
Our legends have fallen
one by one.

Our world, ripe,
WANT TO READ
After the show, I raced outside toward the
swollen with tears.
back of the theater and wound up in the
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
You filled the void.
first row of the group waiting for Adam. I
It is time for us to hold hands
had told Adam in a note with the card that
GO TO:
join you in the dance.
I would be outside to meet him later, if he
You give, we take,
came out to sign autographs. When he
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
we give back to you,
came out, I told him my name and asked
if he got my gift. He held out the necklace
he was wearing and said, “Is this it?”

rejoicing in
the infinite exchange of love

from your throat
WANT TO READ
I was so shocked I quickly threw my arms
to our ears
around his neck for a mini-hug. He said
from our hearts
AURA WITHOUT
he liked my OBSTRUCTIONS?
card—I’m hoping he meant
back to yours
the poem—and I’m sure wore the necktogether our spirits soar
GO TO:
lace because of me. What other rock star
and your voice is carried
would do that? It is a moment I will never
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
on the wings of time
forget. I wish I had gazed into his blue
eyes. I was in so much shock I don’t think
I even made eye contact! w

for all eternity. w

[Firsts, BESTS & FAVORITES ] A GLAMBERT THING
An Adam fan likes him and his music. A Glambert loves him and his music,
defends him, protects him and always has his back! I'm a Glambert! —Pam
Eardley, Ontario, Canada
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Above:
In Concord, NH,
Adam came out to sign autographs
wearing the necklace Susie bought
for him.
This necklace, made from the inner
workings of a watch, inspired Susie
Hackel to write the poem “Time for
You.” She gave Adam the poem
and the necklace at his Concord,
NH, concert.

Spreading Love
& Light
By Glows4Adam

A

dam’s message during his
Glam Nation tour was about
being “connected with love”.
Glows4Adam, with the
support of fans worldwide, gives him a
visual way to connect with his audience
using glowsticks.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GOIf you’re
TO:
wondering exactly what
Glows4Adam is about, as it says on our
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
website, www.Glows4Adam.com, is “a
global network of Adam Lambert fans—
we call them ‘Glowers’—who join in
a collective show of support and love
for Adam by raising/waving glowsticks
during his live concerts.”

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
It started on AO, grew through word of
GOmouth
TO:
and took off from there. Some
people seem to know about us, others
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
just hear about the glows & bring them.
We know Adam knows about them. You’ll
often see him smile, point/wave or put
his hand on his <3 during “Thanks for
loving me” in WWFM. But what’s been
created is not only a connection between
Adam and his fans; it’s a community of
fans that connect with each other.

WANT TO READ
For Those
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Without a Voice
by W.R.R. @RagMan_RIP
GO TO:
We’ve had glowsticks in nearly every
country where Adam has performed.
was about to give up after
me whenever I think
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Over 1,000 glowsticks during a 2010
performance in San Francisco. In 2012,
Moscow decided that they weren’t going
to miss out on their chance, and brought
350-plus glowsticks to the Queen with
Adam concert. Fans brought them by
the handfuls (and sometimes cases!) to
share with other fans. We’ve only sent
on rare occasions. So China’s Glowers
in December surprised even me!

Above:
Photograph by
Tuke18 enhanced by
Weelassie11

I

violence done to me brought my
past back up to choke me like
bile of the mind, scars on the
soul. Your voice stopped me, soothed,
made me feel safe in the midst of feeling
broken. Your voice told me I could break,
and mend, and it didn’t have to be the
end of me. I know I have a long road
ahead, of learning how to heal from my
past; it’ll probably take my whole lifetime.
Yet I have an amazing example now,
showing me how to keep fighting, as well
as how to be vulnerable when I need to,
without risking everything.

of speaking to you.
I wanted to try to
explain. It’s all mute,
though, in the end;
the fear is so strong
- and I know I’m not
the only one whose
tongue turns to clay
sometimes. So I’ll
just tell you this –
you saved a lot of us.
Either by the beauty
of your voice, your
spirit, or both - you
saved us by giving
us hope, a positive
example, and a
foreign but vital taste

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Now, almost 10,000 glowsticks later, it’s
become a worldwide tradition. These
glows are my heart, but that’s another
story. Want to be part of the fun and help
us wave glowsticks during Adam’s next
tour? You’ll find all the information on
glows4adam.com. We’d love to have you
join us! w

I guess I could have boiled all this
down to one word: thanks. You hear
that so much, though, you must. Not
to diminish the word, but I wanted to
melt the blockage of fear that chokes

of joy. w
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Imperfectly
What I Should Be
By Bobbi Forester, CO

A

line from “Broken Open” is,
I believe, one of the most
powerful lines in any rock
song. The words are, “so
imperfectly what you should be.” I was
swept away by Adam for eight beautiful
months before I ever heard that phrase.
When I did, I wept and realized that
those six words come from Adam’s soul.

Yet I know that it is exactly, “imperfectly,”
what it should be.

Tiffany was right up
front!

A simple fantasy sweeps over me at
times when his voice is mine alone. I’m
seated next to him in the black Mustang,
on the Pacific Highway at sunset, and
he’s driving fast, wearing his latest black
fashion sunglasses. I look over at him
and he keeps looking ahead, but smiles
when he feels my eyes on him. I can see
that freckle on his lower right lip and I
want to reach up and touch it. Somehow

By September, she
was feeling happy
again and was
looking forward to
owning another bird.
We bought another
parrotlet, this time
a dilute blue, and
named him Pippin.
Each day, Tiffany
grew more relaxed
with her beautiful
little Pippin. It was
wonderful to see her
so happy again. Her
boyfriend Scott told
me he could see the
light in her again. Her
smiles even made
him smile all the time.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
I know my “soul will be OK.” w
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I no longer seek answers in theories or
religions, or argue with close-minded
Rediscovering
people. When Adam spoke about the
Happy
moment that he knew his place in the
By Pam & Tiffany, Fort Wayne, IN
WANT TO READ
Universe had power and purpose, I felt
at peace with what I had always known
hen my daughter Tiffany’s
in my life. Now
I look people squarely
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
parrot died he was three
in the eye and listen with real interest
years old. Tiffany was
to what they’re saying. I’ve learned to
GO TO:
I know now that if you
depressed. She had
respond with total candor and wit, no
visualize something
never been depressed, but after losing
excuses, and with the knowledge that
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
you can make it
Spinelli on May 25, 2010, she was

W

my words are true to my heart and
don’t have to be adjusted for anyone’s
approval.

having a hard time getting through each
day. It was rough seeing her like this and
not being able to help her.

happen. I used to be
a real pessimist, but
Adam has taught me
to see the beauty all
around me. When I
smile at people they
smile back. Reading
all the things Adam’s
fans write lets me
know there are
beautiful people out
there, making each

WANT TO READ
When I played For Your Entertainment
Tiffany's birthday is June 4. In April,
CD for the first time, the opening song,
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
before her parrot died, she had said
“Music Again,” felt like Adam was
all she wanted for her birthday was to
speaking to me—as I sat with my first
GO TO:
see Adam Lambert in concert. That
iPod, loaded with the 465 songs that
was before we knew there would be a
had begun to rock my life. Since then, I
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
tour. Yet I saw us being there, up close.
have danced so often in my living room
that the old ceiling tiles have fallen off
the basement room below, even though
I’ve lost an amazing 75 pounds! I am so
aware of Adam’s courage around the
issue of healthy weight that each time I’m
called by my old habits, I go back and
dance or crank up the music in the car,
singing past the fast-food drive-throughs.

I knew it would happen. Then Adam
announced that his tour would start
June 4—Tiffany's birthday! On June 17,
we went to the Hammond concert and

day better. w

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
These days I allow myself to express
true rage at those who perpetuate shame
and repression of sex, the most basic of
human expressions of love. Having worn
that cloak for too many years, I have
replaced it with the wonder of my natural
responses. I will never completely
understand how this beautiful, young
man validates those feelings with each
sway of his hips and flash of his eyes.
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WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

Left and above: Adam
performing at the St. Jean sur
Richelieu concert, Quebec,
Canada, August 14, 2010.
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[ ]
Firsts,
Bests &

Favorites

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Crazy things
Favorite
fierce Adam moments
I’ve done because of Adam
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
When I heard about an impromptu radio show contest with a
chance to win a Meet & Greet with Adam Lambert, I quickly
changed my work schedule and dashed downtown to the radio
station at 5 AM! Like a young cheerleader, I waved Adam's For
Your Entertainment CD, shook black feathers and iridescent
beads and held my handwritten fan letter up to the studio window
while waiting for the show hosts to unlock the building. Once we
were inside the building, we were quizzed as to how much we
love Adam, why and what we were willing to do to win a M&G with
him!

When he invited his fans to move up to the front row seats at
Fantasy Springs 2012.
- Xóchitl Barajas @xbarajas, San Diego, CA

WANT TO READ
1. 2009 AMA’s televised performance of the “For Your
debut.
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? 2. Entertainment”
“If I Had You” GN Milan: “You two, give each other a big hug!
Say, ‘I'm sorry!’"
GO TO:
- LH Carter @AO Starlighter, Ontario, Canada
Saw him twice (American Idol Live and “Early” show) and he was
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
just so down-to-earth and amazing I couldn’t think straight!
When they learned that I'm a grandma and a gymnastics
instructor, they challenged me to do cartwheels, handstands and
splits in the recording studio! Once I completed those challenges,
they asked if I would allow them to shave my left eyebrow in
honor of Adam Lambert. My daughter was getting married a
few days later but I agreed, explaining that I'd glam my brow
with rhinestones, gems and glitter just like Adam did during the
Glam Nation Tour! They got the buzzers out but decided against
shaving my eyebrow. Instead they asked contestants to collect
donations to help local tornado victims. We were allowed exactly
one hour to gather donations. The contestant bringing back the
most in donations would be the lucky winner!

- Rebecca Lein, North Bellport, NY

WANT TO READ
Things I did
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? for the first time
thanks to Adam
GO TO:
I joined Twitter and Keek. Donated money to charities (charity:
water and the American Red Cross) for the first time. Watched live
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
streams of concerts and red carpets online. Met other Glamberts
in person, while waiting in line at his concerts.
- Xóchitl Barajas @xbarajas, San Diego, CA

Voting on American Idol and waking up at midnight to see him on
WANT TO READ
I brought back nearly $700 in just one hour! Other fans brought
the early show.
- Rebecca Lein, North Bellport, NY
back
about
$500
collectively.
Together
we
made
a
huge
difference
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
and that's what matters and makes everyone winners! I have
never felt my heart race that much as I frantically made phone
GO TO:
Favorite
calls, sent text messages and went door to door collecting money
for this charitable cause—and to meet Adam! While asking people
performance moments
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
to hand over money, I didn't even have the time to explain what
they were even donating to or why. I literally made it back to the
studio with about 17 seconds left on the clock! Meeting Adam
Lambert by helping others made my Meet & Greet experience
even MORE rewarding!
- Kim Wayton @motheranimal1, Toledo, OH

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

“Outlaws of Love,” Ste. Agathe, Quebec
“Who Wants to Live Forever,” Adam & Queen
“Whole Lotta Love,” Fantasy Springs 2010
“Aftermath,” American Idol
“For Your Entertainment,” AMAs
“Purple Haze,” GNT Amsterdam, Netherlands
“2Oth Century Boy,” GNT Erie, PA
“Fever,” every GNT concert
“Broken Open,” GNT Hampton Beach, NH
“Tracks of My Tears,” American Idol

- Deb Brown @WshUpnASta, ME
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Why I love Adam
I never saw Adam on Idol as I don't watch the show. The first time
I saw him was on the Ellen DeGeneres show. He sang “Whataya
Want From Me” and I fell in love right then. I just kept staring at
the TV with my mouth open. I could not believe the voice coming
out of that man.

Best things
in my life because of Adam
Watching Adam perform in person . . . watching videos of his concerts
all over the world for hours and hours . . . and listening to his voice
everyday have made me a happier person. I love making trips to see
Adam's shows and meeting new Glambert friends at every show! I have
made some great friends because of Adam! Adam is the full package,
almost unreal. I embrace the moments he fumbles a lyric or makes fun
of himself when he messes up. He actually makes me more confident
being me! He is human! Perfection even with imperfections <3

I love Adam for everything he stands for. I love him for his voice,
WANT
TO READ
his gorgeous looks, his eyes, his charisma, his personality, his
down-to-earth style, his sense of humor, his fashion sense, his
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
hair.
Adam is an inspiration to so many people! I’ve always been open
GOI love
TO:
Adam because he is smart, for his way of holding himself
to those who are different and it was refreshing to have Adam enter
during interviews, his no-fear approach to life.
the scene breaking boundaries, being himself. It’s about time we
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Adam has helped me learn to be a better person—I’m a work in
progress, but I'm trying. I love Adam for giving me the courage
to do things I never thought I would do—like get tattoos and fly
by myself. I love Adam for helping me to not keep things inside
anymore. I am better able to say what I want to say to people than
I used to be and also better able to tell people I am gay instead
of not saying anything at all. Through Adam I have learned
more about the LGBT community and different charities that he
supports.

have someone who is so talented vocally, has energy, personality,
showmanship . . . and is unbelievably sexy. I feel so much joy watching
Adam perform. I’ve never felt anything like this before. The range
of emotions he makes us feel by using his voice, body and facial
expressions—Adam is almost extraterrestrial! I’ve played videos for
my hubby, an amazing guy who’s as open as I am, and he fell in love
with Adam, too. He has made me a bigger supporter of the LGBT
community. I’ve gone to my local Pride Festival and multiple benefit
parties, and volunteered at a local facility to paint the inside of a new
building for AIDS patients. I am a better person because of him. Thank
you, Adam. Don't ever stop being yourself! I hope I get a chance to
meet you someday! I love you <3

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
I love Adam for being sooo open with his feelings about
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
everything. I love him for staying grounded and being true to
himself through all the hoopla of stardom.
I love ADAM LAMBERT dearly.
- Robin Dutcher, FL

- Beth Bowrys @BeasilyRocks, Las Vegas, NV

WANT TO READ
Self-acceptance; Glamberts; seeing Brian May & Roger Taylor reenergized.
- Adina Ispas, Romania
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Going Creative
GO TO:
because of Adam
Lessons
I've always enjoyed decorating and interior design. Adam has an
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
learned from Adam
amazing gift of art, style, fashion and design, which have inspired
me in my daily life! I find myself being more attracted to unique
pieces of art now and have a more contemporary look and style in
our home. I changed the decorative pillows, added interesting wall
art, a quirky end table and lamp! I actually purchased an Adaminspired peacock feather tree. The sales clerk was happy that
this unique piece finally found a good home! She explained that
shoppers admired the feather-tree but no one was brave enough
to buy it, so it was marked down half-price! It looks amazing in our
home!

It's OK to be different. It’s important to be confident. You have
to not give up and trust the Universe.

WANT TO READ
- Xóchitl Barajas @xbarajas, San Diego, CA
Be true to yourself.
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?Being different is a good thing.
- Rebecca Lein, North Bellport, NY
GO TO:
1. Don't judge
2. It's okay to be different
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
3. There is an Urban Dictionary
I've always enjoyed fashion and style! Adam has encouraged me
to add more spice, bling and adventure to my wardrobe. I now
have a variety of boots in several textures and colors! While on a
recent weekend getaway, I purchased an Adam-inspired piece of
jewelry: a slithering snake necklace with piercing eyes! The clasp
is adjustable and magnetic so it can be worn many ways. Our
eight-year-old granddaughter said that she can't wait to tell her
friends that her "Nee-Nee" (my grandma name) has a peacock
feather painted on one of her fingernails and wears a snake
necklace!
- Kim Wayton @motheranimal1, Toledo OH

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Smile. You never know who’s watching
Work hard. Play harder.
Changing your hair color is newsworthy.
If you rip your pants, just laugh.
Own who you are and never apologize.
All is love.
Live life to the fullest, you only have one shot.
- Deb Brown @WshUpnASta, ME
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IN HEAVEN
WITH ADAM

By @Lambosessed, UK
Excerpt of May 5, 2010 post

A

fter a year of waiting to see
a live performance, I was
ecstatic to have won tickets
for what was going to be the
pinnacle of this obsession: Adam in a
club called Heaven.

(being too full-on freakishly perfect) and
that’s something that the videos don’t
manage to capture in full. He sparkled
from head-to-toe with a glowing aura
around him.
I recognised the clothes from the
morning’s GMTV—smart, resplendent
and glittery. The stage was small and
seemed a little crowded with him, the
band, and the dancers. “FYE” sounded
much better live with the band, which
delivered a version that was a little more
rock and less electronic. Throughout
the song, Adam’s voice boomed, but
it was the glory notes I’d been most
excited about. I’d wanted to hear them
for so long, so when they came it was
like a release. They sounded full and
startlingly strong and I was floored. I love
that his sets are sprinkled with banter
because it makes him more real and
personable. What surprised me about
his velvety speaking voice was that its
pitch was much higher than I expected,
a little in the Michael Jackson sense.
He introduced “Music Again,” which I’d
been a big fan of since the Gridlock
performance. I held my breath for the
falsetto part, but he nailed it.

we all sang it back
to Adam in unison.
There was a huge
cheer from the crowd
as Adam gave thanks
in the lyrics. The
final note, though
not particularly
remarkable in Adam
terms, was the closest
I’d gotten to hearing
him a cappella. It
seemed so easy, the
vibrato so controlled,
and it was backed
with power and
volume without even
a trace of strain. I was
awestruck.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
The “reality show” stigma is a serious
disadvantage in the U.K. because of the
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
history of manufactured balladeers doing
bland material. Friends I’d invited had
no idea who Adam Lambert was, but as
soon as they found out about the Idol
association, they gave me a “WTF?” look
that said, ‘I thought you had decent taste
in music’ because my tastes are usually
much more obscure. I tried explaining
that Adam is far removed from typical
Idol fare, but they weren’t swayed. I think
the AMA controversy actually worked
to Adam’s favour here, as he could be
marketed as the anti-AI guy who was too
much for backward, puritanical America
to handle. Any artist who causes them to
be outraged has to be good in our eyes.

WANT TO READ
After a little more
banter, a thin shaft
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
of spotlight abruptly
shifted the mood for
GO TO:
“Sleepwalker.” Adam
came in early with
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
the most honeyed
of tones, and sang
the hell out of it. I
yelped with joy as he
swapped the falsetto
with full belt and
continued to riff. Not
wanting to be outdone
by the guitar solo,
Adam went into a
spot of improvisation,
giving us some of the
most mind-blowing
notes and staggering
runs. Surely he isn't
human.

WANT TO READ
The jacket came off for “Strut,” revealing
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? rolled-up sleeves. Adam was ready for
It was the first time that many fans could
action. There was something so sexy
see Adam in concert after following him
about the way he handled the cane for
GO TO:
for a year, so they were very serious.
the dancing, it was very domineering,
The countdown progressed and the bar
which maybe subconsciously induced
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
area was deserted because no one was
taking any chances with losing their spot.
9PM passed. People started chanting
his name.

some kinky fantasies. Strangely, it
also made me envisage Adam as a
golfer, especially with those gloves.
The bass line had a good groove and
I really enjoyed the choreography
where he committed to strutting and
thrusting himself about on stage. All
that movement didn’t have any adverse
effect on the singing, which was again
top-notch and those glory notes were
just incredible.

WANT TO READ
Finally, AdamOBSTRUCTIONS?
walked onto the stage,
AURA WITHOUT
looking magnificent as a beautiful,
“Fever” exploded with
captivating, brilliantly dazzling android.
energy. Adam was so
GO TO:
This description is so far from what I
dramatically fabulous
was expecting from everything I’d seen
and it was infectious.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
of him up until then, but it’s meant in the
best possible sense. His presence was
powerful and it made him into a giant
commanding figure on stage. Everything
about his appearance seemed almost
too precise, from his facial expressions
to the sculpting of the sleek glossy
contour for his hair, to a luminously
smooth complexion. I didn’t feel that he
occupied the human plane of existence
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Another of my favourite moments came
when he gave us a shoulder shimmy so
quickly and so well that I was convinced
that he’d had prior experience shaking
nipple tassels. This performance of
“WWFM” made me fall in love with it all
over again. The club being flooded with
the song was a moving experience as

He worked the stage
with over-accentuated
moves and left no
doubt as to what a
showman he was.
His cuteness is on
full display at the end
where he fans his
dancers. Sadly, “IIHY”
was the last song.

The bass line finally got my friend to
get his dancing legs on. The band was
fantastic. Adam’s soaring voice made it
brilliant.
I felt slightly stunned by the whole
thing, not quite believing that it was the
end and wanting much more. It was
disappointingly shorter than expected
and I hoped that we’d get an encore or
at least “DTRH” but that wasn’t the case.
My friends were pleasantly surprised
because Adam was far from what they’d
expected. They compared him to Freddie
Mercury without any prompting from me.

INSPIRED TO CREATE
Many of us have dabbled in new
things thanks to Adam. I decided
to design wearable Adam-inspired
clothing. My original designs have
easily recognizable Adam themes
without his name and face. Enter
BERTWEAR.

WANT TO READ
—My first design was based on
an image of Adam's fist with a call
for unity. —Next was a parody of
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
the Rolling Stones’ logo because
Adam's cover of "Satisfaction" was
GO TO:
the first time we saw that long tongue snake
out during glory notes. —My design of the top of a Voodoo
stick was inspired by Glam Nation. —Two of my favorites are
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
based on Adam poses: One, the powerfully iconic stance
The instrumentals did somewhat mask
the quality of Adam’s freak-of-nature
vocals. I’d been a bit of a skeptic when
people had said that the videos made
Adam seem a little out of tune. I thought
they were rabid fans in denial that Adam
could sing anything imperfectly, but
now I take it back. I listened carefully
and prepared myself for when I was
expecting an iffy note, but not a single
dud note came from Adam. I wish I’d
managed to get up close so I could’ve
heard his pure voice unprocessed by
the mic and speakers. It’s something
I’ve wanted to do ever since being
dumbfounded hearing it on the “Ring of
Fire” mentor session.

when he goes for those high notes—head turned to the right,
he tilts it back, palms the air with his left hand, moves the
mike away as his tongue reaches out; the other, his Rock God
move of leaning all the way back as he holds his glory note
perfectly! —In "Sleepwalker" Adam is a solitary, world-weary
figure wearing an outfit that's part Matrix, part Final Fantasy or
anime. My design of this fantasy superhero was on regular Ts
and a special Japanese-style red T as a Red Cross fundraiser
after the earthquake and tsunami. —My "Pop My Lock”
designs are inspired by Adam's key tattoo. The heart-shaped
lock represents the emotional side of the Adam Lambert
Effect; handcuffs represent the
physical side, such as casting aside
shackles of convention to try
something new and unleashing
our creativity. Designs based
on Adam's growing role in
sociopolitical activism have
illustrations that parody a political
propaganda poster with him as a
stoic revolutionary, regal and exuding
power. —"Trespassing Beat" features
the No Trespassing tape synonymous
with this era and a time axis that
"shows" the song's clapping rhythm.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
incites such passion his demand is
GOAdam
TO:
only going to increase over time, making
him even less accessible. I don’t believe
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
it’ll ever be possible to experience him
from a front-row spot with drink in hand
and space to dance. Being squashed in
the front will be the reserve of hardcore
fans who have earned it through allday queuing and being parched. I left
feeling slightly wistful, but very relieved
to have finally been able to see him
after all this time. I also felt privileged to
have been able to experience Adam’s
rise and witness him in one of his first
UK concerts, before he becomes a huge
phenomenon. I left the gig having had a
little slice of Heaven but greedily wanting
much more, resolving to make it my next

—"Queenbert 2012" has
WANT TO READ
a classic style with a
crown that incorporates
elements linked to Adam
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
and Queen, e.g., infinity
signs symbolizing the
GO TO:
performer-audience
energy exchange and
the full-circle moments
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

mission to see every side of him. w
Read more: http://
adamlambertobsession.blogspot.
com/2010/05/in-heaven-with-adam.html

that brought these men
together.

Read more: http://
adamlambertobsession.
blogspot.com/2010/09/
one-nation-under-glam.
html#ixzz2VV83zwO2

- LAMBOSESSED, U.K.
Glam Nation 2010
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Left:
Adam's third single
from FYE, "If I Had You,"
was a huge hit, as was
the video. Photograph
by Warwick Saint.

Reflections on
FYE Plus One
By Alice B. Miller @plumcomm
Bethpage, NY

W

hile searching for the
latest news about
GlamCentral tonight, I
came across Adam’s
Upright Cabaret performance from
December 31, 2008, where he delivered
emotional renditions of “Come Home”
and “I Can’t Make You Love Me.”
Watching and listening to Adam sing
now, knowing it was just days before
he began his “Idol” roller coaster ride—
before he knew what the Universe had in
store for him—moved me to tears.

But you also captivate
us with your energy,
exuberance, beauty,
artistry, grace, humor,
decency, excellence,
dedication,
virtuosity—and a
voice that has no
equal. You say you’re
just a singer, you want
to entertain us. That’s
all. But your personal
power speaks loudly.
You bring out the best
in us, you lead by
example. During “If
I Had You,” you ask
us to jump. It’s our
pleasure, maestro.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Those outside our circle may think we’re
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
certifiable, have a disorder that needs
fixing, or are behaving like school kids.
That’s their view. But we know what
we feel. Adam is a force of nature.
He inspires, teases, exhilarates, and
exhausts us. And we, well, we adore,
crave and endure the best we can when
we are breathing Adam-less air.

WANT TO READ
Adam’s voice reaches in and touches
souls. It is at OBSTRUCTIONS?
once vulnerable and
AURA WITHOUT
powerful. Somehow, while he makes us
feel his pain, he heals us. I don’t know
GO TO:
how or why he can do this, or why we
The other day, as we watched Adam
all have formed this glorious connection
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
leave the stage in Berlin during his
For this and so much
with him, but I do know that Adam
performance of “Strut” —we later found
out he was sick to his stomach—we
witnessed something extraordinary,
perhaps unprecedented. Without
skipping a beat, the dancers danced
on, the band played on, and the fans
sang on, all instinctively filling the void.
Concerned, worried, yet everyone
did their part to help the show go on.
For Adam. It was shocking, thrilling, a
profound display of love.

has struck a chord and the world is
responding.

more, I celebrate
a year of FYE
and the awesome
nonstop milestones,
breakthroughs, firsts,
and bests you’ve
given us along the
way. And you’ve
only begun to push
the limits, to test the
mainstream waters.
So we had better take
a deep breath, fasten
our seatbelts, and get
ready to rocket on the

WANT TO READ
Adam’s talent transcends ratings,
awards, record sales, marketing, and
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
quarterly projections. It’s a gift. Adam is
a gift who has brought love, joy, insanity,
GO TO:
mystery, sensuality, spontaneity, and
delirium into our lives. We are better
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
people because of Adam.
There may be commercial celebrations
to mark the first anniversary of FYE,
but to me Adam is a personal matter.
While we share an indescribable bond
with Adam and with each other, each
of us arrived here on a slightly different
path. Like the Ancient Mariner, we love
to tell those who will listen how we first
heard Siren’s call, how he has changed
us, and why we have so much love and
compassion for a man most of us have
never met.

Around the world, we have developed
a unique bond with Adam—and
by extension, with the rest of the
GlamTroupe—one that will endure and
flourish, immune to the naysayers and
“tiny-minded, two-tone suckers.”

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
trip of a lifetime. w
GO TO:
Adam, if you’re lurking, I know you get a
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
kick out of being one bad-ass sexy beast
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For those fortunate enough to get close
or to meet him, there are the stories of
what it was like to be in his presence, to
feel his energy, to smell him, be hugged
by him, and stare into his eyes.

on stage, and how we love it.

Adam has struck a
chord and the world
is responding.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

Photograph by Dan'niel
McKnight, CPC.
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Inspiration:
Changing Gears
By Linda S. Cowden @AuntieMaim
Houston, TX

A

merican Idol Season 8 and
its tour were over; so were
the AMAs of 2009 and the
release of a debut CD.
The Glam Nation tour was
conquering America, and I had missed
it all. Adam Lambert was merely “that
singer from American Idol,” a show I
usually avoided.

constant replay in my car and on my
iTunes, I knew I’d have to get creative –
and maybe a little insane. Europe was
too much, but there were two shows in
Los Angeles. They had to be sold out,
but were they? Ebay to the rescue! I was
soon staring at two tickets to the Music
Box show, the Buy Now button winking
at me. I took a deep breath, gripped my
mouse like a gearshift, and clicked it.

beautiful and caring
passionate people.
All of us have been
inspired, recharged,
reawakened to our
potential – our own
long-buried dreams.
Adam did that for us,
just by chasing his
dream, and letting us
watch as he changed
gears, to become the
superstar he is today.

was little more than a month away.
This is the proof of the inspiration of
Adam: I didn’t let anything stop me. His
voice, his music, had alchemized my
musical apathy into excitement. I felt
like a person hearing Elvis Presley for
the first time, like people swept away by
Beatlemania – two events long before
my time. I knew I had to experience
Adam’s first tour, no matter what.

Music Box was over
far too fast – but it
is burned into my
memory. There will be
new music, a second
tour, and hopefully,
he’ll still be packing
concert halls in his
sixties like Sir Elton
John. Throughout
that journey, I will
remember the day
Adam inspired me
to change gears, to
reach for my dream –

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
I travel to many conventions all over
GO TO:
the U.S. in support of my horror novel,
Grimmie, planning and saving for those
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
trips months in advance. This adventure
My concert at the
Two diverse creative efforts combined
to change my opinion, to change gears,
and I was propelled into an awesome
new fandom overnight – literally. The
first shift was stumbling across a fan
fiction story in a fandom I knew nothing
about. Afterward, I was curious: who
was this singer? The second shift came
when I found the video for a song called
"For Your Entertainment." Less than one
minute into it, something clicked, the
engine revved, and I was hooked.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
The decision to go halfway across the
country for a concert brought so many
changes and joy to my life. It wasn’t
just the glory of seeing Adam onstage,
or hearing his voice in person. It was
meeting his astounding fans, online
and off, and joining a community of

Adam was touring and I was desperate
WANT TO READ
to catch the show, but he’d already
left Houston in
his glitter-strewn wake.
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
no matter what. w
With the CD For Your Entertainment on
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

INSPIRED TO CREATE
My scrapbooking/rubberstamping

WANT TO READ
friends and I have been getting
together every month for the past
11 years. We're always working on
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
cards, calendars and other projects.
We've been making calendars for
GO TO:
almost that long too. At first, we tried
3 ½”x5” then 4”x6” frames, which
were nice but crowded. When I tried
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
5”x7” these seemed to work well
with wallet-size photos. I found some
Glitter/Glam designer paper to use
as a background along with some 60
shades of cardstock. I have made a
few calendars for Glamfests and fanrun birthday celebrations for Adam.
I’ve never sold any calendars; only
donate them for fundraisers and
raffles.

-Deb Brown @WshUpnASta, ME
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The Glam Tramps…On realizing we of
a certain age, are really not done
By AuntieQuaint aka LuLu Thomsett, Nashville, TN

A

`I made an intriguing
discovery one day last
summer… who would ever
compare Adam Lambert
with the Red Hat Society? Who does
that? How can this brilliant magical artist
who, before he even sings one note
electrifies a room by merely descending
a staircase, be mentioned in the same
sentence as a serendipitously accidental
social organization of dynamic women?
If I were to make a chart of how my life
has been significantly impacted by either
of these two phenoms—so many positive
effects would be curiously the same!
Some things are merely superficial,
nevertheless important—others are
more profound.

arrange to give them rides and share
rooms, throw parties and stay up all
night dancing in gay bars… all in the
delicious support of a brilliant artist …
Adam Lambert. And all with great ease…

permission to
countless diverse
women to have fun
and be fulfilled, now
has another way
for us to creatively
express ourselves.

play glittery dress-up! Some people
wondered at the concerts how I came
to acquire so much bling…so many silly
hats and sparkly purple drag? Easy! I
just opened my closet door!

or museum is quite
enough…perfect
even. But for me, any
excuse to glam it up,
flail and scatter glitter
whilst meeting and
experiencing the most
exceptional artist of
this decade & beyond
is simply delicious!

check. Bling…Feathers…More Glitter…
check. Networking… ardent attention
to minutia in chat rooms and forums…
unique language and colloquialisms…
fringe subculture… customs & rituals…
check. Travel… Parties… Shopping for
more Glitter. A revival of feelings long
buried… renewed self confidence and
independence…revisiting lifestyles from
distant memory, but never forgotten…
Even weight loss!

of style and accessorizing…deeply
flattered and suddenly realizing the
similar eccentricities of Red Hat Society
members, Glamberts and drag queens,
I set about to form a chapter of the Red
Hat Society…The Glam Tramps.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
I realized after several queries from
these new acquaintances that I have
GO TO:
been on a mischievous adventure for
For some, a quiet tea
years with eclectic women from all over
party or an occasional
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
the world who love to live, laugh, and
jaunt to a new shop
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
This past summer I was approached
GO TO:
by just as many women of a certain
Let’s take a look! Glitter…check.
age as drag queens and club bois
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Glamorous costuming opportunities…
wanting to know my special secrets
Post-GlamNation,
the Glam Tramps
continue & will
evolve. Glittery
rhinestone “Glam
Tramp” brooches will
soon arrive... I am
so ready for the next

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
I am privileged to know the Founder
GO TO:
and Exalted Queen Mother of the Red
Hat Society, Sue Ellen Cooper, who
adventure! w
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Many women I encountered on the
GlamNation highways wondered how
it was that I could pop into my ‘little red
Honda’, rent a cheap motel room, meet
equally entranced fans in a chat room,

is delighted and slightly amused that
I had started the one and only Red
Hat Chapter which sole focus is the
appreciation and support of Adam
Lambert. The same Red Hat Society
which for almost 13 years has provided

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Far left: Adam's
friend Sutan aka Raja
donning one of LuLu's
red hats.
Left: LuLu with San
Francisco Glambert
Eric Mettner at a
GlamNation concert.
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Out of the
Ethers
By Sheila Hancock
Elkhorn, WI

T

his fantastic young man,
with unbelievable talent, has
thrilled me with his voice.
He has made me laugh, has
made me cry, has made me
look more closely at this world we live
in, and feel anger at the stupidity that
sometimes surrounds us. He has given
me new friends, and has filled many
empty hours for me with music and
entertainment.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I am an artist and enjoy drawing and

WANT TO READ
painting portraits. At right is a watercolor
I did of Adam from his performance at
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Fantasy Springs.
He was on fire there;
Fantasy Springs was surely one of his
best performances. Two of my Adam
GO TO:
friends, Valerie and Shaunna, said
he appeared to be coming “Out of
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
the Ethers.” I liked that, so that is the
painting’s name.

I left the watercolor for him at Mystic
WANT TO READ
Adam has every drawing/painting I have
Lake when he performed there, with the
done of him. I send them to him. Why?
following poem
on the back.
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Because it is Adam….w
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
YOU AND I
Above:
Watercolor by Sheila
Hancock inspired
by Adam's Fantasy
Springs performance.

By V.P. aka annehedonia, Belleville, IL
In the blackness of space,
“You and I are the same,” he says
WANT TO READ
formulas and equations
as he floats, spinning slowly
in
the
silence
of
perfection
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?seem to emanate from his being.
The separateness of age, of time, of distance is illusory.
casting a shadow, but disturbing nothing
You are with him in beauty, and in eternity.
of
the
place
beneath.
GO TO:
“You and I are the same,” he says.
Message, missive from all things of beauty
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
in the Universal Mind:

There is a calm center from which pours
All creative harmony,
intuitive knowledge,
the golden mean…
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“You and I are the same”

You and I
are the
same.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

Photograph by Alice B Miller.
Glam Nation New York,
Nokia, June 22, 2010.
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Experience the
Creative Flow
By V.P. aka annehedonia
Belleville, IL

never fancied myself a poet. I
had come to have a hard time
thinking of myself as a creative
person at all anymore. I’d gotten
a hot start out of the blocks, earning a
master’s degree in a visual arts field—
textile artist and costume designer—
and worked in that field throughout my
twenties.

Ode to the Cover:
Issue 1081 (June 2009)
Buy a copy. No, buy three,
One for me… and one for me,
And one for fellow lady frien’
Who might not get to B&N
Before the final one is gone
(shortly after break of dawn)

He’s got the voice that makes our hearts
WANT TO READ
Race with lust, tho’ we’re old farts.
Golden piped and glittered eye,
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Chiseled features, pythoned thigh,
Who’d think that hot could be so sweet?
GO TO:
Rather knocks us off our feet.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Merchandisers, use your heads:
It all came to a crashing halt when I
was called home to deal with a medical
emergency for an ill and aging parent.
Eighteen years later, my mother had
passed on—and I was 47 years old.
Intervening years and a sizable measure
of fear had me loathe to take creative

Make life-size prints to hang by beds.
And then, thou Beauteous Glamboy Rage
Hither come: Step off the page.

WANT TO READ
The Meaning of Blue
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
(March 2010)
Blue iris, living orb of clarity
GO TO:
risks, terrified of being judged. I took
Emanates tenderness
what was to be a temporary clerical
Tranquility and spiritual awareness
position, and stayed there.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Opens the mind to realities
I can’t explain the sudden call to poetry,
except to say that it began shortly after
walking into a bookstore and buying
three copies of the Rolling Stone issue
with Adam on the cover. Suddenly,
concepts, phrases, and oddball rhymes
began popping into my head in fits and
starts. It was such fun, so enjoyable.

Beyond the physical senses
Stimulates appreciation of music
And the arts
Wondrous, heavenly blue
Soars above us
Look to it for peace,
Hope and inspiration
Blue rules the throat chakra
Blue allows you to tell the truth

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I told myself it was just for me, it wasn’t
The Magician
real poetry. I told myself not to sweat
it, not to worry if it were good, bad or
indifferent. Most of all, I was able to
remove my ego from the picture by
acknowledging that some of this really
did seem to come from elsewhere. It’s
been wonderful to allow myself a bit
of freedom, to let myself experience
the creative flow that Adam does so
beautifully!

(December 2010)

Master of the stage,
Practitioner of sleight-of-hand,
Magician of the Tarot deck,
Mountebank, Artisan,
Yours is the confident face
Of the Divine Apollo, smiling.
Lemniscate, ancient symbol
Of the infinite
Floating invisibly above your head
Adorning your wrist.
You bridge the gap between
Heaven and Earth.
You are the eternity of becoming,
Of self-invention.
Show us by example
How to make the unseen seen
And to usher beauty

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Here are the first and last Adam poems
I’ve written to date, along with something
different from midpoint – “The Meaning
of Blue”:

Into being. w
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Rediscovering
Joy
By Diane Sears
@GlammyDi, MA

L

ike so many others, I was
captivated by Adam Lambert
the moment I saw his “Idol”
audition. I had no idea he
would later change my life
with his magnificent vocals, adorable/
sexy personality, positive outlook—and
his loving fans.

flight schedule. She became a beloved
addition to our Glamily.
My circle of fan-friends keeps growing.
Twelve of us attended several of Adam’s
concerts together. Meeting Adam at
the Providence, R.I., radio station
event, along with many new friends,
was my most treasured moment of the
GlamNation Tour. . .until I was lucky
enough to get a Meet & Greet with
Adam in Hawaii. His bear hug swept
me off my feet! I had wanted to visit
Hawaii for more than 40 years, but had
never acted upon that dream. So along
with one of my Glam buddies I went to
both concerts, and some pre- and postconcert parties, to meet more fans from
around the world.

My family and longtime friends no
longer worry so much
about me. Instead
of a grieving widow,
they see a happy
woman with a radiant
glow and positive
personality, who is
more fit from walking
miles to FYE and
Trespassing, and has
a renewed love of
music and dancing.
Adam truly has made
me want to listen to

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
In December 2006, my beloved husband
of 37 years passed away unexpectedly
after a brief illness. My life went on with
emotional support from family, friends
and numerous club activities, but there
was a numbness I thought would never
go away. Adam helped me lose that
numbness. His performances made me
feel happy, sexy, beautiful and so alive!
He inspired me with his mantra, “Look
forward. Be positive.”

music again! w

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Awakening to
of daily life to the
Life’s Joys
excitement of living.
GO TO:
Wow, I pondered,
By Karen Bell-Patten
could a singing
@ovationimpact
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
contestant on a
By mid-August 2009, two and a half
years after my husband’s death, I
finally was able to pack up his clothes
and donate them to charity. Adam had
helped me let him go. After that, I sent
Adam the first fan letter of my life to
thank him for all the joy and positive
changes he had inspired. By then he
had already led me into Twitter, fan sites
and email connection with other fans. In
September 2009, just before the “Idol”
tour in Providence, I met three amazing
younger fans through the AdamOfficial.
Despite our age difference, we’ve
become close friends.

W

ithin seconds of Adam
Lambert becoming the
Season 8 American Idol
runner-up, a friend, in
a caring and concerned tone, asked
“Are you upset that Adam didn’t win?” I
took a deep breath to calm my anguish
and said, "no I am not upset because
Adam will go on to become that reality
show’s first enduring iconic International
Superstar." As I spoke, I felt deep
pride and bubbling excitement at the
realization of the possible entertainment
elements that await us new fans.

reality show deliver
such an effective
wake-up call, and
cause me to discard
the past 30 years of
unemotional behavior
required of successful
businesswomen?
The answer is a
resounding yes, but
I may never come
to an intellectual
understanding of
exactly how this could
have happened.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
As the weeks passed, the emotional
Heeding my senses
spark of exhilaration continued to
Flying cross-country the morning of
and instincts, my
GOAdam’s
TO:
grow and strengthen. I realized I had
2010 Fantasy Springs concert—
Adam Lambert
awakened from performing the chores
also my birthday—was an absolute must,
fangirl ascendancy
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
although we could stay in California only
24 hours before heading home. What
madness! I had never done anything like
this pre-Adam! The mysterious ways of
the Universe struck in Phoenix Airport,
as we awaited our connecting flight
to Palm Springs. We met another fan
from the Boston area, who shared my
birthday and the same crazy 24-hour

catapulted me to
attend 23 concerts
during 2010. Each
of those journeys
proved that Adam
Lambert did inspire
an awakening to live
life’s joys. For this
and more I thank
him. w
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Adrenaline
Rush

by Sandy Link @iluvadam4ever

I

went through a very rough time
with the death of my father,
became withdrawn, was very
negative and I felt like a part
of me died. Then a few months later, in
January 2009, Adam arrived through
American Idol. I was hooked. His songs,
performances, character and values
lifted my mood.

to my fullest potential. He made me
believe that dreams do come true with
persistence and believing in yourself.
I entered a contest to prove that I’m
one of his biggest fans and won! I was
published in Rockstar Weekly as one
of “Adam Lambert’s Top 20 Fans in the
World” when I never thought that I could
win anything. My self-esteem was too
low to even begin to imagine that I could.

so many special and
unique friends around
the globe. If I became
depressed, I would
watch an American
Idol or Glam Nation
performance or just
listen to relax and take
in Adam’s serenity.
His presence on my
computer, iPhone,
or TV was enough
to take me from sad
to happy, mad to
glad, discouraged
to encouraged, tired
to energetic, etc.
My husband and
kids notice a totally
different wife and
mother. They are glad
to see that their mom
was happy and full of

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? His unbelievable voice and earthshattering performances gave me that
GO TO:
extra boost of energy to keep up with my
kids. Before, I found myself feeling tired
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Something changed in me. I learned
and lifeless. When Adam entered this
that I can be myself and not care what
others think. Adam has carried me
through some stressful times at work.
He definitely helped me cope with
some financial situations. His music,
performances and all around caring and
influential character kept me thinking
positively and to never give up hope!
Adam has kept me both emotionally and
physically more active. I learned new
skills to create videos and slideshows,
then post them in various places. He
has given me this unknown drive to
learn new things and to apply myself

entertainment world, I experienced an
adrenaline rush which gave me a huge
amount of energy. It allowed me to have
enough strength at the end of my work
day to exercise and play with my kids
without being totally exhausted.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
spunk again. w
GO TO:
My outlook on life has changed greatly!
I’m now more positive about everything.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Even when bad things happen, I try to
find the bright side, thanks to Adam!!
He’s a cure for whatever ails you.
Through Adam and his beliefs, I‘ve made

Below:
Adam & the
GlamTroupe at Glam
Nation St. Jean sur
Richelieu finale.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
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All You Need
Is Love
by Eric Mettner @MyNameisEricM

T

he beginning of 2009 was
the rock bottom of my life. I
was living in San Francisco’s
Tenderloin district, and as
they say, there ain’t nothing tender about
the Tenderloin. It’s a cesspool of studio
apartments in an artsy, low-income area.
Lots of homeless and drugs, near the
steps of City Hall and Union Square.
Polk Street used to be the gay hooker
stroll and now it’s the tranny hooker
stroll. A lot of hurting, suffering lost
people live there alongside talented and
amazing people.

(Sutan). In San Francisco I became
friends with a lot of performance types,
and I thought my problems would go
away. I got an amazing job working at an
incredible restaurant, the Palomino.
But I was getting sadder. I found it so
hard to have a relationship with other
men. Gay men didn't want monogamy,
it was all about sex and more sex,
and drugs. I felt a victim of that, but I
embraced it. It got pretty hardcore. I was
able to keep my job, but I was living a
double life. I was empty and I was alone.
I wanted a partner in life and a family,
and it just wasn't happening. I got more
depressed. I was smoking marijuana
every day, drinking five or more days a
week, doing cocaine, meth - and it got
pretty scary. It got to where I couldn't
pay my rent, and got myself into violent
scenarios with dealers.

nothing, and I
couldn’t sleep. The
night that Adam sang
“Tracks of My Tears,”
I remember crying
really hard. I was so
lost and so alone,
and here was this
gay guy on TV who
was so powerful and
so present. I thought
"I had dreams, what
happened to me?"
Shortly after that, I
called my family and
told them I needed
help. Within a month,
friends helped me
move out of the
Tenderloin. I moved
about 50 miles east.
A few weeks before
the Idol finale, I was
sad because no
one wanted to come
all the way out and
watch with me. I
thought, of course
he isn't going to win
because he was gay.
I was devastated
when he didn’t win.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
Ever since my mom passed away
in 1996, I had
a lot of anger and
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
resentment. She was my best friend. And
I had always wanted to perform but had
a barrel roll into drugs and alcohol.
GOI didTO:
really given up on that dream. I was a
I was engaged to a woman when my
child actor in LA, but I gave up those
mother died, but after that we had a lot
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
dreams to pursue what I thought would
of problems and broke up. I came out as
gay shortly after. That was in 1997-98. I
had just turned 21. I was working in bars
and restaurants, and getting into a lot of
stuff. I’ve known since the first grade that
I was gay. My life of lies and addiction
began all the way back then. I had a
friend, and we’d both flirt with one of
prettiest girls in first grade, the two of us
walking her home, but then we'd go off
to a place under an overpass, and we'd
hold hands. We knew it was something
bad. Out in the world, we went back to
pretending we didn't like each other. I
wasn't OK to be who I was. One of my
biggest regrets was that I never told my
mom that I was gay.

make me happy. Now I know it was fear
that made me abandon my dreams.
American Idol was a way to be a voyeur
into the lives of people who hadn't given
up. We'd have Idol parties, my friends
and I. I remember Adam's year. He had
an immediate impact on everyone who
was watching. It was during “Satisfaction”
- I remember a girls screaming, guys
saying "holy shit" - here's a gay guy
who's amazingly talented who can really
sing. It gave me a little bit of hope.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
At that point, I
had nothing - no
GO TO:
computer, barely the
clothes on my back http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I wasn't going to San
Francisco at all. I quit
weed, quit drinking. I
was working out and
trying to get healthy.
I was scared that I
had HIV but never
made it to a meeting.
My social life was
nil. Idol had ended. I
had gotten a second
job, life was starting

In January 2009 - the inauguration of
WANT TO READ
Obama - was a breakdown moment
for me. I was drunk and broke. I had
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GOAfterTO:
my mom died, I moved to from
Los Angeles to northern California to
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
live with my mom's sister. At the time, I
thought LA didn’t have a lot of places for
gays to go, so I went to San Francisco.
It was an eye-opening experience. I met
a lot of gay people, went partying, went
to a lot of raves, was doing ecstasy and
making out with random guys. I had
started going to drag shows back in
Orange County - that was the first time I
experienced who we now know as Raja

to get a little better. It

Left:
Adam's Billboard
remix of "Aftermath"
was released as a
fund raiser for the
Trevor Project.
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was November, and I had saved a good
amount of money and wanted to get
iTunes. I missed music. I saw Adam's
and Lady Gaga's albums were coming
out. I had thought Adam's career was
over, so I was so excited when I heard
about his new album.

Photograph of
Adam by Tuke18/
Weelassie11

I saw that he had a fan club that didn’t
cost money to join. I went into the chat
rooms - I'd never done that before, and
I'd been a huge fan of all the divas, as
well as Bowie, Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin.
So I was in the chat rooms, and I noticed
they were filled all with women, no gay
guys. I thought that was weird. I was
“GayDudeNoCal”. To me Adam was the
epitome of the gay American dream. It
brought me such pride. I felt things were
changing. I had only two albums on my
iPod shuffle - Gaga, Adam - I lived in
those chat rooms for the entire month of
November.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
On December 13, 2009, I got really sick
at work. I spiked a fever of 104. I had
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
to be put in the hospital. I kept telling
the doctors that it was HIV, but they
kept testing me and telling me I was
HIV negative. They gave me swine flu
medicine. I had an allergic reaction, lost
my hair, got a huge red rash all over my
body, couldn't walk. They took me off the
medication and my temperature shot up
and they had to put me under. My liver
function was down to 13%. The doctors
were baffled and did a more extensive
test. I had quit both my jobs and I lived
in the chatrooms. I’d crawl the 10-15 feet
to my computer, and would start talking
to all the supportive women who loved
Adam and loved gays. I felt all these
women were becoming my Mom.

WANT TO READ
spent all of my nights crying myself
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?-toI sleep.
I sure was Broken Open. I
I was convinced that
pretty much wanted to die. “For Your
concerts were part
GO TO:
Entertainment”...I felt I had been the
of my past life. I kept
dancing monkey for my friends.
my illness secret from
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
all my friends. I was
It took me a few weeks to tell my sister.
I knew it would break her heart. It was
very difficult. In the chatrooms, I was
able to be myself, to be free. On the
morning of January 13, 2010, I joined
Twitter, just before I got my diagnosis.
I knew Adam did Twitter but I knew
nothing about it.

so embarrassed and
ashamed of my life.
But when it came
time to buy tickets,
there I was going into
San Francisco for
the first time since
I’d left. I went to San
Francisco and waited
in line at the Warfield.
It was one of the
biggest moments of
my life, and I was
so scared and didn't
know if I could do it,
but I knew it was the
way to get the best
tickets.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
On January 13, 2010, I got the call from
GO TO:
my doctor. I was HIV positive. I thought
my life was over. There's such a stigma
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I heard that Adam was going to have a
around being gay and the risk of HIV.
Over the years, all that fear affected me.
I’m telling you, fear is the path to the
dark side.
Adam's album was what I listened
to during that darkest time of my life.
“Whataya Want From Me” - I remember
crying so hard. I listened to “Soaked”
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tour. I was feeling healthier, even though
living with HIV. The first night of Glam
Nation was my first experience going
on UStream. “Aftermath” really blew me
away. Here I was, HIV positive, at the
end of my road. Adam did this acoustic
version of “Aftermath” and I remember
the words of the song coming through so
clearly.

Standing in front of me was Diana Lovett,
behind me was Lisa Weber. Today, she’s
my best friend in my entire life, and she
was the first Glambert I met in line. She
told me she had seen Adam on the Idols
tour. We exchanged phone numbers.
When they added the second show,
we decided to go very early, and that's
where I met LambertLust. I was very
excited to meet a guy. He talked to me
about sobriety, how horrible his life used
to be, and I knew he'd been through a
very hard time. It was the beginning of a
pretty incredible friendship.

In December of 2010, Lisa and I went
down to Los Angeles for the final night
of the Glam Nation tour. On the night
before the show, I told Lisa I was HIV
positive. She started crying and told me
her best friend had died of AIDS and
how it had broken her heart. That made
me know I didn't want to die, because
I didn’t want to break her heart again.
A short time after that my sister got

arms. It was my first attempt at having
a dream again. That's where I got the
idea to host a pre party, I called my
drag queen friends, who were ecstatic
to see me again. I called the Palomino.
I blogged, did a YouTube. LambertLust
helped me learn how to do Twitter. I got
a smartphone, so we broadcast the preparty. Every Glambert has watched that
UStream. Lust interviewed everyone
there. Drag queens came and painted
faces. We got 1,500 blue glow sticks that
said SF Glam Nation and we passed
them out in line. It was just incredible.
It was the start of my realizing that I still
had a life. I still had dreams. I was a
good person.

sleepwalking, sweats, it was horrible. I
was tripping the whole night before the
baby was born. I turned to Glamberts for
help - NightNurseStat, ArtistSupporter,
Mitla96, Juneau. It was a really rough
time. I came out about my HIV status
on December 12, 2012, World AIDS
Day. I'd been going to the event every
year, silently, but I didn't want to be
silent about it any more. Even if only one
person hears my story, that's enough
for me. Because I never had someone
like that who gave me hope. Adam is the
one who sparked all of this. Watching
one person follow his dream...there are
almost no words to express the amount
of hope I got from Adam.

just a person, but part of me is feeling,
he is seriously kicking down some doors.
No one cared if you were gay if you were
incredible. I consider him as more than
a person. I considered it a movement.
He was going to hold a torch, even if he
didn't choose to be a torchbearer, that’s
exactly what he was, from the get go.
Here was a man who was openly gay
from day one and he was putting out
an album. I don't think even he realized
the impact he was going to have on the
world.

he's just a small part of my world. Now
that I have so much to care about, he's
back down from that pedestal. I believe
if we had the same set of values and
morals applied to us as to the straight
community, there wouldn’t be so many
of us leading lives of deceit. We wouldn't
be so empty and lost inside. When
President Obama's second Inauguration
Day rolled around I wasn't on the floor
crying. I packed my bags to go with
my congressman. I'm an upstanding
member of society. I am sober, going
to counseling, and feel better than ever
before. HIV is undetectable in my blood.

My path and my
purpose is to share
my story.
Anything is possible
if you just believe.
But Adam is right:
You have to work for
it. I am so grateful
to Robert Brening
(@riseuptoHIV)
who helped me
learn more about
the disease, and to
@Honeymahogany,
my HIV counselor
who helped me deal
with the importance
of transparency.

WANT TO READ
pregnant, and that gave me even more
of a drive to live. So I decided to go on
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
medication.
GO TO:
Three days before my niece was born, I
took my first set of pills. It was like taking
I wanted to welcome Adam Lambert to
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
drugs all over again. I had lucid dreams,
San Francisco - my city - with rainbow
WANT TO READ
My future dreams
are still popping in
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
but I cannot imagine
doing anything other
GO TO:
than helping LGBT
youth, maybe train to
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
be an HIV counselor.
I may possibly be
going back to school
to get a degree. I still
love singing in the
shower and to my
beautiful niece. One
of my favorite songs
is “Underneath”.
Underneath the flesh
and bone, I'm not
defined by my body
or my disease. I'm
a human being, I
have a spirit, I have a
future. If it weren't for
the fans constantly
telling me they love
me and support me
- I've never seen a
fandom like this - I
don’t know if I’d be
here. All you need is
love. I believe that's

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Now, because my life has expanded so
I did interviews with the band. We tried
much and my dreams are coming back,
to find Adam. It was so wonderful. He's
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

“

the truth. w

“

I had loved the female divas, and now
here was a man who loved to do all
those things. He single-handedly gave
me hope. His fans gave me a reason to
live.

All you need is love. I
believe that’s the truth.
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Our Grammy
Nominee
Rocked the Ball
By Alice Miller @plumcomm
Bethpage, NY

J

ingle Ball Philly 2010 was a
concert in a love fest. Thrilled
beyond words to see Adam
one more time before Tour 2, I
expected his time on stage to be brief
but precious. For weeks I had wondered
what four or five songs Adam would sing
and what costumes, props and other
familiar signs of Glam Nation would
follow him to the stage. We would soon
find out.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
or projections. But the drum set with
that familiar scarlet A was in full view.
Breathe.

Above:
Marie Torto, Alice
Miller and friends
made signs to
welcome Adam
on stage. He had
just received a
Grammy nomination
for "Whataya Want
From Me" and was
completing a wildly
successful six-month
world tour.

WANT TO READ
As we approached the Susquehanna
Bank Center where the show would be
AURA WITHOUT
presented, it OBSTRUCTIONS?
was obvious this was a
Suddenly those two magical words
young crowd. To make certain that Adam
exploded through the Susquehanna:
GO TO:
would feel welcome in his first public
Adam Lambert. I see the band. Then
appearance since returning from his
Adam appears from the back of the
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
final Glam Nation international concert
stage. An electrifying Glam Nation-style
. . . being nominated for a Grammy . . .
and having Acoustic Live! soar to #1 on
iTunes a day after its release, several

welcome sent shock waves through the
place. What a fabulous welcome from
this crowd of 15,000. Adam emerges into
the light. Unbearably exquisite. Sexy as
hell. Boots, right amount of leather, he
was definitely working his strut. A vision
of spectacular beauty, his raven hair was
wild and rocking.

Rock Star-Glam God-Grammy Award
Nominee.

set. Loved every second. We showered
him in our signs. “Fever” was next. With
a different intro, Adam delivered a happy,

“Aftermath” was
more than gorgeous,
again with a relevant,
appropriate intro. “I
posted a video about
bullying a few months
ago,” Adam said.
“How many of you
saw it? You should
go watch it! Well, this
song is for anyone
who feels different
for any reason,”
my paraphrasing.
“Aftermath” also
brought my first eye
contact with Adam.
I was mouthing the
words, as I had been
all along, when Adam
turned in my direction,
some 15 feet to his
left. Fully expecting
him to move on, I
savored the second,
but he didn’t move
on, not for several
seconds. He stared

of us—online friends, recent Adam
WANT TO READ
friends, friends of friends—created signs
to hold up during
the concert. Signs
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
including “Congrats Adam, Glammy
Nominee,” “Adam #1 on iTunes,” “Love
GO TO:
Acoustic Live!” "Eyes Baby Eyes" and
“Now Jump!” declared our love to our
In a heartbeat, “Music Again” starts the
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

Doors opened around 5. Adam would
kiss-free, much less “dancy” version of
WANT TO READ
soon be back in our lives. As it turned
that GN crowd favorite.
out, the Universe came through for us
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
that night. Shortly after taking my place
“Sleepwalker” was a wonderful surprise.
in the front row pit—my first front row
One of my favorite performances of
GO TO:
Adam concert!—I made friends with the
this power ballad. “Strut” was great,
security overlord, and found out that
notwithstanding the absence of the coat,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Adam was going to sing for 40 minutes
the cane, and amazing GN staging. “Sure
at 9 p.m. Enough time for 8 songs. YES!

Some time after 6, the show began. It
would be quite a while before Adam
would take the stage. Sitting inches
from the speakers, music blasted at
ear-splitting decibels. Finally at around
8:40, Adam’s band’s gear was moved
into place. No Glam Nation stairs, tables
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Fire Winners” was very hot. “WWFM”
was a joy to behold, especially the intro.
Adam was confident and impressive
when he introduced the song. “I’m
going to brag for a minute. Because
of this song, I’ve been nominated for
a Grammy award." Beautiful. Proud.
Perfect. Screaming ensued.

and I continued to mouth the words.
Then suddenly, he flashed a radiant
smile, his eyes beaming. Like a bolt of
lightning, his piercing eyes and infectious
smile seared my insides. Gift delivered.
He knew I loved it.
“IIHY,” the glorious set closer, brought
the massive audience to its feet. What
a glorious salute to our victorious
international superstar! An overwhelming
moment of joy, pride.

By the time we graduated, I was sixteen
and my father was threatening to send
me off to military school to “make me a
man”, since I wasn’t enough of one in
his opinion. Scared by what my friend
wanted, I ran away – all the way to
Canada. I knew how to fix cars, so I
made a fake ID, got a job in a mechanic
shop in Vancouver and disappeared from
everyone who ever knew me. Canada
wasn’t the first time I’d run away from
home, and it was easier to just keep
running, so I never went back or even
told my parents I was alive.

the closet that had
nearly killed me so
many times. Adam’s
example leads my
way now. His fierce
joy in being who and
what he is, his refusal
to let his orientation
define him, and
his proud and free
personality make me
want the same sort of
freedom for myself.

with anyone, because they weren’t him.
The one time I tried to be with a woman
in Vancouver, it was a dismal failure,
through no fault of hers. I just wasn’t
attracted to women. Haunted by my boy,
I went back to Texas and found him.
We ended up roommates, and when I
eventually got over my virginal fears,
we became lovers. I was still living a lie,
though, pretending to be straight, and
hating myself a lot. I felt trapped, hollow,
I barely knew who I was.

trembling, unsure
step. I know he
doesn’t even know
I exist, but in a way
he does, because
he knows people like
me are out there.
He speaks to us,
encourages, and
every time I hesitate
to open that closet
door a little wider, it’s
as though I can hear
him whispering in my
ear: “No more hiding.”
I trust him, and so I
take that next step…

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
three days later, Adam’s energy is
GONow,
TO:
still with me, but I’m feeling the distance.
It’s hard and scares
Tour 2—you can’t get here soon
The one person I couldn’t forget was the
me, but I let Adam
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
enough. w
boy I loved in high school. I hadn’t been
lure me out, step by
WANT
TO READ
No More
Hiding
By “St. Vitus” @Atlas Dribbled
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
spent my life in a closet, just to
GO TO:
survive being born to a brutish
Army officer father and Stepford
mother. They ignored me when
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

I

I was little, and even though I hated it,
it was better than my teen years when
my father started paying attention. By
the time I realized I was attracted to
boys, I had already heard all about what
abominations they were. “Those dirty
gays are freaks, evil and disgusting
freaks,” was a favorite comment of his.
I internalized it, believed it, and tried to
kill myself more than once. Confessing
about that to my mother when I was a
teen, she told me “Don’t embarrass us,”
and explained how my father was up for
a promotion and a scandal like that could
ruin his chances.

WANT TO READ
And then, I was introduced to the music
of Adam Lambert. He was gorgeous,
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
with the voice of an angel – but what
made it hard to breathe was that he
GO TO:
was gay, openly and unapologetically
and the next. w
gay. "Aftermath" broke me in two, and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
gave me the courage to know that I had
to stop hiding. My boyfriend has been
helping me to take my first steps outside

Below:
Adam's Light drawing
by Adina Ispas,
Romania.

WANT TO READ
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
As a young teen, I was already a big
and when I stepped in to help a boy
GOkid,
TO:
getting beat down in the shower at gym,
I ended up falling in love. It was high
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
school, he was older, but I was taller.
I had been advanced because of my
grades, he had been held back because
of his, but he was the most beautiful
creature I ever saw. He wanted more
than friendship, though, and we had a
lot of fights about that because I couldn’t
deal with being gay, couldn’t face that I
wanted him.
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The Lambert
Light Effect
By Piratelover22, Ardmore, OK

B

efore I saw Adam Lambert on
American Idol, I was alive but
hardly aware of life. Having
been through losing my store
and suffering financial distress and
anxiety attacks, not too much brought
me relief or a smile.

We went to another concert together and
have become good friends. Adam has
helped me become positive, helped me
overcome my anxieties about traveling,
and brought me new friends and a life
full of light and love. w

enough to stand on
its own.
The fourth time I
listened to it, it hit me.
It was speaking to
me and saying that
I was a writer and
should write like one.
So I went back and
rewrote chapter one.
One hundred and
seventy-two pages
later I’d finished 24
chapters in Part One
and another 50 in
Part Two. And there
were ideas for Part
Three because the
characters wouldn’t
shut up.

WANT TO READ
A Novelist Is
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? Born
Thea, Denver, CO (@denverthea)
http://www.facebook.com/thea.
GO TO:
Adam was a force to be reckoned with.
washington.9
Every week he brought more excitement
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
anuary 2013. Three years ago
and surprise. I began to feel sorry for
other contestants because Adam was
in a class by himself. He lit up every
appearance with his warm smile and
outstanding showmanship. I knew we
had an icon in the making. He quickly
won my heart, being so honest and real,
and a genuinely sweet person.

J

I was wondering what I was
going to do with the rest of my
life, coming to the conclusion
that I’d just stay alive and wait
until it was over. At my age I figured I
probably had another decade to go—if I
was lucky.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
What other changes
are happening in
GO TO:
my life? Well, the
And then I saw Adam.
Up to that time I had only used my
300+ page “The
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
computer to pay bills and make cards.
Starlight Trilogy” was
Before long I joined Adam Lambert
Network. I opened an iTunes account,
downloaded all of his songs from the
show and burned a CD. I had never
done this before but was encouraged
to learn by my passion to see and hear
as much of this superstar as I could. He
was becoming my feel-good drug!

Bored beyond tears, I’d stumbled
upon him on some fan website. That
was enough. One photo -- I can’t even
remember which one -- and I had to find
out more about this guy. A link took me
to the "For Your Entertainment" video
and I was captivated.

posted online and
garnered over 5,000
openings. I’ve just
finished writing its
sequel, “Promises of
Starlight.” I’m advising
and occasionally
appearing on a
fabulous radio show
focused on Adam
and heard around
the world. I’ve started
singing again after an
11-year hiatus. And
in May I facilitated
a grantsmanship
training for a 4-state
region.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
One look took me to others. That
farce of the final American Idol vote.
As summer approached, I wanted so
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
“Starlight” on the Idols tour, the “Bowie
much to see Adam on tour, but it was
completely out of the question as I
was facing bankruptcy, financial and
emotional. I followed him on Twitter
and read about the fans going to see
him. I was so sad for me, but happy
for those who were so privileged. Then
an amazing thing happened. One day
someone saw my tweets and felt that
money shouldn’t keep me from seeing
someone I love. She tweeted me, “You
could go with me. I live near you!” After
recovering from the shock, I tweeted
back and we began to make plans! As
for my travel anxiety attacks and awful
finances, she said no worries; she would
treat me if I could get my husband to
let me stay overnight. I told her, “No
problem!” Suddenly I was on a new level
of energy. All positive!

Medley,” tribute videos. The AMAs. The
conversation with David Cook about how
his album had gone platinum and my
disgust that Adam’s hadn’t taken off yet.
And of course the Glamily.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Suddenly my life had a purpose: to
GO TO:
introduce as many people to Adam as
possible. And to do something that would
Thank you, Adam,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
make it easy for other Glamberts. The
for saving me. My
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ideas started coming. An online, short,
multi-chapter fan fiction novella, with a
video after each chapter showing Adam’s
talent, versatility and humanity. I began
to write. “The Starlight Trilogy” was born.
That first chapter was okay. I’d decided
“Aftermath” would be the first video,
even though YouTube didn’t have a
performance yet. The song was strong

life and I will both
make you proud. I
promise. w

Adam’s Light
Saw Me Through
a Dark Time
By Melanie McCaffrey
@melluvslambert, San Diego, CA

I

I used to live my life in a shell,
trying to blend into the crowd
and disappear; too shy and
scared to think I was important
enough to matter to anyone. I was about
to give up on my dream of becoming
an equestrian Olympian because I
felt overwhelmed and didn't believe
in myself. But that all changed when
something new found its way into my
heart. The godly, chill-inducing voice of
a contestant on American Idol named
Adam Lambert. He was bold, brave,
unapologetic, honest, unafraid to be
himself and, to top it all off, his voice was
greater than anything the music industry
had witnessed.

everything we could about who he is,
what he was up to, and anything else we
could find about him!
When Idol Season 8 ended, my mom
and I were lucky enough to continue
following Adam's journey throughout his
Glam Nation Tour. We went to seven
concerts, and my mom surprised me
with a trip to Dallas for a Meet & Greet
with Adam at one of those concerts! I got
to experience first hand how real and
down-to-earth Adam is. The incredible
experience left me inspired and wanting
to know more about my idol.

have most likely lost
hope and given up
on my riding dream.
Instead, while I was
recovering I listened
to Adam's music
and remembered
how much he had
to struggle to get to
where he is today; I
did not let my injury
stop me. When I
healed, I had my best
show season yet and
wound up champion
of my division.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
As I learned about Adam’s past,
personality and opinions, I realized
my way of thinking was changing. He
expressed himself in his own way and
didn’t care what anyone else thought.
He was different, but embraced that
difference. I saw how much work Adam
put into making his dream come true and
how it finally paid off after 10 years.

As I reflect on myself
today, I realize that
I've grown immensely
as a person. I am
more joyful than ever
before, I’m not afraid
to speak what’s on
my mind, I’m a more
open-minded person.
And it feels like I’m
getting closer and
closer every day to

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
To be honest, I didn’t admit that I was
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Adam’s example saw me through a dark
obsessed at first. My mom loved Adam
before me, but eventually we both came
out as Glamberts. Next thing we knew
we were chasing his limo at his Mt.
Carmel Idol homecoming and absorbing

time. During a clinic with an Olympic
trainer, I took a terrifying fall while
jumping down a bank and fractured
three vertebrae. Before Adam, I would

reaching my goals. w
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
TO CREATE
GOINSPIRED
TO:
“A fan of Adam Lambert, I have
been inspired to pay more attention
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
to my natural talent and creativity,”
A 2012 portrait of
silver-haired Adam by
Ladan Moaddeli.

says Ladan. “I've been painting for
years on the side and working in noncreative jobs. Adam has inspired me
to take my artwork more seriously as
work and not just as a hobby. I have
done 19 paintings of Adam so far.
The portrait of Adam with silver hair
is acrylic on paper; the other 18 are
watercolors.”

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Ladan tells visitors to her Facebook
page, she’s been drawing and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
painting all her life. She began
painting with oils exclusively, then
a few years ago started using
acrylics. “I like the fact that it dries
fast, so I can layer fast and be more
spontaneous,” she says. Recently she
paints mostly with watercolors.
Ladan's Facebook fan page is:
https://www.facebook.com/
LadanMoaddeliArt.

-Ladan Moaddeli, San Francisco Bay area, CA
Glam Nation 2010
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Inspired
TO SHARE
MY SONGS
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Top Right:
Singer/songwriter Arvi
Dacuba is 1st place
winner, “Best Video
for Original Vocals,”
in Adam’s Trespassing
video contest.
Bottom Left:
Arvi’s dream came
true at GNT M&G on
10-10-10.

INSPIRED TO
SHARE MY SONGS
Arvi Marie Sanchez Dacuba
@lahirstellar, Manila, Philippines

O

n a rainy February night
back in 2009, I remember
turning on the TV and finding
American Idol Season 8.
Some guy with spiky, black hair was
singing killer high notes at the top of his
lungs. He was amazing. Little did I know
that contestant 1877, Adam Lambert,
would change my life forever.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
One of my biggest
honors was to be
GO TO:
personally chosen
by Adam Lambert
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
as 1st Place Winner
Adam’s effect on me has been profound.
My passion for him has inspired me to
create art and music. During Adam’s Idol
journey, I was so into him that I wrote the
song “Confess,” all about my feelings
for him. It describes every Glambert’s
feeling of awe toward Adam and how
magnificent he is onstage. I decided

for “Best Video for
Original Vocals”
in his Trespassing
video contest. For an
aspiring singer like
me to realize that my
ultimate singing idol
has heard me sing,
and liked what he
heard, is one of the
greatest blessings
ever. I will be forever

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GOto share
TO:
this song on YouTube, since I
knew many Glamberts could relate to
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
the lyrics. I was shocked by and very
grateful for their positive response. Since
then, I have written other Adam songs,
including “Far Away,” “After Meeting
Adam Lambert” and “Three Hours,”
which are also on my YouTube channel.

grateful. w

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
King & Queen
of 2013
We realized we
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
By Anita Strymowicz,
weren't the only
Pressparty.com, U.K.

B

ones to feel that
way on the evening
of his legendary
performance with
Queen for the MTV
EMAs—November
6, 2011—when the
Glamberts crashed
our site! It was the
very first time that
had happened. As
our tech team said,
it was “a good thing”
because since that
time, we have been
blessed to get to
know his fans and to
meet the man himself.

efore Pressparty.com
WANT TO READ
launched, we wrote test
pieces on the site about
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Adam Lambert. Adam
encapsulates the kind of star we wanted
GO TO:
the site to focus on: talented, glamorous,
articulate, intelligent, sensitive, honest,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
hard working and easy on the eyes!
Having worked in the British music
media for several years, we had no idea
that he had such a loyal and active fan
base. There hadn’t been much coverage
about Adam in the U.K. press and we
decided to change that because his
voice is like no other.
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We were just as excited as his fans
about the release of Trespassing, which
is why we crowned him “Pressparty's
King & Queen of 2013.” Trespassing is
the only album we play from beginning
to end. He is beautiful inside and out and
his voice melts us each and every time!
Having him in London for the summer of
2012 was so exciting!!

GRACE

By Thea, Denver, CO

I

grew up thinking that “grace” was
just something you said before a
meal. But as I’ve gotten older, I’ve
seen people who live their lives
with grace. Adam is one of them. He has
this ability to look, but not get stuck. He
acknowledges everything, the best all
the way to the worst, learns the lesson
there and then calmly, unafraid (well,
maybe just a little afraid—after all, he is
human!), continues his journey forward.
He’s come to trust that not only is there
a light at the end of the tunnel, but that
Light also illuminates the tunnel. I think
that’s “grace.”

And then, thirdly,
it occurred to me
that Adam’s life is a
song itself. It has its
incredibly high notes
and the abysmal
low ones, its peaks
and valleys, its riffs
and trills. It takes
courage to live such
a life of extremes.
Listen to his vibrato
notes. I’d imagine
that sometimes there
are some pretty
shaky times in his
life, too. At other
times, when he’s in
the flow of things,
his life is sustained,
like his notes can
be. Of course, the
thing is that he’s got
perfect control over
his notes; Life doesn’t
afford us that! The
point is, though, that
when we hear Adam’s
voice, it’s really
his life singing or
speaking or laughing
or expressing to us.
Adam is the vessel;
his life is the song.
And that song sings

WANT TO READ
We feel that Adam has still not reached
his potential,
certainly not in music
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
industry accolade. Similar to those
before him—among them, David
GO TO:
Bowie—he truly is one in a million and
that will only be properly appreciated by
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
the masses in years to come.
Until then, we treasure the special bond
we've grown to have with the Glamberts,
who understand and adore him as much
as we do, and appreciate all the support

WANT TO READ
A second thing I thought about was how
reveals his life through his music.
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?Adam
you have given us in return. w
Maybe that’s why he and all of us are so
excited about “Trespassing.” We’re going
GO TO:
to hear more and learn more about the
“internal” Adam, the one he knows and
A Hug From Adam
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
wants us to know something about, too.
By Carol Fortunato @Carolambs
Yonkers, NY

Maybe this is how he can best show us
his depth, that he’s so much more than
the two-dimensional man we usually see,
the one in the photos that does all those
interviews and wonderful charitable
things and who sings those amazing
songs with that otherworldly voice and
that incredible physical presence. Adam
sings us his life through the music. And
that’s where we’ll all be able to really see
him.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
itself. w
Adam Lambert’s Eyebrows
WANT TO READ
By Briana Blair, brianadragon, for Bubblews
I had my first hug with Adam
AURA WITHOUT
Oh my heavenly goodness! Have you seen Adam Lambert’s
during myOBSTRUCTIONS?
second Meet &
eyebrows? They’re almost unnatural. I swear those things
Greet, in the CocaCola Lounge,
are entities unto themselves, just sitting on his face doing all
Chicago,
IL,
March
16,
2012.
I
flew
GO TO:
sorts of perfectly choreographed wonder. I have never seen
there to meet Randee Trimble, @
anyone else who can make their eyebrows dance like that!
RTPunkyGirl, who took a train from
I’ve
got to say, I have a weakness for a guy who has even
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Ann Arbor, MI. When it was my turn
to meet him, I just asked Adam if I
could have a hug and he said, “of
course.”

half that control. It’s SO sexy. His eyes are fabulous too. That
color, and he can so rock the guyliner. He got moves too.
Damn! I mean really, Damn!! It’s really too bad he’s gay. It’s
actually funny. I introduced mom to his music and she saw a
video and was drooling just as much as me. She was likewise
displeased to learn he was batting for the other team. He’s
way to young and famous for either of us, buy you know, girls
can dream, right? I’m still gonna dream. He’s still a tasty little
stud muffin.
To see Briana’s original post, go to bubblews.com/
news/406029-adam-lambert039s-eyebrows …
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International
Cover Star

A

dam has graced dozens of
music, entertainment, teen and
gay pride magazine covers,
boosting sales and crashing
websites in the U.S. and around the
globe. His face on the cover is a gift to
fans and publishers alike. Among his
most well-known covers: Entertainment
Weekly, RollingStone (U.S. and Japan),
FAULT, Details, Dorian, Fiasco, The
Advocate, Out100, Frontiers, InRock,
Instinct, LA Weekly, Milk, Bent, Poplick,
Blikk and Billboard (with Kris). In
addition to Poplick (Denmark), shown,
magazines featuring Adam’s image and/
or articles, have flown off the shelves
in Australia, Bulgaria, Canada, China,
Denmark, Finland, Germany, Hungary,
Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Latvia,

Malaysia, New Zealand, Norway, Peru,
Poland, Romania, Singapore, South
Africa, Sweden, Turkey, U.K. and U.S.
For a comprehensive list, visit http://
www.pinterest.com/AdamLambertBE. w

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Left:
Adam on the cover of
Poplick magazine.
Above:
Trespassing cover art.
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Above:
DianaKat1 captured this photo of Adam with his
sunglasses picking up the massive audience in
San Francisco, 2012.

Above:
Outside Z100 Meet & Greet in NYC, 2012, Adam signed
and posed with fans. Mary Wyman @LIBlondMom later
discovered her face was reflected in Adam's sunglasses.
Photograph by Alice MIller.
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Sound Waves,
Pendants &
Adam

By Paula Long @WearTheMusic.co,
WearTheMusic.co, Houston, TX

W

hile not an avid television
viewer, I just happened to
walk into our family room
as Adam Lambert stepped
around the corner into the audition
room. He opened his mouth to sing and
wham!—I was a hardcore fan.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Around this time, I learned Adam was
GO TO:
coming to a Houston radio station to
do a Trespassing promo; there were
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
tickets to win! I tried but didn’t win, then
My daughter has been seriously ill since
she was young. I’ve worked at home—
my background is in graphic design and
computer consulting—to be available
for her and the schools while creating
an income to help offset the cost of
care. For some time, I had wanted to do
something to give back to Adam’s fans
for their support, shoulders and love
during the demanding and endless days
of caring for my daughter. After clearing
a few hurdles, I came up with the idea
that became Wear the Music.

an incredibly generous friend on Twitter
won entrance and invited me as her
guest. I stayed up two days creating
a special one-of-a-kind “Better Than I
Know Myself” pendant for Adam, since it
was his current single. First to the radio
station, stomach in knots, my friend and
I were seated at the front of the room. In.
He. Walked. And I felt him, this incredible
energy flowed from him and enveloped
me wholly. He talked, we talked. He
sang. Entranced, I couldn’t take my eyes
off him.

Left:
Fine Silver Sound
Wave Imprinted
Pendant, BTIKM (entire
song). Gift for Adam,
personally presented
in Houston, Texas,
March 2012.
Above:
Jewelry box with
description card
enclosure and
showcased Sound
Wave Imprinted
Pendant replicating
The Glambert
Whisperer saying,
“Thank You,
Glamberts, I Love
You.”

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
album and it took
me months of overdesigning, underdesigning, testing,
failing, all the while
angsting heavily
over how I could
possibly do justice
to one of the most
beautiful songs
I’d ever heard. In
November, I unveiled
seven “Underneath”
pendants and two
other designs.

One day, while listening to FYE
WANT TO READ
For the Meet & Greet, I was near the
in an audio program I use to edit
end of the line so I could compose
presentations,
I watched the sound
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
myself. Suddenly I was walking toward
waves moving across the monitor and lit
him chanting “be professional” to myself,
up: “Sound waves! Adam! There’s got to
GO TO:
carrying an organza-ribboned black box
be something I can do with that!” After
. . . tears in my eyes. Adam reached out
exploring many ideas and methods, I
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
his hand and said, “Hello!” I moved to his
came up with sound wave imprinted
jewelry! What started as an idea became
a business in about four months. I have
no idea how—I just was determined! In
June 2011, I launched Wear the Music’s
website with four pendants.

side, told him I had a gift I’d made him,
took off the lid and pulled the pendant
out of its zipped bag. He literally squeed
and wiggled with excitement, then asked,
“What is it?” My response: “The sound
wave from BTIKM.” Him: “What’s it made
of?” Me: “Pure silver; the leather cord is
in the box.” Him: “I’m going to put it on
a chain!” That is all I remember except
him repeating he would put it on a chain
and walking off with the tear floodgates
opening up full force. I was exhausted
and overwhelmed. I didn’t actually look
at his face because I knew I would have
fallen on the floor in a hot mess.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
I announced the opening on Twitter and
GO TO:
I have veered off the
was terrified but excited! The response
sound wave imprints
was overwhelmingly supportive, positive,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
a few times—for
and the orders came! I designed,
created and added a few more at a time.
I fell back on my design background and
began manipulating the sound waves
to reflect what I felt when listening to
the music. The first piece I presented
with this design style was the BTIKM
pendant.
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As soon as Trespassing was released,
I got busy creating many new pieces.
“Underneath” is my favorite song on the

Adam’s Infinity tat, for
example. Thanks to
Adam, I see and feel
music all around me
And, thanks to Adam,
I am blessed to be
able to share it with
the world. w

I Got “Girled”
By Adam Lambert
By Paula Coots @PaulaRCoots, TX

E

xcerpted from my account
detailing a chance meeting
with Adam after the Texas
Tango concert on 10/29/2012.
After meeting Tommy and Ashley out
back after the show, I lost my car keys
and went back to the stage door, when...

And he made that serious face. "Yeah,
this is weird back here!" He marched to
the policeman. "Could you please open
the gate?"
And out he came, in a great mood,
huggy and chatty, signing things. But
when he headed back to me, I swear I
almost fell over. That's when I held out
the bracelets, which I think is why he
was heading toward me.

breathing because
I thought it was
so beautiful, the
signature itself and
the way he moved
that pen, in graceful
loops. And most
of all just standing
that close to him,
especially as he ran
his finger over my
other tattoo and really
gave me his attention
for that short span of
time.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
He was wearing the bracelet wrong side
GO...out
TO:
popped Adam with his loud voice,
out on his right wrist.
out from where Tommy had appeared
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
earlier. He said, "Oh, I'm so sorry! If I'd
… and then he was signing my arm....
I remember how I was
known you guys were out here I would've
come out a long time ago." Well. Keys
were forgotten.

his head was down. I watched his face
so intently. I could see his acne scars
that only make him that more human and
beautiful. When he was pulling my arm
closer and he could see where Tommy
had signed my hand, I said, "Of course
you know who did that." Adam said softly
and quickly, "He is a very nice man."

telling him, when he
went back to correct
the "d" of his name
on my arm, "You are
such a perfectionist.
Always, turn this up,
turn that down, I can't

I thought the signature was. I was
speechless. I wouldn't have had his
normal scrawl tattooed at all. But this
swirly thing is a work of art. It looked like
an exotic ivy or something. Seriously.
For a moment I am not even sure I was

time. Like with his
drawing of his name.
And how hard it must
be for him but how
great for us! But he
said, "Girl, I was just
trying to hear!"

WANT TO READ
He came up to the fence, in his top hat
and hugeWITHOUT
round glasses. Just exuding
AURA
OBSTRUCTIONS?
kindness and happiness and talking to
through the fence. I went up to him
GOusTO:
hear the guitar." I
in that gap between the sections of the
didn't mean it like that
fence and just started talking about
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
And I wanted to tell him how beautiful
night, I meant all the
being at Hammersmith.

"I did get to see two shows at the Apollo,”
I told him. “Two of the greatest nights of
my life."

WANT TO READ
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
He smiled that close-lipped smile. "They
great, weren't they?"
GOwere
TO:
Miscommunication.
I felt the Apollo bracelets in one of my
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
But still. I got "Girled"
other pockets. I took them out and he
by Adam Lambert.

saw them and said, "Oh, what is this? I
didn't see these."

I don't think you could

ever meet a nicer
WANT
TO READ
I showed him through the fence. "We
man. A nicer genius.
had these specially made. (Marilyn! Yay!)
I am honored to be
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
I was going to see if you would like one."
marked for life. w
GOAndTO:
he said, "Oh, I would love one. I
was going to ask if I could have one."
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

“

“

This was not working through the fence.
I said, "Don't you feel like a monkey in a
cage?"

Paula Coots poses
with Adam after
Texas Tango concert,
October 29, 2012.

I don’t think you could
ever meet a nicer man.
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You Lit Up My
Broken Sky
Letter sent in December 2012
Dear Lee and Adam,

F

irst of all, we would like
to say that we have been
overwhelmed by the kindness
and generosity of spirit you
have both shown Mike and me. Lee,
thank you for telling our story to Adam
and for expediting the mailing of your
beautiful print. It is stunning. It is our
most prized possession and we will
cherish it forever! The first thing in the
car before the hurricane was my Adam
memorabilia. The next was my wedding
album (shhh, don't tell Mike!) LOL. Lee,
thank you for sending this message to
Adam for me!

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
let you in to see the show? I told
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? they
them to let you in." You are the sweetest,
most amazing man.
Adam, I know you're a very busy man.
GO TO:
Thank you so much for choosing to
You have created much more than
personalize our print and then waiting for
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
your beautiful music. You have created
Wendy to send back our names to you!
It really means the world to me. Losing
our home was a nightmare, but you truly
have "lit up my broken sky." I saw your
Instagram picture taken while you were
signing my print. It makes me happy how
you include all of your fans in your dayto-day life.

a beautiful caring Glamily. I only met
Wendy Goff-Hawkes one time, while
we stood on line all day at the MLB Fan
Cave. She came up with the idea of
getting the print for Mike and me. She
and her sister Linda Mayer coordinated
everything with Arleen Stamp and
Eowyn Rohan. It is your spirit of giving
and caring that has trickled down to your
loving Glamberts. Thanks to you, I have
amazing friends from all over the world
with whom I have exciting adventures.

Above:
Claudia and Mike
Cohill, from Long
Island, NY, with their
new Lee Cherry
print—autographed
by Adam and Lee—
which was given to
them by friends to
lift their spirits after
losing their home in
Hurricane Sandy. Fans
were in New York City
to see Adam perform
at Cyndi Lauper’s True
Colors fundraiser in
December 8, 2012.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Adam, this is not the first time you have
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
shown your kindness to me. Last March,
my friend Dee (she gave you the Gareth
Pugh nail polish) and I went to see you in
Hartford at the Russian Lady for a radio
promo. Neither of us had won tickets,
but we said, "What the hell, let’s just go.
Maybe we'll see Adam when he arrives."

Here is a link to the video that Eowyn
WANT TO READ
took of Mike and me reacting to
gift (http://www.youtube.com/
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? our
watch?v=i1c0EWB1Rns). We were all in
New York City to attend Cyndi Lauper’s
GO TO:
So at the Russian Lady, hanging around
“Home for the Holidays” fundraiser
for hours waiting for you to arrive, we
for Forty to None—especially Adam’s
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
asked the owner which door he thought
performance—which supports LGBTQ
you would come to and he said, "Adam
is already here. If you go across the
street and look up to the second floor,
you might see him in the window." So
we did, and to our surprise you and
Tommy turned around and waved to us!!
Next thing we know, we were escorted
upstairs to see your show. OMG! Later
on at the Meet & Greet you asked, “Did
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homeless youth in America. Next time I
see you I'm gonna give you a big hug!!
With much love,
Your Adoring Glamberts
Claudia & Mike Cohill @claudcloud w

A Real Glambert
Transformation
By Nick Ackley @LAMBERTLUST
San Francisco, CA

F

or years, I had a lot of
preconceived notions about
people and life. I was a metal
head stuck in a little box, angry
and into aggressive music. It led me into
a kind of limited sense of my own reality.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GOI worked
TO:in a gym where I met a guy
named Tom. We became friends. When I
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
called him and suggested we hang out (it
was a Tuesday), he said, “No, Tuesday
is ‘American Idol Day’.” I told him pop
culture is not my thing. It’s meaningless,
everything I’m against. But when I
realized I had nothing else to do I called
back and Tom said to come over. The
guys who were there had been watching
Idol together since Season 1. They had
these little books in which they rated the
contestants from 1 to 10 and wrote what
the judges thought. I was totally making
fun of them. The next week they gave
me my own little book so I began rating
the contestants just as they were.

The first Glambert I met outside of Twitter
was Maitri Joy @UOwnMyHeartAdam.
She was surprised to find a guy who
liked Adam and wanted to hang out
together. We did and formed this bond.
It was great for both of us to have
someone to be open with about who we
are. I’ve been bisexual my entire life, had
feelings for guys, but in large I was seen
as a straight man. Thanks to Adam, I’ve
come to terms with it, learned to accept
that I’m bisexual and be O.K. with it.
Friends tell me that I’m more open now,
more personable. I’ve let go of a lot of
the old baggage I was carrying. It’s been
real transformative.

Above:
Nick and LInda
celebrate their
engagement.

other contestants. I’d never seen anyone
like him. His attitude, his presence really
attracted me to him. Adam has been a
liberating force for me.

gay community, in the substance abuse
recovery community. I celebrated five
years of sobriety July 15, 2012. I was
pretty stable when Adam came along
in 2009. If he had arrived three years
earlier, I don’t think my change would
have been as effective. Things happen
in your life at certain times, come your
way if you’re putting the right energy into
the universe.

one knee and asked
Linda for her hand in
marriage.

Adam’s voting number on my avi. I’m
very grateful that this shift happened
and that Adam spearheaded the change
within me. It opened up the floodgates
and helped me let go of all the stuff I was
holding onto.

At the second annual Adam Lambert
birthday bash in San Francisco, January
29, 2012, I met the woman of my dreams
named Linda. During 2012, we went
to six Adam Lambert gigs together and
really bonded. We had this connection,
freedom, and a personal liberation
through Adam's music and his message.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
We fell in love. Earlier
WANT TO READ
this year, at our third
Adam B-day bash, I
AURA
WITHOUT
Then came
Season 8 and this guy OBSTRUCTIONS?
Adam
brought out an Adam
Lambert. He had a power about him,
Lambert Divas cake,
GOsomething
TO: that was genuine, real and of
we all sang happy
course he had an incredible voice. And
Being a Glambert is a way of life, but I’m
birthday to Adam
this humility; he thanked the judges, the
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
into other things too. I’m involved in the
then I got down on

WANT TO READ
Our wedding will
The guysWITHOUT
I watched Idol with didn’t OBSTRUCTIONS?
get
AURA
be held at The
Adam the way I did. So I went online to
Palace Of Fine Arts
people who felt the same way. My
in San Francisco,
GOfind
TO:
Myspace at the time was Destructive
January 26, 2014.
Youth.
I
changed
it
to
Text4Adam.
I
went
ALL GLAMBERTS
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
from being this metal head to having

For a while, I didn’t know anyone beyond
the online community who felt like I did.

ARE INVITED! For
wedding information
go to lambertlust.com

Because of Adam, my
life has been radically
transformed beyond
anything I could ever
have dreamt. w
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"Red River of Screams"
by M.S., S.P., São
Paulo, Brazil.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
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WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
piece of our personality. To explain what I
When someone
Red River of
WANT TO READ
mean, I have to take you … underneath.
sings of despair as a
Screams
form of liberation, it
By M.S., S.P.,
São Paulo, Brazil
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Two years ago, my daughter had problems
becomes a catalyst
coming out of the closet. She was bipolar
for change. Therapy
and
schizophrenic.
Her
difficulty
with
through music. Today,
GO TO:
t first I fell for the “Elvis”
accepting her sexuality must have pulled
my daughter and I
in Adam. Then during his
the
trigger.
The
crisis
paralyzed
the
are in the healing
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
“Glam-Neo hippie” phase, I

A

felt something spiritual and
fantastic about him. I think many people
identified with the “shaman experience”
at Fantasy Springs, when Adam sang
"WLL."

muscles on one side of her body, similar
to a stroke. While one side was trying to
smile, the other was paralyzed—death and
life in the same body. I spent months with
her, sharing her hallucinations. I talked
with beings that only she could see and
talk with. I encouraged her to embrace her
sexuality, while blaming myself for being
a failed mother. I became depressed. The
dark side was dragging me down, but I
had to smile, especially for my daughter,
even though I felt crushed inside. I found
relief in medication.

process. Once again,
Adam is helping me
release my suffering.
His courage to face
adversities, especially
when he sings, makes
me believe everything
is possible. My faith
in him helps me help
my daughter.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Later, when hearing his first comments
about Trespassing, I feared that the
GO TO:
“shamanistic aura” Adam seemed
to have would vanish along with the
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
feathers, sequins and makeup. Despite
his incomparable talent, would the new
music break the spell? I should never
have underestimated Adam’s ability to
affect people in a very deep and unique
way—to make them wonder about their
attitudes toward life, review their beliefs
and transform their realities to better suit
their needs. Each Trespassing song is a
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More recently, when I heard the songs of
Trespassing, especially "Underneath," I
understood the whole dark and light sides
immediately, the two viewpoints. The real
shaman lives inside us as a healer spirit;
the music heals through Adam´s voice.

The key to all this is
that we discover our
strength in bad times.
Thanks to Adam,
I’ve found my inner
shaman. w

Dreams Do
Come True

By Russia, Ukraine and Belarus
Glamberts @AdamLambertRUAB

W

hen we founded our fan
community we couldn't
even imagine that three
years later we would have
more than 31,000 members from Russia,
Ukraine, Belarus and other countries.
We also were only dreaming that Adam
would visit us one day. But dreams do
come true.

people who would come to rehearsals,
but we did.
We had to rehearse late in the evening
so everyone could come and learn the
moves. So, after a long and busy day
Glamberts came and danced, danced,
danced. It was double hard for those
who made up our dance and those who
had to teach everyone, because one day
one rehearsal group would come, next
day the other and so on. What's more,
for many girls it was the first time they
had ever tried dancing.

in his songs: be
yourself, be proud
of who you are, try
to live in peace and
love. Love overcomes
hate.
When we uploaded
our video onto
YouTube, the
feedback was
amazing and positive!
Everyone loved it!
And so did Adam!
He was pleased with
our performance.
Some months later,
when he announced
a Trespassing fan
video contest, we
won second place for
“Best Choreography”!

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Another difficulty—we had to find a
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
place to rehearse. We rented halls in
The summer of 2012 Adam visited Kiev,
Ukraine, and Moscow, Russia, when he
was touring with Queen. We realized it
was our chance to show him our love
and support. But how? What could we
do? Finally we decided we would create
a dance flash mob because we thought
it would be the brightest way to support
Adam.

dance schools and collected money to
pay for them. It was a new place every
time because the schools didn't want to
let anyone "waste" their time and "steal"
their money. For three weeks we were
dancing, nonstop, till our muscles started
aching. Nevertheless, we were sure
it was a good cause. Finally we were
ready. We found equipment to play the
music loud and found the right place—
the most popular Moscow street, the
Arbat.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
It was a dream
GO TO:
come true! We not
only became closer
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
and had fun while
Easy to say but hard to do. We decided
to hold our flash mob in Moscow, where
Adam would come after Kiev. At first we
had nothing except the enthusiasm of a
few people who volunteered to help and
organize it. It was June so lots of young
Glamberts had their exams at schools
and universities, while others were busy
at work. It seemed impossible to find

preparing our flash
mob, we were noticed
by Adam and showed
him that he is loved
here in Russia, in the
Ukraine and Belarus.
This is the best
thing that has ever

WANT TO READ
It was a success! Lots of people stopped
to watch us dance. We were wearing
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
black and yellow while “Trespassing”
played. Smiling faces were all around.
We had fun. We also were trying to
GO TO:
spread the ideas that Adam proclaims
happened to us. w
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Gesture of Love
A few weeks ago, I gave him one of
violence, economic
By Vanesa Pepegna @vanglam,
the Trespassing CDs donated by some
and emotional
WANT
TOArgentina
READ
Buenos Aires,
U.S. Adam fans to Argentine fans. He
deprivation, and
loved the album pics. Today, he gave
poverty. Accordingly
AURA WITHOUT
geography teacher for 12OBSTRUCTIONS?
me a beautiful surprise: this drawing of
I felt moved by this
years, I work in the neediest
Adam. The kids who go to this school
beautiful gesture of
GO TO:neighborhoods in Buenos
have suffered a lot. They live with
love! Miguel is a true
Aires, Argentina. A few months
artist. Apologies for
ago, I showed one of my students,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
my poor English.

A

Miguel Pereyra, the video of Adam
singing "Crying" on American Idol and he
was delighted with his voice. He studies
in a high school specializing in Arts,
located in "Fuerte Apache" (Fort Apache,
one of the poorest neighborhoods of my
city, similar to a place in the Bronx, NY).

I used Google
Translate! Bye, dear
Glamily! w
Left:
“I felt moved by this
beautiful gesture of
love,” said Vanesa.
“Miguel is a true
artist.”
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Driven to Help
LGBT Youth
By @RadarEcho

A

dam Lambert changed me,
but it took some time, and the
change resulted from a chain
reaction of events. While I’d
love to give Adam all the credit, a lot
of the credit goes to people’s negative
reactions to him … the “haters.” Because
it was the haters that made me mad and
motivated me to take action, even action
outside my comfort zone.

it, showed me his true character and his
strength to be himself.
Adam inspired me to get more involved
in LGBT equal rights issues. First, I
found one n ten (http://onenten.org)
because the fans were donating music
to them and I started helping them in
other ways -- from afar since I am not in
Phoenix where one n ten is based. As
the months passed, I was inspired by
their work to find a similar organization in
my area, Youth First Texas (http://www.
youthfirsttexas.org). I volunteer at YFT,
an organization that helps youth aged
14 to 22 to have a safe place where they
are free to be themselves in a supportive
environment.

for what LGBT youth
must feel everyday
going to school
where they feel like
outsiders, or worse.
My family really thinks
that I have changed
a lot because preAdam, I would not
have considered
doing what I am doing
now. I didn’t volunteer
my time, and I didn’t
take many risks. I
have learned so
much about myself
and about the issues.
And working with the
youth makes me feel
like I am making an
important difference.
Thank you, Mr. Adam
Lambert, for helping
me find my new
passion – for music
again and for working
to make things

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
I was a fan of sweet, lovable Adam, who
respects everyone he meets, sings with
an amazing voice while working harder
than everyone around him. Then, I
observed how even though he worked
harder, and was more talented, he
seemed to get less credit and received
a lot of hate! I observed anti-gay
comments in the press and in public
Internet comments – and I was shocked
at the prevalence of the hate. Seeing
how Adam ignored it all, and rose above

Volunteering at YFT is not easy for
WANT TO READ
me. It is downtown and far from my
It is hard to find time
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? neighborhood.
while working full time. It is hard to learn
everything I need to know because I
GO TO:
don’t have experience with youth, and
it is hard for me to know what to say
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
sometimes since I am not LGBT, but I
am a fierce ally! Being out of my comfort
zone might just give me a teeny, tiny feel

better. w

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
of support—for which I am forever
video, showing just
‘Adam
lambert
thankful—it was possible! In April 2011,
how humble he is.
hour’ radio
GO TO:
because of a station glitch, and my
Adam's fans really
show a hit
brother Aidan's For Your Entertainment
understand him and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
By Liam McEwan, Adam Lambert
CD, the concept of the Adam Lambert
he really understands
Hour @LiamMcEwan, New Zealand

T

o me, Adam Lambert is more
than just the music, the voice
and the look. For millions
around the world, being a fan
of Adam has come to mean trying things
they never thought they would, becoming
more open-minded about issues around
the world, and, of course, making new
friends.

Hour was born. The weekly show has
continued and expanded steadily, with
the currently 40,000 international listener
base growing every week! This past
year, Aidan and I were honored to win
the #TrespassingFanVid contest and
meet Adam himself during his October
promotional visit at JB Hi-Fi signing,
Auckland, New Zealand. He recognized
both of us straight away, and continued
to tell us what he enjoyed about our

us. Glamberts are
passionate about
everything Adam
does, and are so
supportive of him as
well as each other!
I'm a proud Glambert,
and so happy that we
have Adam to look up

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
to! w
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
In early 2009, when I was 13, I joined
a radio station here in Auckland called
"The Flea FM." Back then, the idea of
having an hour dedicated to one artist
seemed impossible, but the Glamberts
around the world showed the station
that with dedication and a huge amount
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Left:
Adam greets Liam
at JB Hi-Fi Queen
Street (Trespassing CD
signing) in Auckland,
New Zealand, October
2012.

But deep within me, I knew something was wrong
I felt depressed, repressed, and far from strong
The questions began, and the change grew within
But during this time, I believed it was “sin”

World Full
of Glitter
My Journey to Acceptance
and Unconditional Love
By Paula S. Jensen @Paula_
Glambelle, Madison, AL

F

or far too many years, I fought a type of war
A conflict where my “soul” tallied up the score
A battle with self, with society, with “God”

So I hid from the world, never letting it show
Pretending to agree, so no one would know
I lived with suppressive standards and rules
Though I knew deep within, I was being a fool

WANT TO READ
Until a special singer caused me to wonder
ALL of which made me oblivious and a fraud
Why a nation would ridicule and bring forth a thunder
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Over someone’s bold choice to be his TRUE self
My world was empty, colorless, and flat
Not putting his differences high on a shelf
GOMostTO:
of the time, it was simply an act
Eager to believe in things that were told
He had flawless talent that could not be denied
Following rules that were callous and cold
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
But when I voiced that I liked him, I seemed to be eyed
Call it conservatism, tradition, or faith
It only led to constant judgment and hate
I tried to be something that others deemed “right”

By those around me who would judge him a “sinner”
But I knew in my core he was simply a winner
So I made a vow, and then took a stand
I would truthfully say what I thought of this man
He had the right to live as he believed and wanted
With this new conviction, I went forth undaunted

WANT
TO READ
Happy in the light of day, yet I suffered at night
AURA
WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
I believed in it all, and tried to be faithful
feeling shame, if I found it questionable
I opened my mind and finally let myself believe
GOAlways
TO:
Forcing myself to think I had the “truth”
That this world needed love without forced boundaries
And if I would just follow it, my life would be smooth
Unconditional love that would include ALL voices
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Regardless of their preferences, beliefs, or choices
I found happiness in thinking that I knew the “plan”
When all I had were the creations of man
Living my life on the concept of fear

So I left my religion, tradition, and faith
And with my husband beside me, we made our escape
Now I no longer see it as a world full of “litter”

WANT
TO
READ
Believing that
someday,
harsh judgment was near
I look at it now as a world full of GLITTER! w
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GOAdam
TO: Storm:
We named our site ‘Adam Storm’
multiple languages.
because the image that kept occurring
A massive response
Global fan
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
was that of an approaching hurricane—
enabled us to have a
Support

By Barb @Barbls23 and Oshi
@Oshi4Real

W

with Adam at the eye of the storm and
the outer bands representing the passion
and energy that Adam fans demonstrate
every day. Adam Storm was coming
and its name was Trespassing! Our

major impact on EP
and single sales. An
added bonus was the
boost in Trespassing

WANT TOhileREAD
fans waited
Deluxe CD sales.
month after month for
new
website
served
as
a
“safe
haven.”
AURA WITHOUT
Trespassing to drop,OBSTRUCTIONS?
we
From experience we had learned which
This fandom is truly a
put our energies to use
promotional
strategies
had
the
most
global community and
about how fans could help to
GOthinking
TO:
impact
and
focused
on
them:
radio
Adam is a global star.
promote the album. Enter Adam Storm
requesting,
donating
&
gifting,
polls,
His light has brought
(adamlambertstorm.com), which we set
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
social media and fund raising.
us all together. What
up for Adam fans worldwide. We have
members from some countries, which—
we are embarrassed to admit—we
needed to Google! I am deeply moved
by members who have joined from
countries with Internet restriction, such
as Iran. Fans in some countries have
taken risks to support Adam. We are
amazed by their courage, while hoping
they exercise caution.

One of the accomplishments we’re
most proud of was the campaign to
collect donations from fans worldwide
to help U.S. sales of the Trespassing
EP and Radio Edit single. We installed
a PayPal button at Adam Storm, and

does the future hold
for Adam Storm?
Like a weatherman
tracking a hurricane,
we will be in hot
pursuit as Adam leads
the way. w

took to Twitter and Facebook to inform
fans of this opportunity to contribute, in
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QUEEN &

ADAM LAMBERT

T

he six-concert
Queen with Adam
Lambert tour of 2012
was an epic event,
spectacularly successful by
every measure. It was also
a joyful, celebratory blast for
three remarkable musicians.

And each time, Adam’s killer
vocals, Brian and Roger’s
pitch-perfect rocking and
incredible band electrified the
SRO crowds—even hard-core
Queen fans—for the two-hour
set.

30; Moscow, Russia, July 3;
Wroclaw, Poland, July 7; and
London, UK, July 11, 12, 14.

pounding, hand-clapping
euphoria of those magical
musical happenings.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
What was it about those
GOHundreds
TO: of thousands of
concerts? A musician, a
photographer, and three fans
Queen
and
Adam
fans
filled
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
share their take on the heartvenues in Kiev, Ukraine, June
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Photographs left and
far left were captured
by Tuke18 during the
London, U.K. shows,
July 2012, and edited
by Weelassie11. The
chemistry between
Adam and Brian
was palpable.
Extraordinary
musicians and people,
they played off each
other's strengths like
old friends and stole
the hearts of fans in
both camps. Their onstage interactions
were royally joyful,
respectful, loving,
funny and at times
clearly emotional.
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A Kind of Magic
By V.P. aka annehedonia
Belleville, IL

I

f a modicum of cynicism hides
in a dark corner of any soul,
this photo (right) surely is the
antidote. For here is something
authentic, pure, genuine . . .

WANT TO READ
real.
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Here are two men who’d been brought
together by fate, kismet, karma –
GO TO:
perfectly suited to healing in each other
some very significant and defining past
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
hurts and disappointments, perhaps
even broken places.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
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On the night when the photo was taken,
I was lying in bed in a state of unwanted
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
wakefulness and had decided to
research Brian May on my smartphone—
what better to do at 2:45 a.m.! Under
“personal life” there was something
unexpected and genuinely distressing.
It seems he had gone through a period
of deep depression in the late ’80s
and early ’90s. A series of traumas – a
troubled marriage, perceived failure at
fatherhood, the death of Freddie and his
own father’s death – had pushed him to
a level of despondency that resulted in
his considering suicide. I was stunned.
He’s brilliant, talented and sweetly
laid back. But no one is immune from
despair, and I felt so sad knowing he’d
endured that pain.

Above: Priceless
moment captured
by Tuke18, edited by
Weelassie11.
Left: Photograph by
Tuke 18/ Weelassie11.

WANT TO READ
Freddie. But whatever
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
the case, I’m sure he
was Brian’s friend,
GO TO:
artistic collaborator
and a big part of
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
what defined the

I don’t pretend to know what it might
have been like to share the stage with
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Queen brand and
identity. To suddenly
be faced with a void
that enormous after
having had worldwide
acclaim playing to
massive crowds of
adoring fans had to
be devastating. No

one else can be Freddie. But no one is
Adam, either.
The casual observer might wonder what
the runner-up of a reality singing contest
could possibly offer rock royalty. But
we are privileged to know. Adam had
everything it took to fill the void left by
Freddie so long ago, in his own original
and authentic way. And it was perfect.
Along with his superlative talents,
personality and beauty, he brought
diplomacy, humility and a desire to serve
the music above all. During the second
night’s show, Brian declared, “I’m happy
to be alive.”

serendipitous ways . . . unexpected but
entirely appropriate ways. Ways we
never could have dreamt for ourselves.
Ways that are wiser and more creative
than anything we could have devised.

seems evermore
fitting in an image
depicting the notion
that the Universe is
indeed a kind and
loving place to be. w

A white glow from stage lighting lends
an almost beatific aura to the scene
captured in this photograph. The glow

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
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Then, there’s Adam’s side of the coin.
Even though it’s evident that Adam had
tremendous gifts to bring to Queen, they
also had gifts and healing to offer him.
In the picture, Brian appears to be a
kind of wise and compassionate Rock
God Papa – someone who is himself
unquestionably accepted as iconic
and a giant, a huge talent and a living
legend. Oh, and such a good person. He
has accepted and appreciated Adam,
acknowledging to the world that he
is a major and unequalled talent, bar
none. He believes Adam deserves to be
recognized and respected and he treats
him that way. But it’s more too – I believe
there’s a kind of paternal love and gentle
protectiveness there too.

Top Left: Massive
Polish arena audience
as captured by Brian's
daughter, Emily, on
her iPhone 4.
Below: Photographer
Alexey Petrov
captured Adam
singing "I Want to Be
Free" in Kiev.
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All of that is such a tremendous
validation. It seems Adam has always
faced, “Yes, he’s hugely talented BUT
(fill in the blank): he’s gay, he’s too
theatrical, he has limited appeal, he’s a
product of American Idol, his audience
is comprised mainly of middle-aged
women,” etc. Brian and Roger trusted
Adam to be the dynamic, enthralling
performer and front man that he is –
and all of their hopes appear to have
been realized by love-crazed audiences
comprised of fans from both camps.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
What I saw in that photo is a
reinforcement of the belief that people
are sometimes lucky to receive the
grace of unseen guidance, acceptance,
encouragement and camaraderie in
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Live Review

By Mark Gilroy @markgilroymusic, UK.
WANT TO READ
Originally posted on Mark Gilroy Vocals & Keys, July 14, 2012
AURA WITHOUT
Two weeks OBSTRUCTIONS?
ago I was offered the chance of a lifetime – one of my Twitter
As anticipation built
pals (@timesmasher) offered me a pair of spare tickets for one of just three shows that Queen
in the sold-out, 8000
GO TO:
were playing in London. As luck would have it, I happened to be in London on just that night,
capacity Apollo, the
so I seized the opportunity. A lifelong Queen fan and a (relatively) new Adam Lambert fan, I
intro to “Flash” began
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
knew that this would be a night to remember.
playing, before the
Adam, where the interviewer asked him how he felt about filling the shoes of Freddie Mercury.

curtain came down.
Electric doesn’t even
begin to describe the
atmosphere.

This paved the way for an evening that wasn’t a Freddie Mercury tribute, nor the ‘Adam
Lambert show’...but a showcase of some of the greatest songs ever written. It’s no secret that
Brian and Roger are big admirers of Lambert’s work. Aside from them hand-picking him for
these shows, Brian May posted on his blog shortly after their first show in Kiev:

spiked leather jacket,
Lambert launched
into “Seven Seas of
Rhye”.

Before their recent string of shows in Moscow & Poland, I remember reading an interview with

[

]

WANT TO READ
“I do have big shoes to FIll, fronting with Queen.
I’m bringing my own shoes. Ones Freddie
But
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Confident and defiant,
would have thought were cute.”
decked in leather
-ADAM
trousers (which he
GO TO:
would later rip the
I liked his answer a lot:
following night) and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
The entire audience
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
“I was
at times quite mesmerised by what Adam
leapt to their feet (and
was doing and sometimes forgot to play!! ha
most stayed standing
GO TO:
ha.”
for the entire 2hr
-BRIAN MAY
show, something I’ve
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
never seen before

[

]

at a gig)! The band
ploughed through
favourites “Keep
Yourself Alive”, “We
Will Rock You (fast
version)”, and “Fat
Bottomed Girls”.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Left: Adam broke
out his fierce jacket
by The Blonds to belt
out “Dragon Attack,”
accompanied by
Brian and Roger. Photo
by @markgilroymusic
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“Don’t Stop Me Now” was the first big
crowd singalong of the evening, before
Roger handed his sticks to his son Rufus
and grabbed a mic, to tackle Bowie’s
duet in “Under Pressure’, whilst Brian
wielded a dual necked guitar.
It was all amazing and overwhelming so
far...but there was something missing.
I’d heard so much about the experience
of hearing Adam Lambert perform live,
but so far the setlist (and the sub-par
sound mix) had masked his powerhouse
vocals. I found myself waiting for a
moment to validate all this praise. And
then it came.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
As the lights came down, the synth intro
to “Who Wants To Live Forever” played,
and a collective shiver crept round the
room. For a while the crowd sang along,
before most found themselves standing
in astonishment at what they were
hearing. I’m not a massively emotional
person...but suddenly I found myself
moved to tears. Music and emotions are
so intrinsically linked, but I’d never before
heard an artist capable of conveying
emotion so powerfully in a live setting.
The first of many standing ovations of
the night followed.

Above: Adam and
Brian exchanging
praise in the UK. Photo
by @markgilroymusic

WANT TO READ
Mercury. It’s my favourite Queen song,
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
so I was intrigued to see how Lambert
interpreted it. For me, one of the defining
GO TO:
features of Queen’s back catalogue
is how hard they are to perform (a
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
testament to Mercury’s legendary talent).
Suffice to say, Adam brought the house
down – the last high note he belted out
totally floored me.

WANT TO READ
“Bohemian Rhapsody” was another
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Lambert left
the stage for Roger & Brian
highlight, a big audience singalong
to prove once again what outstanding
(does anyone not know the words to
GOmusicians
TO:they are. Roger took lead
this song?) involving Adam, Brian,
vocals for “It’s A Kind Of Magic”, and
Roger...and more live footage of Freddie.
“Those Are The Days Of Our Lives”. The
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
latter featured old footage of the band
(plus Freddie) playing in the background,
a touching moment which brought
rapturous applause from everyone and
tears for a few.

After lights-down, the trio returned for
their encore, Brian May taking the lead
on “Tie Your Mother Down”, before
Adam drifted back on for the classic “We
Will Rock You”, and then “We Are The
Champions”...at the end we were treated
to a display of vocal gymnastics and
the highest, craziest notes of the night.
I glanced around at the end and people
stood watching with their jaws hanging
open.

solo vocal slots were
the only ‘slow’ points
in the evening).

WANT TO READ
The mutual respect
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
between the three of
Before the customary ‘band jam’ session,
them was tangible –
with
the
stage
decked
in
red
light,
Adam
GOLambert
TO:
my lasting memory
slinked back onto the stage for
of the night was how
“Dragon Attack”. My consolations go out
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
great it was to see
to Elmo’s family.
Minus his Elmo jacket, Lambert returned
leatherbound and barefoot for the rest
of the night, tearing through “I Want To
Break Free”, “Another One Bites The
Dust” and “Radio Ga Ga”.
Next up was “Somebody To Love” –
a song that was written by Freddie

For me the most impressive thing
about this concert was that it wasn’t put
together as the Adam Lambert show (nor
should it have been). Freddie’s voice,
writing and memory punctuated the
evening perfectly. Roger Taylor & Brian
May had several chances to take centre
stage too (although admittedly their own

three world-class
musicians show such
humility amongst their
peers.
Assuming that
they’ll work together
again...I can’t wait for
what’s next! w
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Photograph by
Tuke18/Weelassie11
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Left: Mark sharing
an amazing night
with his little sister at
a performance of
Queen with Adam.
Below:
Photo by
@markgilroymusic

Instant Convert
By Mark Gilroy @markgilroymusic
York, U.K.

I

recently passed my first
anniversary of becoming a
Glambert. On that November
night I was stopped in my
tracks watching the TV broadcast of the
MTV EMAs when I saw a flamboyant
young performer hit the stage with Brian
May and Roger Taylor, tearing through
a medley of Queen hits. Naively, I
tweeted a question to the world asking
who this was. I was totally unprepared
for what happened next. Within 48
hours, I received over 500 replies
from what can only be described as
an army of Adam’s Twitter followers—
the most spirited, warm family of fans,
offering recommendations of video clips,
interesting facts and album tracks to
check out.

some of the greatest

WANT TO READ
songs ever written
brought to life again
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
by Adam, Brian and
Roger.
incredibly proud to count myself among
GO TO:
such a powerful fan base.
The sheer experience
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
of hearing Adam
Eight months later, I found myself
working in London, coincidentally at
the same time that Adam was due to
perform alongside Queen for three
nights. I jumped at the chance to see
what all the Glamberts unanimously
rave about—the experience of hearing
and watching Adam sing live—but to my
dismay I couldn’t get tickets for love or
money. After taking to Twitter to voice my
woes, fellow Glambert @timesmasher
contacted me and overwhelmed me with
her generosity, offering me two of her
tickets.

Lambert perform live
was something I was

totally unprepared for.
Now I can’t wait to get
my next fix. Hopefully,
one day in the future,
I’ll be lucky enough
to give someone else
what @timesmasher
offered me: the
chance to adjust
their perspective by
watching an amazing
artist, maybe Adam
Lambert, in a live

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
Needless to say I was instantly
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
converted. It’s been an incredible
journey, discovering an established
artist that’s totally new to me, and it’s so
much cooler having that whole process
aided and supported by Adam’s fans.
Even now I still have regular Twitter
contact with Glamberts worldwide. I feel

WANT TO READ
Thanks to the passion of the Glamily,
performance. w
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
my little sister and I shared the most
amazing, emotional night, watching
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
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From Russia
With Love

By Olga aka @HelgaGlambert
Russia

D

ear Adam,
My name is Olga. I am 17
years old. I live in Russia.
I so much want to tell you.
First I want to thank you! You helped me
get rid of depression. Up to you, nothing
pleased me, I did not want to learn, I had
no purpose in life. But when in my life
you came along, everything changed for
the better. Thanks to you I found a pen
friend, Kim Wayton, @motheranimal1

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
on Twitter, a Glambert too. We have
pleasure communicating because we are
united by love for you!

WANT TO READ
My English is much better because I’m
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
constantly writing
and reading on your
native language. English teacher at
GO TO:
school praises me. I completely changed
my image: my hair dyed a dark color,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
started to dress stylish and love to wear
jewelry. With the new image, I began
to feel more confident. I even think that
people began to treat me with more
respect. You taught me courage, that you
must fight for your rights and never give
up. You helped me believe in myself.
I’ll give you an example. I switched to
a healthy diet. I try as you do eat more
fruits and vegetables and less sweets.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
I Know Myself.” I try as much as possible
not to answer the call in time to enjoy
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
My values in life fundamentally
changed. I started to appreciate love
and friendship. I started listening to
good music. You are a true professional
in your field. You have a beautiful
voice. The first song I heard in your
performance was “Whataya Want From
Me.” I really liked! I love all your songs
and I know them all by heart! I often
sing along when I listen to your CDs. My
phone ringtone is the song “Better Than

your beautiful singing.:)
P.S. I hope I see you soon. I’m going to
come to your performance with Queen
in Moscow, July 3. My biggest dream
to hug you and get your autograph
as a souvenir. I am waiting with great
impatience your arrival. You made me
believe that dreams come true.

Above: Photograph
of Adam performing
in Moscow, Russia, by
Alexey Petrov.
Right: Photograph by
Tuke18/Weelassie11.
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With love, @HelgaGlambert  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The Spirit of
Freedom
By Juneau
Waltham, MA

H

ard upon the heels of his
Billboard 200 #1 album
release, Adam performed
with the legendary band
Queen. During this brief tour, which may
ultimately loft his career to a new plane,
he was seen in the flesh by as many
as 1,000,000 people! Those 1,000,000
bodies experienced the astounding effect
of Lambert’s vocal vibrations on their
molecules and had their neural circuits
permanently altered by his electrifying
energy and beauty.

“Radio Gaga,” “Crazy Little Thing
Called Love” and of course the encore
medley of “The Show Must Go On,”
“Bohemian Rhapsody” and “We Are
the Champions.” He takes “Somebody
to Love” to church, souling out with an
abandon that outraged the purists. And
on the melancholy anthem “Who Wants
to Live Forever,” he was breathtaking,
his throbbing vibrato—much maligned by
Freddie diehards—drawing buckets of
tears from eyes around the world.

When Adam sang,
“I’ve fallen in love,”
joy radiated across
his face. He IS in
love, and still over
the moon about it.
Someday he may
dig deeper into its
darker undercurrents.
Falling in love with
other things – such
as a superstar
career with a major
recording label –
can and do become
traps. Surely, there
have been moments
when Adam longs to
break free of the bean
counters and market
researchers, to follow
his inner voice.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
The song I have long dreamt of hearing
GO TO:
Adam perform is “I Want to Break Free.”
Within Queen’s catalogue of great songs,
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
this one is transcendent. It speaks to the
most profound of human yearnings, but
is also unsettlingly ambivalent.

WANT TO READ
Queen’s 1984 music video for “I Want
to Break Free” is a masterpiece. With
Watching Roger Taylor, Brian May and
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
the whole band in drag—a huge,
Adam jam on stage, having a royally
knowing wink at Freddie’s gayness—
good time, was pure ecstasy. It felt to me
GO TO:
they give him fraternal support that is as
We fans love poring
that we saw Adam rediscover his rock n’
touching as it is hilarious. In the video,
over Adam’s every
roll soul, which has gotten a bit locked
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
an affectionate tribute to the legions of
song, video, costume
down under the demands of producing
and marketing a pop album for a
mainstream label. I would relish seeing
Adam camp things up even more!

women who idolized Freddie, he dons
a black miniskirt and prances about
cleaning house, while his mustache and
hairy gams give the game away. The
music and video themselves are a kind
of drag, with dancey beats and candycolored melodies that disguise a darker
truth about the crushed hopes and
trade-offs we make every day, deferring
our dreams and smother our authentic
selves. Even love can be a trap.

and statement, what’s
a hit, what’s a miss.
We are diehard
fans of the man, not
just of his products.
Adam transcends his
products because of
how he tries to live
his life, as a man
on a quest to break
free and be true to
himself. It’s a battle
that each of us has
to fight every day. So
today I raise a glass
to Adam’s amazing
life, and to all of us
who yearn for that

WANT TO READ
It’s almost impossible to name the
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
standouts in the
nearly two-hour set.
Adam nails the songs one after another
GO TO:
and puts his own stamp on them. Many
are tailor-made for his blend of attitude
and vocal fireworks: “Don’t Stop Me
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Now,” “Another One Bites the Dust,”

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
freedom. w
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

Left:
Photograph by
@markgilroymusic
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I’M SATISFIED.
I’M LAMBERTISED.

By Christie Goodwin. Originally
posted in Christie Goodwin Pictures
That Rock, July 18, 2012.

A

A long, long time ago when
Florida was my temporary
home and when my career as
a music photographer was still
pretty much in an embryo phase, I shot
three songs of Queen featuring Paul
Rodgers in Miami. Back then Brian May
and Roger Taylor had teamed up with
Paul Rodgers, which was an interesting
combination because Paul is a blues
and rock singer with a rough voice, he
does not have the range of Freddie
Mercury and his stage presence is totally

We’re more than sIX years later now and
this time I got commissioned to shoot the
Queen Mark III line up featuring no one
less than Adam Lambert. If anyone can
do the mighty Queen oeuvre it is Adam
Lambert. Adam Lambert performed
with Brian May and Roger Taylor on
American Idol three years ago and back
then I knew they had found the perfect
match. They performed together again at
an award show a year later, but this time
they decided to go for full shows. I was
thrilled beyond words.

shoot Adam a couple
of times and each
time was a creative
high for me so one
can imagine how
excited I was when
his manager highly
recommended me to
the Queen’s camp
and they instantly
hired me to witness
and shoot the two full
shows at the London
Hammersmith Apollo.

coincidence I did see the audition
of Adam Lambert for Idol Season 8
way back in 2009. When Adam sang
“Bohemian Rhapsody” for the judges
I turned to Patrick and said, “He has
to win and I wanna work with him.” I
remember Patrick looking at me baffled,
but he did write the contestant’s name
down, just in case.

was very supportive
and gave me a wild
card to shoot as I
saw fit. “Just do your
thing,” which always

Adam came second and we’ve all
forgotten Season 8’s winner, haven’t we?
Since then I have had the privilege to

Below: Photograph
by Christie Goodwin,
July 12, 2012, at the
Hammersmith Apollo
in London.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
You see, I don’t watch a lot of telly
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
because of my job but by odd
The team backstage
WANT TO READ
different. It worked on some songs,
less on others,
and when they toured,
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
the set list also included Free and Bad
GOCompany
TO:songs, which was a pretty
good idea at the time. I am still very
grateful to Paul Rodger’s manager who
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
gave an unknown photographer a shot
at his artist.
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sounds like magic to my ears. It was pretty
hard work because of the massive light
show, which must have been amazing to
look at but which was quite challenging.
Then there were the odd smoke screens
and of course a massive pyro blast at the
end. It’s not as if you have the chance
to practice those split-second shot
opportunities. You either get it or you don’t.
I got it.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Overall it was a joy watching Brian, Roger
and Adam doing their thing while I did my
thing. You know what? It’s gigs like this that
keep me wanting to do what I do. I got such
a creative high shooting Queen featuring
Adam Lambert that I can handle any shit
they throw at me for a while now.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
I’m good. I’m satisfied. I’m Lambertised.w
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

[

]

Hey Adam ! Missing you !! When do we
get to dance again ?! ha ha ! — Bri

-BRIAN MAY

Above and at right:
Photographs by
Christie Goodwin,
July 12, 2012, at the
Hammersmith Apollo
in London.

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-FF3zrl5iB0I/UYfvOuivL_I/AAAAAAAAjFE/
Y8ON10mUr_M/s1600/dragon+walkng+off+w+bri.gif%C2%A0 …
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Embracing
Duality
By Juneau

W

e already know from Adam
that Trespassing is his
invitation to venture into
the dark and light sides of
himself. And we received hints from the
trailer about a one-way mirror dividing
two Truman Story-esque chambers. We
saw the sepia-toned images of Adam in
his Mr Rogers-evoking cardigan— albeit
a high-end “shabby chic” rendition—
and speculated that the Gareth Pughsheathed dark version might be lurking
on the other side. We were tantalized
by a Lee Cherry still shot of Adam’s iris
glinting gold, a hue ripped straight from
the eyes of Edward Cullen in the Twilight
movies.

and furniture, setting fires. He crushes a
pomegranate with his hands. His eyes
blaze furiously at “good Adam” on the
other side of the mirror.
I was unprepared for the shocking sight
of golden Adam collapsing as the blaze
set by his dark side sucked the oxygen
out of the room. Excruciating. And
though Adam, ever terrible at keeping
surprises, had told us there would be a
twist in the ending, I was still startled by
the wonderful denouement. Entranced,
and yes, moved.

The quality about
Adam that first
enthralled me is his
seemingly effortless
embrace of a duality,
between animal
sexuality and angelic
innocence. What
Adam reveals in
this brilliant video is
a more agonizing
personal struggle to
reconcile his dark and
light energies. It feels
real.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
As Adam remarked in his interview with
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
SugarScope, the dark and the light need
Adam possesses
each other. “It’s made me who I am.”
Without the two, we are not complete.
What is more, “dark” and “light” are
not so clearly differentiated. Both are
comprised of swirling shades of gray.
We humans are engaged in a timeless
battle between the quest for authenticity
and an equally human addiction to
simplification and division. It’s so much
easier to split the world into good versus
evil, heroes versus demons. Therein lies
our downfall, whether we apply this false
dichotomy onto how we see ourselves
or how we see others. When I see Adam
described as “perfect”, I cringe. Perfect
is the opposite of human. Perfect leaves
no room for complexity, for truth, for
evolution, for the self-discovery and
growth that should consume us for as
long as we have breath in our bodies.

a “dark” side. I’ve
never doubted that.
It takes uncommon
ambition, ego,
competitiveness and
even ruthlessness to
attain Adam’s level of

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
I worried that “Better Than I Know
GO TO:
artistry and stardom.
Myself” would portray a simplistic darkBut without that dark
light dichotomy. Adam’s first three videos
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
engine of desire, the
were eye candy more than brain candy,
literal interpretations of the lyrics. And
while the aesthetic pleasures of watching
Adam cavort and wail are considerable,
it’s his ability to engage my brain that
underlies his peculiar appeal. Whether
done consciously or not, he gets my
mental gears churning. He captures our
gaze because he dares to walk the high
wires of life, and it’s all playing out in real
time. There’s no safety net, and we fans
cannot help but stretch out our arms to
try to protect him. And to our repeated
thrill and relief, he passes each test,
stumbling at times but always regaining
his balance and growing, always
stepping up his game.

world would never
have been blessed
with the luminous
beauty of Adam’s art.
The golden eyes of
the ravenous beast
are of the same
hue as the light that
envelops the romantic

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
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hero. w
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
So with this new video, I was hoping
for growth, for more nuance, irony
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
possibly, and complexity. And Adam did
not disappoint! We see on one side our
golden hero, romantic, sipping tea while
scribbling in his notebook, anxiously
peering through the blinds as he awaits
his love, meditating and breathing
oxygen (what a sly poke at his current
health kick!). On the other we see stormy
Adam, pacing like a caged wolf, hair
disheveled and bristling, tossing vodka
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On Trespassing
By Stephanie Wood aka
@Number8gurl, Homewood, AL
Dear @adamlambert this is what
your album means to me.

It's a warm blanket
And soft lips
Flashing lights
And gyrating hips

It's supple leather and slippery silk,
decadent cashmere and all such ilk

It's a lesson in joy
A study of pain
A ray of sunshine
A downpour of rain

stars
A deep water swim and memories of
bars

Whispers and screams
Fear of trust
And unfinished dreams

It's an unforgettable melody
A stimulating beat
Goosebumps and sweat
Sexual heat
It's cool Winter breath
Tender morning dew
Taking chances
Seeing them through

WANT TO READ
It's Candyland
It's
soft
words
Chutes and Ladders
It's crackling
ice that your fingersOBSTRUCTIONS?
AURA
WITHOUT
And words unspoken
The Game of Life
stick to
Bursting
hearts
The Mad Hatter
embers that when touched
GO Roaring
TO:
And hearts all broken
they burn you
It's a fantastical journey
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
It's
eyes
wide
open
Never a promise more true
It's a walk in the park and a trip to the
An invitation to experience
The depths of you

WANT TO READ
Thank you sweetheart for such a
It's
melting
chocolate
on
your
tongue
thoughtful and personal gift. We love
It's a tug on the loins
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
Fragrant lemon tickling your nose
you so very much. The album is a
A tug on the heart
An emotional journey
TREASURE and so are you <3333
Reminds us all
GO That
TO:
Rich
with
poetry
and
prose
we possess these parts
ps: We ARE going to DEVOUR it ;)))) w
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
The only human
hoped no one would know about it,
me know the most
but now I want your project to be true
amazing people in my
able to make my
so I really don't mind if you share my
life, one of them had
WANT
TOsmile
READ
baby
whole story. When I was 10 years old
the biggest influence
By Ines Glammai, Algeria
I was raped, and that was when I lost
on me. She showed
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
my energy and smile. Two years later it
me how open she
dam has the most beautiful
happened to me again and again. In my
was and how open
GO TO: and the nicest poses in front
whole life I was sexually harassed many
ADAM is too, that he
of the camera. I noticed
times, the last when I was 22.
doesn’t care what
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
how good looking he really
people say. She knew

A

is in pictures, videos and in reality. I
have been a model since I was 16 and
I was inspired to imitate his poses and
his personality in front of the camera.
Now while I'm shooting, I only hear
compliments from all the crew around
me, saying that I looked naturally
beautiful. I received a request from
one of the major international modeling
agencies. I can't thank anyone more
than Adam because he made me much
happier and he helped me know who I
really am and made me so proud of what
I have.

Since Adam came into my life, I became
someone new, someone so positive.
Even my mom noticed. I remember her
telling me, "God bless Adam . . . the
only human who was able to make my
baby smile." I remember that just like it
happened yesterday. I have learned the
true meaning of happiness. I have come
to know the most beautiful, honorable,
memorable and amazing people in my
life. Some I have met and others have
not, but still they helped me so much.
They all have the same importance in
my heart. I love them to death, so again
I'm going to say it I could never thank
someone more than Adam.

who she was and she
helped me too. Now
I'm feeling attracted
to girls just like boys.
I am bisexual and I
really can't change
this because as our
man said, "I am a
homosexual, there’s
nothing wrong in it
and there is nothing
to change about it.”
God, I really love how
confident he is and
how confident he has

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

After I discovered Adam I felt more safe
and secure. Before, I was an angry girl,
not enthusiastic, frowning all the time
and never smiling. I want to tell you
about one of my secrets. I had really

made me. w

There's still more. This is the other
part of Adam and me. While he made
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Outlaws of Love
- BREAKING ME
OPEN
By Jessica Humphreys, @Jesha84

W

July 29, 2011, Ste. Agathe,
Canada. This Friday night
Adam premiered a new
song from his upcoming
album. The song, “Outlaws of Love,” is a
message about acceptance and how no
matter where you go there always seems
to be someone who’s out to make you
feel like you’re “running from the law.”

happy individual can create such a
devastatingly grief-stricken song is
perhaps more shattering than the song
itself. One wonders how many nights
he sat despondent, or how many
tears slipped from those blue eyes, or
how many times the burden became
overwhelming and too much to carry….

yet to some people, it
does.
The thing that
affects me the most,
however, is Adam’s
voice. I pray this song
on the album sounds
just like it did on the
stage, because its
lack of production
and embellishment
enhances the power
of the lyrics, but
more importantly,
keeps the focus first
and foremost on the
voice. And Adam’s
voice, the perfect
and unblemished
instrument that it is,
wraps around us and
seeps through our
pores and moves

The second verse destroyed me… Scars
WANT TO READ
make us who we are, hearts and homes
broken, broken… and all I could
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? are
think of were victims of abuse who have
been beaten down and have had to lock
GO TO:
themselves away for the purpose of selfpreservation. I could see their faces and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
the people that they have become.
It has been a day and a half since it was
released but I feel like I’ve been listening
to it for my whole life. This song has
crushed me and left me so emotional
that just the thought of the opening notes
steals my voice and makes my chest
tighten as I try to fight tears. To try to
describe what I feel and what brings me
there is like trying to describe colors to
someone who has been blind from birth.

But I also thought about my best friend
and her husband. They’re an interracial
couple—he’s white, she’s black—and
two of the most beautiful people I know.
I thought about how she will sometimes
tell me that they get looks as they walk
hand-in-hand, like they don’t belong
together, and that even people close to
them haven’t been supportive of their
relationship. Everywhere we go we’re
looking for the sun; Nowhere to grow
old we’re always on the run; They say
we’ll rot in hell; Well I don’t think we will;
They’ve branded us enough; Outlaws of
love…. It hurts me to hear her say those
things because it shouldn’t matter, and

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
through our veins
to settle heavy in
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
our hearts, making
The lyrics… oh, the lyrics. Almost
frightening in their power and simplicity.
Adam wasn’t lying when he said his
sophomore effort would be more
personal. Adam’s heart is on full display
here, and to see that such a beautiful,

us feel the quiet
suffering of the lyrics
is our own personal
burden under
which to struggle.
Gentle, measured,
it moves smoothly

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Left:
Virg Mattera
@Virg1877 captured
this photograph of
Adam at the Ste.
Agathe en Feux
Festival, July 29, 2011.
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and gracefully higher, lower, slips into
a falsetto and back, ends with a brief
glimpse of strength and power and
revolt against the unfairness of the
world before softening, going back to
the acceptance of what looks to never
change. And at the end, we’re left
speechless, struggling to find breath and
strength, wondering whether we will ever
see sunlight again, now that we realize
the rain has been falling for so long.

WANT TO READ
a little more each time. It’s a song to
shatter hearts, to shed light on pain, to
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
draw strength among the languishing
I’ve lost track of how many times I’ve
words. It’s a song to be relived more
listened to “Outlaws of Love,” and I keep
GOgoing
TO:
times than we can find minutes for. w
back knowing my heart will die
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
most importantly, a human being. In fact,
A Few Words
It Started With
“Underneath” in particular addresses that
About Adam
a Kiss
very sentiment and intent when he sings,
WANT
TO
READ
By Frankie Genchi, Flecking Records
Lambert’s
"Welcome to my world of truth. I don't
@FleckingRecords, U.K.
wanna hide any part of me from you. I'm
Trespassing
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
standing here with no apologies."
nce upon a time, I had no
& the Power
idea who Adam Lambert
GOof
TO:
When the party is over and the roar of
Pop
was. I had never heard his
the crowd fades, Lambert has the ability
By Arjan Writes
beautiful voice, or even a
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
to take a step back, reflect on matters
mention of his name. Then I stumbled

M

uch has been written
about Adam Lambert and
much has been said about
his chart-topping new LP
Trespassing. But when all is said and
done, the only words that truly matter are
the stories Lambert so candidly shares
on the album. Each and every song on
Trespassing perfectly conveys his state
of mind and distinct point of view that is
woven throughout the effort.

Left: Photograph
by Jennifer Gruhl
@perfectway76
Above: Better Than
I Know Myself single
cover art photograph
by Lee Cherry.

O

and tap into a raw vulnerability that
is rarely exposed in pop music today.
His honest and intensely personal
storytelling adds a powerful dimension to
his music that connects with people in a
much deeper and lasting way.

upon a story in the press about him.
Adam had climbed down from the stage
at one of his shows and kissed the face
off a fan. And because we just love
stuff like that here at Flecking Records,
we published the story without giving it
much thought.

the power and versatility of pop music.
Yes, pop music can be fun, and yes,
it can be highly stylized, but behind
its glossy facade, pop music can also
capture powerful emotions that people
far and wide can relate to with great
ease and apply to their own world of
experience. And even if you don't speak
English, Lambert's vocal tone and
inflection will tell you all you need to
know.

someone special. Adam’s fans were
singing his praise, our regular readers
were fast becoming fans and we were
simply in awe—in awe of the voice, of
the sex appeal and the loyalty displayed
by his fans. We’re always happy to
promote Adam here in the U.K., joining
his legion of fans who work tirelessly
to help out such a deserving, talented,
swoonsome and generous man.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
One of the album's biggest contributions
is that it's not just an accomplished
It was only when the comments exploded
collection of songs, but that it showcases
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
that we realized we’d stumbled upon
Trespassing shows off two different

sides of the
singer.READ
One part of the
WANT
TO
record features Lambert's exuberant
and glamorous
stage persona with OBSTRUCTIONS?
AURA
WITHOUT
tracks that are peppy, fun and clearly
successfully) produced for mass
GO(andTO:
consumption. The other part of the
album emerges when Lambert steps off
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
the stage, lifts up the brightly lit, yellow
trespassing signs to expose a much
more vulnerable side of himself.

Tracks like “Cuckoo” and “Naked Love”
capture the fun and flirty Lambert, while
tracks such as “Underneath,” “Outlaws of
Love” and “Chokehold” show what really
moves him as artist, performer, and

Lambert perfectly understands the power
of pop and uses the ever-evolving genre
to his full advantage. While pushing
the envelope creatively, artistically and
personally, the singer gives people
music to make their own and cherish
forever, which makes him a pop star of
the brightest kind. w

Whether he is giving us incredible music
to share, insightful interview quotes to
discuss with his fans or picking up a
string of awards in our regular polls—
for example, an impressive seven out
of seven in our “Of The Year Awards
2012”—Adam is a pleasure to write
about. w
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Magical and
Unexpected
Places

By Lisa Fowler, Florida Glambs
Leader, Tallahassee, FL

A

few thoughts on the past
several months of Adam’s
appearances . . . I find it
fascinating that after fourplus years as a Glambert,
there are still so many times that I am
left breathless or brought to tears by
Adam’s performances.

song and make it so obviously their own.
The lyrics and the emotion that Adam
put into it seemed so perfect that I must
have listened to the performance 100
times. I could not get enough. I now feel
that the song is Adam’s and Rhianna is
attempting to cover an Adam Lambert
song.

song live during the
Glam Nation tour, I
became so emotional;
I ended up in a puddle
on the floor sobbing
hysterically. Imagine
what a sight I was, at
my age. Throughout
my life, I’ve been a
person who loves
change and surprises.
I get excited about
what might be. I
love to dream and
imagine. Adam has
given me so much
to look forward to. I
have no idea what to
expect next and that
is the best thing about
Adam. I can always
count on him to take
me to those magical
and unexpected

This takes me back to the first time that
WANT TO READ
Adam performed “20th Century Boy.”
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? As a young teen, I was completely
obsessed with T-Rex and I remember
sneaking out of bed one night to watch
GO TO:
the Saturday Night concerts that used
to play at midnight. When I saw Marc
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Bolen and heard this song, it was all
When Adam was invited to perform at
Cyndi Lauper’s “Home for the Holidays”
fundraiser in December 2012, I was
ready for something special. When
Cyndi joined Adam on stage for their
duet of “Mad World,” it was a gift from
heaven. I immediately realized that this
song needed to be recorded by this duet
to support the Forty to None charity.
What more perfect way to raise funds for
this organization that provides homes to
the homeless LGBT community? I am
still hoping this will happen. When Adam
first sang his version of Rhianna’s “Stay”
this past February, I wondered how it
must feel to have another artist take a

that I could talk about. My mother could
not figure out what I was talking about,
since she did not know that I was up
at midnight watching rock concerts. So
when I got to hear Adam perform the

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
places. w
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Left:
“When Cyndi Lauper
joined Adam on stage
for their duet of ‘Mad
World,’ it was a gift
from heaven,” said
Lisa. Photograph @
Marie Torto

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
True Love for
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
True Colors
Left:
Photograph by
Donna Norris

By Donna Norris @glamfan0786
Bowie, MD

D

WANT TO READ ecember 8, 2012, was an
incredible night in New York
for scores of Glamberts
AURA WITHOUT City
OBSTRUCTIONS?
who came from across the
U.S. and across the Atlantic to see
GO TO:
Adam—and Cyndi!—perform in Cyndi
Lauper’s "True Colors" Benefit at the
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Beacon Theater. After hearing parts of
the sound check and catching Adam
as he exited, our day was already a
dream. Then, when he took the stage,
the crowd went wild! He immediately
thanked everyone and acknowledged
his Glamberts in the audience!! Then
WE went wild. Adam sang two songs:
his megahit, "Whataya Want From Me,"
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and a breathtaking version of "Mad
World," in a duet with Cyndi Lauper.
Being a big Cyndi Lauper fan from back
in the day, it was surreal for me to watch
Adam sing with a musical legend. The

duet was amazing
and touching, as
they held hands and
really conveyed the
emotion of the song.
When they ended
on that high note
it was absolutely
incredible! w

Ray of Light at
VH1 DIVAS
By Nick Ackley @Lambertlust
San Francisco, CA

Right:
Never Close Our Eyes
single cover art by Lee
Cherry.

A

ttending “VH1 DIVAS” was a
spectacular experience. I’d
been to dozens of Adam’s
concerts, but this one was
even more special because in addition
to performing multiple times, he hosted
the show! We cheered, danced, laughed
and cried as Adam sang, performed and
stole the show. Those who paid $300
to VH1s 'Save The Music Foundation'
website were invited to an exclusive
after party. What a thrill to hang out with
a lot of Adam's well-known friends, band
mates et al. A great way to cap off a

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
surreal evening. w
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Right and Below:
VH1 DIVAS
photographs
courtesy of Kevin
Winter/Filmmagic/
Wireimage.com.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
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Adam Finds
His Voice…
for Marriage
Equality

ADAM
LAMBERT
ROCKS DC!
By Bellina Lambdin
@bellesxxoo
Great Falls, VA

By Juneau

T

he September 25 benefit
concert in support of
Maryland’s Civil Marriage
Protection Act feels like
another milestone in the personal
journey of Adam Lambert. He has come
a long way since American Idol, from the
life of a West Hollywood club kid who
was laser-focused on his music career
and paying little attention to politics or
the burden that was about to be thrust
upon him, to be a role model or lightning
rod whether he had asked for it or not.

On September 25,

WANT TO READ
Adam Lambert
hosted and
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
performed at a
fundraiser in support
of Marylanders For
GO TO:
Marriage Equality.
This event, held at
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
The 9:30 Club in
Downtown D.C.,
was part of an
initiative to get the
word out to VOTE
YES for Question
6—about marriage
equality—on the
ballot. Adam spoke
very eloquently,
saying, “Marriage
equality is about
treating everyone as
equals, regardless of
who they fall in love
with. I’m honored to
appear at this event
to help do whatever I
can to bring notice to
a cause that is close
to my heart.”

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
I've long wondered
why a man as
intelligent as Adam seemed at times
GO TO:
clueless about political and social
issues. Was he avoiding territory staked
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
out by his pugnacious brother (sorry,
Neil)? Recently we've seen Adam take
gradual steps toward speaking out on
marriage equality, urged by awards and
recognitions. Tonight he fully seized
the issue as his own. We had the
privilege of witnessing an Adam who
was incandescent, burning bright with a
new confidence to speak about matters
of real consequence for people’s lives,
all while cavorting with his band and
the audience. There were no award
show hosts to frame the topic. He was
all by himself, speaking from his heart
in his authentic voice. And it was one
of my favorite performances yet. Bravo.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Attendees were local
Washingtonians,
as well as people
who flew in from all
over the U.S. to see
Adam. The show was
FANTASTIC. It was
a night to remember,
including my Meet
& Greet with Adam.
Thank you, Adam
Lambert, for being
the voice of the

WANT TO READ
Maestro. w OBSTRUCTIONS?
AURA WITHOUT
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

Bellina Lambdin with Adam at a Meet &
Greet before fund raiser. NOTE: Bellina is the
one who suggested the title AURA!
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Top:
Photograph by Donna Norris @glamfan0786.
Center:
Marriage Equality cake made for the event.
Bottom:
Poster made for the Marriage Equality event.

future. w

Left:
At the September
2012 Marylanders
for Marriage Equality
fundraiser concert in
Washington, D.C., Judi
Kotwas, Stewartstown,
PA, finally met Adam.

He Shines
By Judi Kotwas aka Juko6659
Stewartstown, PA

I

am a devoted Glambert who
has attended several of Adam's
concerts. Being in his proximity
is addictive, leaving you wanting
more so I'm always on the
lookout for one of his appearances close
enough to home. Like so many other
fans, I had long-dreamt of meeting him
face to face, but luck had eluded me.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
In September 2012, when I found
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
out Adam had scheduled a charity
concert in Washington, D.C., to support
Marylanders for Marriage Equality,
Question 6 on the November ballot, I
excitedly bought 3 VIP tickets—for my
daughter, my friend Brian and myself.
We fought rush hour traffic, arriving late,
but found room to stand in the second
floor balcony, just over the stage.

yet impervious to the cold, humid wind
that had disheveled everyone in line.
He leaned over the barrier to make
contact with each fan—hugging, shaking
hands, drawing close for photographs—
seemingly comfortable with the imposed
intimacy of interacting with each fan.

fans considered his
feelings over their
own.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
We took a photo
together and I shook
GO TO:
his hand, thanking
him again for his
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
My moment arrived. The last person in
The excitement in the club was palpable
and intensified as show time neared.
In this small venue, Adam was close
when he walked onstage. As always,
when he appeared he was devastatingly
handsome in a T-shirt, dress shoes and
no socks—and “antique silver” hair.
He was relaxed, interacting with the
small audience, ad-libbing and joking.
Several times I leaned so far over the
rail, stretching my hand toward him, that
I risked tumbling over. But he trustingly
reached up toward us, even blew a kiss
or two.

front of me stepped away, and I stood
face to face with the man who owns so
much of my respect and admiration, and
a small corner of my heart.

meet his fans. When he walked up to
the barrier, my world tilted on its axis for
an instant then became surreal as we
waited to meet him.

without thinking or asking permission,
tenderly hugged him. He felt good and
smelled good. His gentle return hug
brought tears to my eyes. I whispered,
“Thank you for this. I know you must be
tired.” He paused for a beat, eyebrows
raised slightly in surprise, then smiled
and said, “Oh! Well, you are more
than welcome.” I wondered how often

music and telling him
I would always be
one of his fans. And
my long-dreamt-of
meeting with Adam
Lambert was over.
The entire exchange
lasted less than a
minute, yet I still bask
in its glow.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
His smile was warm and genuine; his
eyes telegraphed a welcome. Maybe he
GO TO:
recognized the wacky middle-aged lady
in the bright red jacket who spent most
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
of the concert leaning over the railing
perilously close to his head. Maybe he
liked my homemade, rhinestone-studded
“I Love Adam Lambert” tee. More likely,
he just loves all of his fans this way.

He shines. w

WANT TO READ
After the show, we waited by the “stage
Strangely, my nervousness vanished.
door” on the
off chance that we’d meet
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
It felt as if I were saying hello to a dear
Adam. Security may have intended for
friend, which is part of Adam’s magic.
to walk past us to a van parked by
GOhimTO:
He said “Hi” in his off-stage voice, tenorthe front entrance, but this time luck
pitched and soft. I stepped closer, and
rewarded
patience;
Adam
wanted
to
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

Outwardly polite and patient, inside I was
fighting the urge to knock everyone aside
and run to him. His hair was perfect;
softly touchable and shining in the light,
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Far Left:
“Love Is Everything”
recalls Adam’s 2012
performance in the
Austrian Q-Snowcase
on his 30th birthday.
This event, held on
the ski slopes in Zell
am See, is the site of
Adam’s first public
performance of
“Trespassing” . . . and
of bell-playing. The
plush bunny, mascot
of Q-Music Belgium’s
ongoing charity
campaign, traveled
around the world for
a year to raise money
for underprivileged
Belgian children.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Above:
“Feel the Atmosphere” adds a fierce
“Trespassing” backdrop to Adam’s
performance at the Take 40 Live Lounge
in Sydney, Australia. Adam debuted his
cover of “Is It Love?” for the 300 fans at
this exclusive show.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
INSPIRED
TO CREATE
Artist, photographer and LGBT
GO TO:
supporter, Lucas Vitek has
created many of the fandom’s
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
most loved portraits.
“I'm Adam Lambert's biggest
fan since the Glam Nation Tour
2010,” says Lucas. “He inspires
me in many ways. Since knowing
him, my life has changed a lot
because I started to follow his
philosophy and finally became
proud of who I'm. I love to
make my artwork with Adam
as a subject because he's
such an inspiration! He's an
amazingly talented singer and
a good-looking guy who likes to
experiment with his outstanding
look as much as I like to
experiment with art.”

From Bali
WANT TO READ
with Love
performed in Jakarta,
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS? By Komang Ayu Aptiani
Indonesia, on March
@mangayuu, Bali, Indonesia
10, 2013, so I finally
GO TO:
got a chance to
am a diehard Adam Lambert
travel there for my
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
fan, the biggest one in Bali.
first Adam Lambert

I

Whenever I’m angry, bored,
or sad, his songs help me
recover. Adam is my mood booster, my
personal healer.

concert!

vacation. I hugged him and we took a
picture together. I was so proud and I will
never forget it.

my life really colorful.
And Adam has taught
me that we need to
love everyone for
their inside qualities
as well as their

What I love most
WANT TO READ
about Adam are
his laugh and his
Previously, Lucas attended a
AURA WITHOUT
The first time I saw Adam on a video of
beautiful smile. Being
school ofOBSTRUCTIONS?
graphic design in the
his Idol performances, I was amazed by
Czech Republic from 2007-2011
his fan has brought
and is an amateur photographer
his charm, his look, his voice, his moves.
GO TO:
me many friends from
and fan artist. “I find it all very
I thank God for giving me the chance to
around the world and
interesting ‘cause I love being
meet Adam October 1, 2010, during a
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
his music has made
creative in all possible ways,”

says Lucas.

-LUCAS VITEK, Czech Republic
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I was so excited that Adam returned
for a show on New Year’s Eve, but I
couldn’t attend because the tickets were
at least $538 (US currency), the cost of
two semesters of college. Luckily Adam

outsides. w

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
WE ARE FAMILY FOUNDATION GALA:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
The We Are Family Foundation—founded by Nile Rodgers in response to
911—held its 2013 Celebration Gala on January 31, at the Hammerstein
Ballroom in New York City. Hosted by Rosie Perez and MSNBC's "The Cycle”
co-host, Toure, WAFF honored Dr. Jeni Stepanek with the Mattie J.T. Stepanek
Peacemaker Award, Daniel H. Stern with the Visionary Award, and Adam
with the Unity Award. Highlight of the night for Adam devotees was the first
live performance of “Shady” by Nile, Sam Sparro and Adam. An auction and
performances by Taylor Dayne, CHIC and Kathy Sledge rounded out the
amazing event. Fans donated $82,000 to WAFF in Adam's honor.
Top and Above Right: Tuke18/Weelassie11 Left: Alice B. Miller @plumcomm
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charitable
contributions

WANT
TO READ
ADAM
LAMBERT,
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
HUMANITARIAN
SUCCESSFUL CHARITABLE
GO TO:
[By Juneau]
DESIGN COLLABORATIONS
We’ve noted on more than several occasions the general public’s
STUDIO
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
[
By TIM FOSTER PENNYROYAL
lack of awareness about Adam’s philanthropic impact. We can
PENNYROYALSTUDIO.COM
only attribute this to Adam’s modesty. Otherwise, we have no
CALIFORNIA]
doubt his PR people would have been all over it. Fortunately,
because we are not employed by Adam, we are free to kvel!
I met Adam on the set of Idol when there were eight contestants
WANT TO READ
left. I was there to create custom designs for each of them. I
We are grateful to @RadarEcho for compiling Adam’s charity
brought up to Adam the idea of creating design collaborations
AURA
WITHOUT
impact
stats and are pleased toOBSTRUCTIONS?
share them here (with some
to benefit charity and he was interested right away. He had just
editorial additions by us):
gotten an Eye of Horus tattoo on his wrist and immediately started
GO TO:
drawing a replica of it on a piece of paper for me to use as the
DonorsChoose Idols Tour Campaign $322,607 – 331,987
•
design. Little did either of us know, it was the beginning of a
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
students reached
project that would help him and his fans raise over $1,000,000
•
•

DonorsChoose Glam Nation Campaign $203,964 –
273,431 students reached
Charity: Water 29th birthday Campaign $323,573 – 16,178
people served with clean water
Charity: Water 30th birthday Campaign $84,000 — 4,000
people served with clean water
Pennyroyal Charity Campaign $75,000 raised for
DonorsChoose ($43,092 for DonorsChoose in 2010 and
$32,000 for MusiCares in August 2009). Third campaign in
progress for Trevor Project.
Aftermath Remix Campaign for Trevor Project - Amount
raised unknown.
Grammy Foundation Auction – Glam Nation tour shirt
fetched $9,200
We Are Family Foundation $82,000 — supporting Global
Teen Leaders’ programs worldwide

for charity over the next 2.5 years through his numerous
charitable projects.

WANT TO READ
The success of the project has had a lot to do with Adam's ability
•
to choose designs that his fans feel attached to and want to carry
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
with them. It’s been a thrill to see my idea for charitable design
•
collaborations become so successful. And even more exciting to
GO TO:
see the impact it’s had on the charities that have benefitted from
it.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
•
•

Another success element is the intense fan support for Adam and
everything he supports. When the Peace Pendant was released in
August 2011, our site crashed within about five minutes of making
the pendant available for purchase. It took a day or two to get fully
back up and running. The Peace Pendant ended up being the
most successful charitable design collaboration we had released.

WANT
TO READ
•
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Total amount raised = $1,100,344+
Adam's desire to give to his fans, to the causes he's passionate
GO TO:
about, has made all of this possible.
In addition, Adam has inspired fans everywhere to launch their
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
own charity initiatives:
•

•

•
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Fans in non-US countries contributed to charities because
they didn’t want to miss out on the US-only DonorsChoose
campaigns
In his honor, fans donated his music (in huge numbers!),
funding and other items to 1n10, Sister Soldier Project,
MusicCanCure and for earthquake relief in New Zealand and
Japan.
After Adam tweeted, many donated for Haiti earthquake
relief. This tweet made Adam one of the top social media
news influencers of 2010.

AURA

Charitable Contributions

Adam’s drawing of
his Eye of Horus tattoo
that Tim Foster used to
make the Pennyroyal
Pendant.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
A young girl smiles in rural Uganda, holding
bottles of the dirty water she used to drink
and the clean water her village now uses.
Instead of walking for water, Rebecca and
other children can spend that time in school.
Photo by Esther Havens.

breaking records
in honor of

WANT TO READ
your aquarian
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
[By Kaitlyn Jankowski
GO TO: charity: water
WE ARE FAMILY
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
We learned firsthand that Adam Lambert's fans are passionate,

]

vocal and generous. For Adam's 29th birthday, in 2011, he
decided to forego gifts and bring clean, safe drinking water to
people in developing countries. Minutes after Adam's birthday
campaign went live, the page crashed! Ninety days of fundraising
later, he had raised over $300,000 dollars, bringing clean
water to about 16,000 people.

FOUNDATION WOW!

"On behalf of the entire We Are Family Foundation 'family,'
we cannot thank Adam Lambert and his fans enough for their
unbelievable support of WAFF! In just over a week, Adam and the
fans rallied to raise more than $82,000 in celebration of Adam's
birthday and receiving the Unity Award at the We Are Family
Foundation Celebration Gala 2.0 on January 31, 2013, in New
York. We are honored to welcome everyone into our global family!
The money raised will help continue our programs supporting
Global Teen Leaders' work around the world! THANK YOU!"

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
ran another birthday campaign in 2012 and raised over
GOAdam
TO:
$84,000. Collectively, he has raised $407,901 for charity:water,
bringing clean water to more than 20,000 people in developing
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
countries.

The charity:water staff made a video for the Glamberts, to thank
them for breaking mycharity:water records by supporting Adam
Lambert's birthday campaign for clean water. We made the video
on our 5th birthday, but the celebration wasn't about us—it was
about them!
They joined our mission to end the water crisis. They supported
our cause. They inspired us. To watch the “Thank You, Glamberts!”
video, go to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88efJ3bITZU

Charitable Contributions

AURA
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WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

ADAM’S
VIETNAM
DEBUT
ROCKS

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
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Adam’s Vietnam
Debut Rocks

F

ans attending the Hennessy
Artistry Vietnam concert on
January 4, 2013, were treated
to a variety of musical styles,
as popular musicians from the U.S.,
Portugal and Korea entertained the
enthusiastic audience.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
when Adam took the stage for his
GOAnd
TO:
first performance in Vietnam, his magic
charmed fans as well as Adam firsthttp://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
timers. His 30-minute set included "If
I Had You," "Naked Love," "Cuckoo,"
"Never Close Our Eyes," "Whataya
Want From Me," "Fever," "Shady" and
"Trespassing." He repeated last year’s
duet with Portuguese soul singer Aurea,
"Are You Gonna Go My Way?", a fan
favorite at the Hennessy Artistry in
Shanghai, China, December 2.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
While the majority of the audience came
to see Adam perform, the program
was almost equally divided among the
three artists. Not surprisingly, this left
them wanting more and hoping Adam
would return one day soon with his own

WANT TO READ
AURA
concert. wWITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
2013: Off and
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Running
All photography
from Hennessy
Artistry Vietnam by
Nguyen Truong

O

ur golden globetrotter spent
early 2013 continent hopping
to Asia, Eastern Europe,
and Scandinavia for his sixweek We Are Glamily Tour. In Asia, he
returned to China, Japan, Singapore and
Hong Kong; gave debut performances
in South Korea and Indonesia, as well
as Vietnam (for the Hennessy Artistry).
He also returned to Russia and Ukraine
and performed for Belarus fans for the
first time before returning to Helsinki,
Finland, for the final tour performance.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

Back in L.A., Adam picked up an armful
of awards.
• Key to the City at Miami Beach Gay
Pride, April 14.

Globetrotting/WAG Tour
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WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Adam energized
the crowd during his
first performance in
Vietnam.

Humorous stage
antics add that extra
kick to "Cuckoo,"
making it a fan
favorite throughout
the world.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
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• Most Popular International Artist at
the 17th Star TV China Music Awards,
Macau, China, April 18.
• At the 24th Annual GLAAD Media
Awards in San Francisco, CA, May 11,
Adam was presented with the Davidson/
Valentini Award, for making a significant
difference in promoting equal rights for
the LGBT community. He tied with Frank
Ocean for Outstanding Musical Artist.
• At the 3rd Annual LGBT Month opening
ceremonies at City Hall on May 30 and
May 31, Adam was presented with the
Hope of Los Angeles award by Mayor
Antonio Villaraigosa.

On May 18, Adam electrified the massive
international costumed audience when
he performed “Love Wins Over Glamour”
at the annual Life Ball in Vienna,
Austria, one of the largest HIV and
AIDS fundraisers in the world. Dressed
as Ali Baba, in a bejeweled technicolor
peacock coat and turban by Marco
Marco, the sultry sultan owned the stage
as he strutted back and forth casting a
spell over the crowd. Adam co-wrote the
song especially for the event.

Aside from a few
upcoming gigs—
Pittsburgh Pride
Festival, June 15;
Universal Orlando
Studios Summer
Concert Series, June
29; and San Diego
County Fair, Del Mar,
CA, July 2; we’ll just
have to wait and see
what the Universe
has planned for the
extraordinary Adam

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
Adam was equally magnificent
GO TO:
performing a brief but brilliant duet of
Lambert. w
“Titanium” with Angie Miller, 3rd place
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
finalist, American Idol, Season 12, on the
results show, May 16.
As for that perennial question of whether
WANT TO READ
Adam will be a judge on American Idol
Season 13, Adam is ready to sign.
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Far Left:
Zsa Zsa Van Zyl's
drawing of Adam and
his boyhood self.

INSPIRED
TO CREATE
WANT
TO READ
A student
in Animation Directing
AURA
WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
at the National Academy of
Theatre and Film Arts "Krastio
GO Sarafov,"
TO: Sofia, Bulgaria, and
a graduate of High School in
Toy and Souvenires Design at
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
the National School of Applied
Left:
HappyDay is an
animated birthday
wish to our Awesome
Aquarian, who turned
31 on January 29,
2013.

Arts "St. Luka," Sofia, Mirena
Hristova—@Mirax87— enjoys
the challenge of video editing,
graphic programs, animation
and illustration. Says Mirena, “I
worked on a project for a game
for Android and iPhone, creating
the designs for the characters
and backgrounds.” This selfdescribed “huge Adam Lambert
fan” has a portfolio on https://
mirax87.deviantart.come/gallery
that’s filled with inviting cartoonstyle paintings inspired by Adam
and the band.

Below:
HappyNewYear
captures high points of
Adam’s 2012 journey.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
- Mirena Hristova
@Mirax87, Bulgaria
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WAG
TOUR
We Are Glamily

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
With a simple tweet—“I just decided
that his brief tour is to be called the “WE
ARE GLAMILY TOUR”—Adam gave
us our first glimpse of his early 2013
Asian/Eastern European tour. No North
American/European/South American
Trespassing tour this time around,
but the steady stream of videos and
stills made it easy to savor each show
vicariously.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Performing before a bold, simple
WANT TO READ
backdrop that became energized with
pulsating lights, a steady pounding
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
rock beat and a rainbow of colors
reflecting the songs’ changing moods,
GO TO:
Adam brought to life the essence of
Trespassing—joyful, celebratory singing
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
and dancing as well as introspective
moments, angst, lost love and sorrow.
For six weeks, Adam & Co. played to
wildly enthusiastic audiences in Seoul,
Korea (February 17); Tokyo, Japan
(February 19-21); Kanazawa, Japan
(February 23); Nagoya, Japan (February
25); Osaka, Japan (February 26);
Shanghai, China (March 3); Hong Kong
(March 5); Singapore (March 8); Jakarta,
Indonesia (March 10); Minsk, Belarus
(March 15); Moscow, Russia (March 16);
Kiev, Ukraine (March 18); St. Petersburg,
Russia (March 20); and Helsinki, Finland
(March 22).

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers

In venues large and small, in countries
where Adam had previously performed
and those where he was making his
national debut, he sang, danced, chatted
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6 Weeks, 16 Shows, 13 Venues
with Our #1 Tour Guide

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GOCheck
TO: your bags at the door and climb aboard
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
the crazy train to relive the We Are Glamily Tour.
Far left top:
Photograph of Adam
singing "Chokehold"
during Hong Kong
concert by ZhuZhu.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Far Left Bottom:
Photograph of Ashley
Dzerigian, Johnny Rice,
Terrance Spencer, Rick
Jordan and Adam singing
"Cuckoo" in Shanghai,
China, by Chuju.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
At left:
Photograph of Adam
singing “Stay” in
Shanghai, China, by
Chuju.

and charmed his way through 18-song
sets, changing things up regularly to
maintain an element of surprise.
Some standout moments:
—Adam's rendering of “Stay” in Seoul,
his first full performance of the song
since the gut-wrenching 36-second
rehearsal preview, was extraordinary.
How many times have you watched it?
—That delightful moment when Korean
fans completed the ending to “Broken
English,” which Adam had omitted for
effect. This was an early clue to the
connection, support and love he would
enjoy with fans throughout the tour. In
many non-English-speaking countries,
audiences sang along, not missing a
word or a beat. Now that’s love!

Below:
Photo of Adam flipped
backwards shot by
Zhuzhu in Hong Kong.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
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—Japanese fans letting Adam sing
without screaming and applauding
until he had finished each song was a
beautiful, and surprising, tribute and sign
of respect.
—His first-ever live performance of “Time
for Miracles” in Hong Kong brought the
house down and the tears out.
—Japan’s striped bananas: boomerangs
or fashion statement? Hilarious.
—Seeing Adam’s performance of “Better
Than I Know Myself” felt so good, like
seeing an old friend after sooo long.
—Images of fans standing in line in
Minsk, Belarus, during a snowstorm,
as they waited to be let inside for the
concert, expressed love more vividly
than words could say.
—What was it about Helsinki? Adam’s
tweet to “Get Kinky Helsinki”? It was

a most magical
performance. The
master knew how to
end the tour on a high
note.
During and after
the six-week tour,
Twitter, Facebook
and our AURA blog
were abuzz with rave
reviews, some of

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
which follow. w
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
This page:
Adam in Kiev, Ukraine,
by Maya Maksimova.

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
@LambertLover19
@tchrsd
GO TO:
I saw the videos and
All I can say about the
Adam proved once again
WAG mini tour is how
he's
one
of
the
top
3
best
immensely proud I
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
performers in the world and
am to be a Glambert.
best singer in the world.
(In my opinion, legends
Freddie Mercury and
Michael Jackson, RIP, are
1# and #2. Adam is #3 best
performer ever and #1 best
living performer. :) Not to
mention how he makes my
heart want to jump out of
my chest when he sings. No
one else makes me feel like
him. . .

To see the adoration
of fans worldwide is
so gratifying. Adam
has crossed so many
boundaries and
Trespassed into our lives
thus changing many of
us forever. I just want to
hug him and say, “Well
done, sweet Addy, well
done!”

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
@WshUpnASta
I've never in my whole life
GO TO:
been so proud to call myself
a Glambert. Since becoming
a
fan, I've made friends all
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
over the world. People who
I would never have met in
person if it weren't for Adam
Lambert. I know he has fans
worldwide and is adored
everywhere he performs. I've
done some crazy things along
this journey for Adam, and I
would do it all again.
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Photograph of Minsk, Belarus, Adam
Lambert poster by @katush_a

Photographic Journalist Moved by Message of
Universal Love at Johannesburg Concert
By Tarryne Rautenbach
Adam Lambert warned South Africa that
he was going to surprise his audience
and he did just that!

Left:
Adam Lambert was
greeted by ecstatic
6-year-old fan Erin
Korcz at a November
17, 2012, press
conference at Radio
station 94.7 Highveld
Stere in Sandton,
Johannesburg. Erin
watched Adam on
American Idol—when
she was a 3-year-old
toddler!
Photograph
©ElitePhotoAgency/
PacificCoastNews.
com

“So I got my boots on, got the
WANT
TO READ
right 'mount of leather and I'm
doing me up with a black Kohl
liner WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
AURA
And I'm workin' my strut, but I
know it don't matter, all we need
GO TO:
in this world is some love . . .
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
From New York to SA getting high
rock‘n’rolling, get a room, trash it
up till it’s ten in the morning
Girls in stripper heels, boys rolling
in Maseratis, what they need in
this world is some love . . .

WANT TO READ
There'sWITHOUT
a thin line between a wild
AURA
OBSTRUCTIONS?
time and a flat line . . .”
celebrating life. Would you expect
as he shredded his
GOAdam
TO:
blew away his diverse South
anything less?
Telecaster guitar.
African audience in Johannesburg with
Tommy surely has
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
a breath-taking performance, on 16
November 2012! Suggestive dancers,
backup ‘Vajayjay Afro-disiac’ divas,

Listening to Adam’s music, it is evident
that the songs he writes are based on
his feelings, which adds to their impact.
At one point, he became very emotional
singing “Underneath,” a song written
from the depths of his soul. He reaches
the masses through his music, spreading
a message of universal love.

his own fans and
followers. His emo
hairstyle and gothic
look definitely love
the camera.

sexy, sassy, risqué. I think even the
straight folk couldn’t help but be drawn
in by his stage performance. I don’t care
what your ethnicity or gender preference
is—everyone loves Adam.

wannabes. I heard
them singing, “Would
you be m-mine?”
during “Fever.”

WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
There were many
“Adam Lamberts”
GO TO:
and “Tommy Joes” in
Adam’s voice projection is unbelievable
the diverse audience
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
and he is definitely eye candy—super
– lookalikes and
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
After the concert,
Not only did Adam awe the crowd, but
Adam partied up a
GO TO:
so did lead guitarist Tommy Joe Ratliff,
storm at Babylon
night club in Sandton.
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
It is a privilege to have
Photographs by Tarryne
Rautenbach.
Top left:
Adam and bass guitarist
Ashley Dzerigian
Bottom Left:
Adam and lead guitarist
Tommy Joe Ratliff

photographed Adam.
Namaste. With love
and light, to Adam
and his passionate
supporters. w
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WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
WANT TO READ
AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
GO TO:
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
From Singapore...

WANT TO READ
@GlambertPianist
“Adam Lambert has
AURA WITHOUT
OBSTRUCTIONS?
undeniably
been a huge
inspiration to me. I stopped
@GlambertHikari
learning the piano at 10
GO TO:
“It cannot be denied that
and never really played until
@AngelicNur
Adam has received the short
‘Whataya Want from Me’
http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
end of the stick in the fame
came on the radio one day.
“Adam Lambert, the one who
That instant, I knew I had
to pick up the piano again
just so to be able to belt it
out on keys. Since then, I’ve
been playing Adam’s songs
on the piano by ear just to
fulfill my Glam-appetite. Like
Adam always says, ‘Life is all
about taking risks to get what
you want.’ Relearning the
piano wasn’t easy but it was
definitely a risk worth taking.”
http://www.youtube.com/
user/MelodicGlambertPiano

world, and this makes his
confidence in the Singapore
concert even more breathtaking. He belted out glory
notes without fear, and
effortlessly changed things
up. His magical voice
encased me in rapture
with phenomenal tone and
compelling lyrics. Like in
Adam’s cover of En Vogue’s
Grammy-nominated single,
‘Free your mind and the rest
will follow.’ The title of the
tour, ‘We Are Glamily,’ is apt.
I made friends with complete
strangers from all over the
world literally minutes after
meeting them.”

united us all as a Glamily!
From strangers to friends, it
feels like we connect as one
big happy family. The smiles,
laughter that we share and
just talking about him. . . .He
unites us all regardless of
race, language, gender and
even from different countries
all over the world. He is simply
The Glam King and we are his
followers.”
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AURA WITHOUT OBSTRUCTIONS?
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http://adamlambertaura.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/special-holiday-offers
Top Left:
Photograph in Singapore’s Star Theatre,
the Star Performing Arts Centre, Buona
Vista Singapore, by Rhyden Cadwell
Top Right and Right Page:
Photographs in Gandaria City, Jakarta,
Indonesia by Rhyden Cadwell
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